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Title word cross-reference

< 10µ [PPW96]. < 5 [RLT+94]. < 6 [SSM91]. > 5µ [DLFL96]. + [SGR92]. 12
[Fry96, GT98, JR92, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, SDFJv91]. 13
[FMFH97, FH97a, FW91b, Fry96, GT98, HHSvS96, HW92, HAR95, JRMN+97,
JR92, Joh96, JLGMP97, Kal91a, LBM+99, MvdVD+97, MJSDF91, RTRF90,
RHT91, RAB+92, RRWG96, RWJ+95, RR97b, RSS94, SDFJv91, TFL95]. 137
[Kil97]. 14 [AMB+96, CCV+96, CGA95, CRLP94, Gar91, HWLC98, Irw91,
LL92, MKCL94, NH90, ORL97, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, Ric91, SDFJv91].
15 [FMFH97, SR95, BG91, FHCC98, FCP98, HW92, HAR95, JRMN+97,
MvdVD+97, MHM90, PPCR97, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, Rie98, SRSH99,
SDFJv91, TFL95, TCB93, WCLB99]. 16 [FD97, GT98, LMK93, YKK+98]. 18
[GT98, JLGMP97, Kal91a, RVGC+99]. 241 [PGD+93]. 3 [WR91]. 31
[TR91, TRPS94]. 4+ [Lai92, MSK95]. 15 [GCH93]. 1 [SJMC93]. 12 [GR94]. 2
[AGP98, BK96a, BR91a, BR97, BRZ99, CSM+98, CMB+99, CH97b,
FGP+96, Gar91, GPDF93, GPF95, GPD+96, KRJ98, Kru93, KCD+95, LL92,
LL97, MHRV+99, PJF93, PDP+90, RRWG96, RNHO98, Sie93, SJMC93]. 2
\text{[BG93, SJMC93]}. 3 \text{[JLS90, LJS90, PS93]}. \uparrow 4 \text{[AGP98]}. \beta 5 \text{[DGO92, MNH92]}. ; 6 \text{[BR97, FMFH97, Mar99b, Som94, TPR98, TRMW95]}. \delta 7 \text{[FMFH97, FHCC98, FCP98, HW92, HAR95, JLGMP97, MvdVD97, MJSDF91, RVGC99, RR97b, Ri98, RSS94, SRSH99, TFL95]}. K 8 \text{[O’D98]}. \mu 9 \text{[SSM91]}. n 10 \text{[DBHM99]}. P/B 11 \text{[BJTB96]}. S 12 \text{[Kar95]}. -ATPase 13 \text{[SGR92]}. -butyl-tin 14 \text{[DBHM99]}. -carbonylation 15 \text{[DGO92]}. -D-glucuronide 16 \text{[MNH92]}. -fixing 17 \text{[CSM98, CMB99, MHRV99]}. -flux 18 \text{[JLS90]}. -K 19 \text{[LCTT92]}. -number 20 \text{[Ito97]}. -polluted 21 \text{[RBG94a]}. -pools 22 \text{[LJS90]}. -scale 23 \text{[SLB92]}. -tolerant 24 \text{[Sie93]}. /aponica 25 \text{[OINN94]}. 0 26 \text{[PDP+90]}. 0-group 27 \text{[BK90, EG95, EG97, vBDW91, vW93]}. 0-year 28 \text{[LAK99]}. 1 29 \text{[JM99, KRFL97, KRF+98]}. 118 \text{[WKH98]}. 128 \text{[BS96a]}. 135° 30 \text{[PLH91]}. 1378 31 \text{[CCV+96]}. 14-3-3 32 \text{[WKH98]}. 17° 33 \text{[CD98]}. 191 34 \text{[Ano00]}. 1970s 35 \text{[Jos90]}. 1980s 36 \text{[FAVV98, Jos90]}. 1986 37 \text{[PD95]}. 1988 38 \text{[GST+91, KLMR91]}. 1990s 39 \text{[FAVV98]}. 1991 40 \text{[HC94, SKM+97]}. 1992 41 \text{[GGB94]}. 1993 42 \text{[AW98, KL95, Ven98]}. 1995 43 \text{[Ven98]}. 1998 44 \text{[DSG+99]}. 19° 45 \text{[Por94]}. 19th 46 \text{[JWL96]}. 1A1 47 \text{[GLBF92, SGR92]}. 2 48 \text{[GRGK96, LGR95, PD95]}. 2-Ethyl-1-hexanol 49 \text{[Ack97]}. 2-ethylhexyl 50 \text{[HFW99]}. 210Po 51 \text{[DCG+99]}. 228 52 \text{[COS93]}. 228/Ra 53 \text{[COS93]}. 23 54 \text{[SKM+97]}. 234Th 55 \text{[LBLA93]}. 26° 56 \text{[MMG97]}. 2D 57 \text{[SR98a]}. 3.4-tribromopyrrole 58 \text{[FT95]}. 36° 59 \text{[UC94]}. 37° 60 \text{[CD98]}. 4-bromophenol 61 \text{[LSP99]}. 4-dibromophenol 62 \text{[GK97]}. 4-methylumbelliferyl- 63 \text{[MNH92]}. 47° 64 \text{[Por94]}. 5-bisphosphate 65 \text{[Riv90]}. 5-pentachlorobiphenyl 66 \text{[WKH98]}. 50° 67 \text{[MH99]}. 50° 68 \text{[CD98]}. 54° 69 \text{[MMG97]}. 55° 70 \text{[LGH95b]}. 58° 71 \text{[LGH95b]}. 5° 72 \text{[MMG97]}. 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 73 \text{[HP98]}. 75* 74 \text{[MP96b]}. 75° 75 \text{[LGH+93]}. 77* 76 \text{[PLG+96]}. 77*-81*N 77 \text{[PLG+96]}. 8 78 \text{[BCG97]}. 81*N 79 \text{[PLG+96]}. = 80 \text{[NP90, Sto96]}. 
a-glucosidase [KFPR94]. a-specific [BAM+99]. A.
[GS99b, SG96, TK95a, TK97, TK98, WCP+98]. Åland [BDR+96]. Aarhus
[HR96b, JLS90, LJS90]. abalone [AAE+96, LK93, Sch93]. abandoned
[HK96]. Abashiri [BTKK99]. abaser [FMRC93]. abatement [DG96].
Abatus [PF95]. abdominal [TR91]. aberrations [CB92]. abilities
[SB97c, VKF+98]. abiotic [GPB+98, GRSV98, MS96a, San93b]. Abnormal
[PLIM95]. above [PBGE91, TGvJW95, VWS92]. above-bottom [PBGE91].
Abra [GD96]. Abraiia [Big92]. absence [TLB93]. absolute [SR97].
absorbing [HS98a, JMD+99, Les96, LM97, RR97a, SDC+92]. Absorption
[LS96, AC92, AFZ96, BAM+99, CGA95, DL91b, EAD92, FG93, HS91a,
JNJP94, JSGS94, MG96c, NP90, NPB93, So96, SL97b, VMS+96, vdL98].
absorptive [MGC95b]. Abundance
[CCG+92, DS96, DRP+97, GM99, HKT+96, MPM97, NTK98, PWR96, SB98,
Sha98, SSA96, Wh94, AP97a, ADA98, AW93, And94b, AB96a, AWH93,
BC91, Bar97b, BM99b, Bee97, BH97a, BCAA96, BH93, BMW97, BM95a,
BL994, CT92, Cer98, CGNH98, COK99, CCG96, CL9B1, Con98, DPM96,
DE90, EL9H2, Egg95, FW92, FD939, Fox90a, Gas94, GH94b, GAR93,
Göm95, Gon92, GF94, GF91, GP98, HCS93, HD93, Hic92, HSW99, HNvB94,
Hul97, Hul99, HOM95, JP94, JR92, JFS90, KW97a, KW99a, Kur99,
LZY993, LBH91, LAJ95, LDKR93, LTM+98, LKB90, LEB93, MH96a, MB95a,
MR97a, Mar97, MC91c, MF90a, MF90b, ME97, MLES94, MM95b, MM90,
MJ97, MJ92b, Nor94, OM90, OM95a, OMH95b, PDD+99, PS95, PS97,
PMD90, PWN99, QCM94, RWJ+95, RGE+95]. abundance
[RZ96, RDA97, SHR+98, SKvB98, SR98b, She96, SD94, SBT97, SB96,
SD95, SH96, SR96, SC93, SC95b, TDB9H4, TGBB97, Tok95, Tol98, VH93,
VHS96, VHI+98, VPM96, WD99, WFL95, WH95, WE95, ZF97, ZF99,
ZDJ+95, ZR92]. Abundances [Alo90, HS99b, Ken92, LPF94, MM96].
abundant [PF90]. abyssal [MF98]. Acanthaster
[BM91a, CED91, HK96, HKR96, HR96a, KH92b, SP93]. acanthurid
[CA96b]. Acanthuridae [SML97]. Acanthurus
[HK96, HR96a, McC99, Pla93, Ras97]. Acartia [BD94, CA96a, CA97,
CL99, DDW90, Dut98, FD98, FR91, GA97a, ICG96, Jec94b, JT90, KSV96,
KSV99, Nor96, RMB91, RD92, SA92, SK95a, TDD94, UCV98, WDD92].
aacule [Gar99a]. acclimated [HLF+91]. Acclimation
[IPT94, Les96, GMK97, MRM95, MP95, RMB91]. acclimatization
[OS93]. accompanying [AOT97]. Accumulation
[BC93, CC92b, FBL95, GSC96, GSH9b, IWF+97, MKY98, MBL+98, ND91,
PGD+93, ZCL97, DvR999, Fra92, LGS+99, M96, R91, WF97, WJD93].
accumulations [NB96c]. Accuracy [ACC90]. Accurate [TJST98, MM99].
acetate [KKH+94]. acetic [MH93b]. acetylene [LKV96, SCLS94].
Acharax [BL97]. Achoerodus [Gil97]. Acid
[WJD93, BLKA93, BFMM99, BBCB99, BUCP+92, CCC94, CG93, CWHA99,
DKL94, DQT+97, DMP+99, FJR+94, Fuh90, GHT94, GSS93a, HSN93, IFL97,
MBW90, MCA90, MVA99, MH93b, Naj96, Naj97, NB90, ND96, PM90a,
PRM+96a, PRM+96b,
Acid-base [WJD93].

Acids
[BHQ99, CM99, DL94a, FF92a, FFJ93, FTBR97, HQ99, JMPH90, JKC+93, KK91, KZK+95, LH98, LNSL91, MBK95, NK90, PMOD90, PDB+97, RTLG97, RFGF92, SUH95, SAH98, SDC+92, Sim91, SCF91, WP95].

Acknowledgements [SDA+92c].

Acorn
[BGBS91, BGW96, SBBG94].

Acoustic
[BLJ99, BW96, MA99c, BMHD93, CSB94, KKW97, LB93].

Acoustically [CWH98].

Acquisition
[GKRD96, KM99b, KR94].

Acropora
[Byt90, JLGMP97, MB95b].

Across
[CK99, CT96, EDS+99, FGP98, FVDL95, GFPD92, HNC92, JINR95, Mun93, Sim92, TA93, TUN99, VBF94, WC90].

Acrylic
[DKL94, SPH94].

Act
[Han91a].

Acting
[HB97].

Actiniaria
[AS95].

Action
[LL96, BHQ99, KPS97, MM91a, VWM90a, VWM90b].

Activation
[WCP+98].

Active
[BNW94, GDGM95, Ker90, DAB+91, HB97, JT93, KM99a, MC91b, ODS+96, PH91b, PL99b].

Activities
[CK95, DdA95, FCW98, GSB97, LFP98, MA93, Nau96, RM97a, San93a, TMC98, vDDWKW99].

Activity
[GSG+94, LSP99, MNH92, Van92b, WVL97, AAD91, AC92, Bar97b, BM91b, BL+95, BDN99, CCC90a, CC97a, CS99, Dem95, DGO92, DE91, EKE92, ES90, GBC92, GFF99, GDP+98, GCKW95, GSB98, GSS93a, GH92, GDW90, HL97, HL99, HR94, HH91c, HW99, HNL94, JLD+96, KKL+98, KBP98, LBY+99, LS91, MC96a, MRMR92, MRCP98, MHH96, OJ96, PNB94, PH98, PMOD90, PH95, PDP+90, RGL99, RSH93, Rel96a, Rel96b, RA92, RVBL92, Riv90, RMB91, RBN99, SMTL99, SCJ99b, SO96b, SSV97, SDG95, SPPL92, SCK90, TGB97, TB98, TGB99, UNPH93, UMT+91, VAR94, VD94, VL97, WHG99b, Zaj91a, Zel97, dT94a].

Activity-related
[Dem95].

Acuminata
[GGC99, SBT97].

Acuña
[Ano00].

Acuspes
[Nor96].

Acutifrons
[GSMM96].

Acutorostrata
[KNI95].

Acutus
[ASSWM97, HKG93, LHL93, SSH91].

Adamussium
[MONR90, VCMP93].

Adaptation
[VMMH90, BMD+90, DF95, EBB95, HBD95, IPT94, KB91, LB91, TCR93, ZAN99, vLTW98].

Adaptations
[WHK97, AO94, AC96b, JGT96, SC92a, YKL99].

Adapted
[RT92].

Adaptive
[CM98b, SP99a].

Added
[And96, Eno93, HHH93].

Addition
[HJA99, SK98a].

Additional
[FM94b, Raw96].

Additions
[RG99].

Additive
[MR97a].

Aden
[BS95c, SL91, Uib95].

Adenine
[RBJ90].

HSRHH90].

Adina
[BB93].

Adjacent
[HSK+94, JDS99, Mor96].

Adjust
[Röp93].

Adriatic
[BHH92c, BH92d, KH92a, MHH92, MB94, N96, NJ97, PF91a, SH95a, SK94b].

Adsorbed
[LG+99a, LH98, NK96].

Adsorption
[SAH98].

Adspersus
[NH98].

Adult
[AR91, ST98, THPC96, ÅP97a, ACLS97, AH93, CLW99, DE91, FFT98, FH97b, IHK+98, JAO90, Ken94a, LFS90, Mar91, MGC95a, Nor92, PNS90, PHT96, RA96, SGP99, TWWE95, TR91, Tol98, UMT98, VE99, VACL99, WW96, WH93, van94a, vdL95].

Adult-larvae
[SGP99].
Alexandrium
[AKM+99, AGGKA96, BLCA90, DRGV91, Dut98, FFF+94, MCC97]. Alfas
[Vid94, VM95]. alga
[Åbe96, AP97a, AdN91, ATH95, BB97a, BEH93, BH95b, CC98, CC99, Ekl98,
FSA+97, GS94a, HN90a, HN90b, Han95, IG96, JPF+98, KMB97, LLB+95,
Mar91, PÇÅ97, PB96a, PKY96, Poo94, VBN95, YKK+98, vTS97]. algæ
[AV98, AR99, BCC94, BCC95, BCNC96, BDA+99, DFS94, DKVD95, EP97,
FT999, Fr95, HB93, Hul97, HHN90, JMR91, JSOG91, BHH97, KW97a,
Křn92, Křn95a, KW99b, Kuo91, LC93, MSD92, MG91, NB96c, RL+94,
RKS97, SSM91, SCEG93, Ste94, SM90, Tha92a, VWW99, VN97, WM99,
Wer97]. Algal
[BWRH99, APCL+93, ABB+97, AD90, BCH95, BEH93,
Eno93, FM95a, Gra96a, HCS90, HPF92, HS91b, KW98, KW97b, KD96,
KM92, LDV95, Leo99, LH96, Lig90, LH99, MB94, MG91, MG99, NT96a,
NK93, NB96b, Ols93, PB96b, PCBA94, RH90b, San93b, SD93a, SMB98,
TT90, TSB93, TL95, Tro92, Tro93, VWW99, VMM99, WFI95, WK92a].
algal-bacterial [TS93]. Algarve
[EMR+97]. Algeciras
[CNGG96, NCGg96]. Algerian
[MSM+98]. algicidal
[KYI+98, YKK+98]. Algoa
[WW90]. alinae [BL97]. Alkaline
[LVP98, GGKJ+98, MA93, vbV90a, vbV90b]. alkalinity
[CH97b]. allelochemicals [DBvA91, VT92]. allelopathy
[MSC95]. allocation
[AZA99, HHSvS96, HH95, Rin96, SF95, UTB+95]. Allogeneic
[FBR+95]. Allometric
[Dua91, TTR99]. Allozyme
[AW97, JKT90a, Väi90, G80, JDLL95, QZA95, Way95]. allozymes
[HSBP97]. Allozymic [Fev92]. ALOHA [STK99]. alone [GQ97a]. along
[AHS97, BBFD98, BP98, BVL92, BMH93, CBB90, C897, EW91, FPB+94,
FF97, FSG+97, FSG+98, GBC92, GPNS95, GHL+97, JSJMH90, JN95,
KBWC90, KD99, KR92, LSG+99, LM91a, MDC98, McF92, McG92,
MG91, MG95a, MCK+96, MN96, O’98, OSC97, ODS+96, PLH91,
PK97, Pin94, RSH93, RPN95, Rie98, SSR99, SC91, SH92a, SHV91, Tom91,
VBL+92, Wes90a, Wes90b]. Alosa
[Lim95]. alpina [MJ92a]. alpinus
[ATNW97, CNP95, KNK90, MW90, Pak92, SCC98, Tur93, TZ99, dG91a].
atalvinellid [CJ93a]. Alvinellidae
[JDLL95]. Alvinocaris
[PDB+97]. always
[DGCT93]. Am [PGD+93]. Ambient
[GMT99, CNCS93, CCC94, CC97a, JPA+96, NDG+99, RW99a, SC90].
ambiseta [SFB92]. amblyrhythchos [WCL97]. amboinensis [Ker96].
ambush [BGH95]. ambush-predator [BGH95]. amencanus
[BB93, W92b]. America [WT98]. American
[BS93, BSB91, BC9292, JPC97, KCS94, LIM95, MB91, PWS98, RM95,
RGT98, SCC94, Tok95, WS91, WTO96, WT98, vCR92]. americana
[ND98, SB96]. americanus
[BAH94, BS93, BSB91, BSH+91a, BSH+91b, HF99, HKM92, IW91, JPC97,
amines [FF92a].

**Amino** [PFMC95, BHQ99, CCC94, CM99, CG93, FF92a, FFJ93, FJR94, Fuh90, HQ99, JK09+93, KK91, LH98, MBK95, NK90, PM90a, PMOD90, RTL997, RF GF92, SUH95, SAH98, SDC92, Sim91, SH92b, SC9F91, WP95].

**aminopeptidase** [KFPR94, MA93].

**Ammonia** [Mat92, CNCS93, CCC94, CC96, CC97a, HS94a, SUH95].

**ammonia-N** [CNCS93, CCC94].

**ammonification** [MB97b, OSGB96].

**Ammonium** [DW95, GCT91, MLL98, vKVSR97, BCH95, CG93, Dor90, Fly99, FTR97, GSBB97, KK91, LV99a, RF98, Tam95, TR99, TTR99, TUN99, TK91, UK98, VH99b, VM95, WY98].

**ammonium-nitrate** [Fly99].

**amoeba** [CRLP94].

**amoebae** [MRMLP97].

**Among** [BSH91a, AMK99, BCNC96, BA96, CWW99, FB91, FWWL99, FK90+90, Fra93, HBD95, Hoh93, HM97b, HSCC96, JA91, KSH97, LVP98, MAC98, MDR99b, NB98, NTK93, PC96, PB96b, Puh93, RTR90, Re90, RH90a, SDF91, SL97b, VH98, WL98].

**Among-location** [BSH91a].

**amorphous** [BH92c, BH92d, KH92a, Naj96].

**Amounts** [GCF96, SOK98].

**Ampelisca** [She98].

**Ampharetidae** [MT94].

**Amphiascus** [GCC95, WC91].

**Amphibolis** [VWK96].

**amphioxus** [Sto96].

**Amphipholis** [GSP99].

**Amphipoda** [Fra93, CV91, GD99, Moe94, She98, SS91].

**Amphipodans** [EE98, GH92, HC92, Joh97, OE91, Poo94, RATA99, Wer97].

**Amphiprion** [AM92, MP93, RH99].

**Amphiprion** [MT94].

**amphirhte** [QC97, Q99, WCT95, AQ96, GQ97a, GQ97, QQ99, WQ99, WCT95].

**Amphipara** [GS99b, LJS96, RHH97, SLR94, SG96].

**Amphipodidae** [RHH97].

**amplification** [AF96, MRF99].

**amplified** [CCGM93, HBB99].

**amplitude** [BVW98].

**amurensis** [CLS90, NTS90].

**Anadara** [Sca93].

**Anaerobic** [HS90, JBB90, BMFT92, HB91, MBA97, SO91, Sie93, STS99, VDVC94, VH96].

**anaerobiosis** [Oes90, SP99].

**analogue** [FF92b].

**analyses** [BD1996, Dye98, FCMB94, HM97c, K59, MB97, MP96c, OSC97, SM90, T93].

**Analysis** [AG99, BM94a, BCNC96, PB96b, LA95, MAC92, PCC97, URH98, WT9+96, ASRC99, A98, AD93, AM9+99, BSH9+94, BKWM93, BPC98, BCB99, BKB94, BWH91, CA96b, CH94, CCR98, CN95, DOP91, DL91a, DL39, DEP96, EF97, EJ93, RFR9+94, FCC94, FD92, FI99, FL92, GCC99, GTWF98, GCC95, GCNS9d94, GB9+98, Har90, HK96, HH94a, HT96, HS97b, HW92, HAR95, JGS94, JE95, KSE96, KC94, LM93, MC91a, MT91, MDD95, MSP97, MI98, MO97, NJ98, Ol96, OG95, PM94a, PPO+99, PSR+99, PM98, RCS+96, RS94, RRGB96, RK99, SR98a, SSS98, SM95, SM97b, S95, TJ90a, TH91, TJ90b, VWD95, VK90, WOTO96, WGD97, Way95, WMPT94, WLB99, WLM+91, YB90, YK9+98, ZCPA94, vdBTvDR96, vdV999, MDTB94].
antibodies [VPGV94]. anticyclonic [YSY+99]. Antifer [SBT97].

antifouling [WS92a]. Antifreeze [Wöhl96]. Antimicrobial [KKL+98].

Antioxidant [LACM92, AGP98, BAOT96]. antiqua

[IWF+97, NU91, NYH92]. Antofagasta [EM99]. Antonio [MC96a]. Ao


[TDK97b, TDK97a]. apiculata [COG97, DGHT+98]. Aplodactylus [OC95].

Aplysia [dNSR+96]. Apo [RA96]. apochlorotic [NAI+93a]. Apogonidae

[FGG97]. aponica [OINN94]. apoptosis [BBR+93]. apostome [CPS91].

aposymbiontic [CGZR94]. apparatus [JPR92]. Apparent

[HdWS91, BP97a]. Appendicularian [ADBH99, LUA99]. appendicularians

[Flo91]. Appendix [SDA+92c, SDA+92b, SDA+92a, SDA+92d]. Application

[HF99, FM94, Kir92, PLP92, RVGC+99, SR98a, SL97a, VBCRB97, WH98, vR93a]. applications [Ano99a, HdWS91, MDD95]. applied


[GDMS90, KV90]. April [SKM+97, GGB94, PD95, Ven98]. Aptenodytes

[ROAN98, WR97]. Appalian [FPB+94]. Aquaba [GAN+94]. aquarium

[JPZ+98]. aquatic [BHG94, Bow97, ERC95, HB91b, JTPP92, LG99, ML93, MB95a, Min93, MW97, ZCPA94]. aqueous [KRJ98, SGL+97]. Arabian

[BS93, CSM+98, EAT95, Joc95, Mi97, Röp93, Wt99]. Arbacia

[RZLB96, SRH+98]. arborescent [HB97]. Arcachon [IF96]. Arcartia

[WR92a]. Archaea [FD97]. Archaeomysis [TK95a, TK97, TK98].

Archipelago [CRC96, PDBa90, Per91, SAvD+96, PM92a, SR93a, BGG+97, DCBG99, GKB+97]. architecture [GS91b, HM91, SSV97]. Arctic


area [AFC96, COG97, DF+93, DBN+94, DFR95, EM99, FD92, FS91, FH96, FS98, GH99, GTH+91, GD96, GK96b, HK99, JMD95, Le96, LA98, MJV92, NLR+93, OB94c, PF92b, RC91b, RHJ92, SRH+98, SC92b, SFP91, TPR98]. areas [FG95, KS94, KR97a, KN95, LMS+93, MB9+97, MLMD95, MF95, TST98, VD94]. arenaria

[AR91, BDB97, DMM99, LC97a, SP99]. Arenicolus

[Ack97, BAOT96, FB94, GR91, HBBM96, HS98, HS89, HSP97, Hüt90, KF97, Ph94, P94b, RBA98, RBT96, SP99a, VHG95, WCP+98]. arenculos


[ASRC99, CA99b, WTR99]. Arginase [CC97a]. argo [HMP92]. Argonauta

[HP92]. Argoplectron [AV95, AI92, AMBH98, PBGE91]. argus

[AADSSC97, BHH+95, ELMCC90]. Aristaeus

[DF92, Dem95, MC97a, SMT97]. aristotelis [BRLM90, WFHM99]. arm
Tuo97, Vet95, ZH97. baseline [BGVF92]. Basin
[GW97, PS92, SPZ+93, CSB94, DSW+91, EJ93, MSM+98, NVa91, SD93a, CPT90, DWG98, HBC+91, LC91, LM97, OC97, RZWY96]. Basin-scale
batch [NU91, PRM+96a]. bathyal [CSC92, CM98a, HAR97, KW92b].
bathyal-like [Har97]. Bathymetric
[FB90, MST98, MD91, RGLD+98, VL97, CSC92, MY98]. Bathymodiolus
[DWG98]. Bathynectes [GAV93]. Batillus [KSH97]. bating [WD90].
battagliai [Wil92]. Bay
[AKM+99, BL94a, BT93, BLJ92, BU9C+92, BAM92, BHH+95, CCG98, 
CC92a, CT92, CBTM93, CNGC96, CW93, CBL96a, CBL96b, CM97, CP9B6, 
DSV+91, Dur94, FK95b, FK96, FMH96, FMFH97, FF97, FI915, GB95, 
GGB+98, HSK+94, HC94, IT96, KS98, KY+98, KSO+97, LGV+99a, 
LGV+99b, LB9+98, LD96, MC96a, MW97, ML96D, NA9+93a, NA9+92, 
NTK93, NCGG96, NK907, PRC+92, PLB95, PT94a, PT94b, PR97b, 
Rie98, RS+99, RBC+91, RLT+94, RE94a, RE94b, SOW97, SOSV95, SD94, 
SW93, Se93, SJMC93, SSP97, SP98, SH92b, TK95a, TK97, TK98, T9D94, 
TB93, VBC9B97, Vd94, VM95, VS91, WA99a, WB92a, WW90, WC92, 
WS92b, ZC97, ZB94, dG92a, AV95, AI92, AM98, CC91a, CH90, CR9+99, 
FMC93, HPP93, HG94, JW98, JAOS90, MH96a, NH95a, PHT96].
bay [PS92, PSL96, PBGE91, PND+94, RCC+99, SL9A97, TT99, TB93, 
T9B3, UC94, WH95, WA95, ZHM91, ASCW90, AD98, AD94, BL95, 
CL90, CTSN90, COK99, CH93, CR9+99, DCK99, DL9+97, DQT+97, 
DFP9G91, FPAH92, FP9G5, GGB+99, GPP9D2, GC9+95, GSG+94, HFN91, 
Har94, HP97, HR96b, Hi91c, HPF92, HH9W90, JCP93, J9M90, J95, 
KSR99, KD97, K9G+92, KSM9B7, KGO94, LJ9M9, LOS90, LL98, LB93, 
MH96a, MDP991, MDD95, MHBW90, MDC98, ML92, MB95, M9M90, 
M9096, NH95a, NT90, PND+94, RRR96, RR99, RCC+99, RSK+99, 
RACH94, RHP93, SK94a, Sk9B98, SJ9L93, SMTL99, SK95b, TD92, 
TD9W, WH95, WHIC97, WR92a, WR92b, ZHM91, dG91a]. bays [LCK+96].
be [An99, BMH91, EP92, LCC97, LF93, MLP90, TK95b, T9CD95].
Beach [CV96, ACR99, BL9J2, BD99, Con94, DL93a, Dd9A5, GAR93, 
GR9A96, Har98, MeL96]. beaches
[GY97, GD99, HGB99, JMC93, JMD95, MM91b, S9n94b]. beam
[KRM94, KS95a, LW9+95]. bearded [Kal91b]. Beaumont
[FB98, HC90, SB98]. become [KCI98]. bed
[CJ93b, DB+95, FS91, HS99b, LL92, MN92, N9L99, P9D96, RP9+98, 
RSK+99, Row90, SR90b, SM91, SM97, VWS93, VAD+95, WB94, WP92].
Bedford [SPZ+93]. beds [BBFD98, BH97a, BS93, EM93, FKC96, FM9H6, 
GN90, GF94, G99, HSK+94, Hi97, H9N7b, IV+98, JDS99, J93, 
KG99, MSD92, MF95, PM91a, SH93, TK95, TF98, W9r95]. behavior
[Bus98, DM91, DP91, DPO91, DO92, Dv94, DEF91, DWD90, EP9C99, 
Gar99b, Har99, KCS94, MSD98, MY96, MYY97, MS95, PM9b2, R99, 
SC94, SHFP94, SK98c, SC96b, Van94b, WX97, WRBF97, WDD92].
Behavioral [Bus97, SML97, WFH99, VB93]. behaviors [OF94]. Behaviour
[Bus97, AS99a, Aks96, AJL93, And98, APS91, Bur94, CMRF94, CPC98,
CJ93a, DB99, DBVA91, FRK92, GH94c, Gon92, GKB*97, HIs90, HSTY98,
Hay95, HWL96, HLP*99a, HVL96, HB98, JT90, JAL91, KS94, KSV96,
LK96, MFD98, MC91b, Moo94, Mun92, PCM*95, RD92, SA92, SAA99,
TCRB99, TK95b, TJ90b, UMT98, VV95, VBCRB97, WFHM99, WH93,
Wohl93, van94a, vdL95]. Behavioural
[BSB91, Ejd98, MF91, MK93a, AAD91, AH98].
[Bus97, AS99a, Aks96, AJL93, And98, APS91, Bur94, CMRF94, CPC98,
CJ93a, DB99, DBVA91, FRK92, GH94c, Gon92, GKB*97, HIs90, HSTY98,
Hay95, HWL96, HLP*99a, HVL96, HB98, JT90, JAL91, KS94, KSV96,
LK96, MFD98, MC91b, Moo94, Mun92, PCM*95, RD92, SA92, SAA99,
TCRB99, TK95b, TJ90b, UMT98, VV95, VBCRB97, WFHM99, WH93,
Wohl93, van94a, vdL95]. Behavioural
[BSB91, Ejd98, MF91, MK93a, AAD91, AH98]. belcheri [HSTY98].
Belgian [BLDF95b, BLDF95a]. Belgian-Dutch [BLDF95a]. Belize
[McC90, MC95, MS94b, RSD*91, SLB*92, Vet95].
bell [HdWS91]. below [DAS92]. belowground [DMA*98]. Belt [NW97c].
beneath [AMMG91, KMKS96, KTH98, PDP*90]. benefit [MC96b].
benefits [BA94, FGH95]. Benguela [SDFJV91, BGC91, DG96, Gib94,
GD96, GQ97b, GPU*97, GH92, GBGH97, GB98, GI99, GSD96, HA90,
HDPW93, HGS94, H191c, HAR95, Hol97, HG92b, HS97c, IWI91, IT96,
JDSB99, Jos90, JJNR95, KSS90, KSG*92, KDAS92, Kra91, KCI98, LD93,
LHL97, LJM99, Lel96, LA98, LC93, LGR95, MC96a, MG96b]. benthic
[CCh92a, CBTM93, CH94, EJ93, GHHC98, GGB*99, MG91a, MSK95, McL96,
MMR99, MWT96, MG94, MB95b, MM91, MvdZH97, MSvdZH98, NJ94,
NG96, NR94, NPN93, OE91, OMD99, OG95, Pc99, PGB96, PM90b, PB*95,
PZ91, Pir92, PBGE91, PH95, PLP92, Raw96, RCG99a, RB98, Rie98, RSN*99,
RTL97, RO93, RJ91, RCM95, SB98, Sch90, SNC*98, SS99a, SH96, TWEE95,
TR91, TH95, TGSN99, TD94, UNPH93, UMT*91, Vd98, VM95, WB94,
WHG*99a, WH99b]. benthic/pelagic [Bra95, HAR95, MWT96].
benthic/pelagic [CR94]. benthopelagic [KZ92, MG91a, Sal96]. benthos
[DV91, FJ94, FC90, FH99, FCH99, GCW90, GP91, LG95b, LT98, MC95,
MS94b, RSD*91, SLB*92, Veg95]. benthos-environmental [FJ94]. Bering
[CHDW92, HCH*96, Bro98, CPS91, CH94, HH95, Liv93, RhrsHG99, SBV98,
SSA96]. Bermuda [McG92, SC94]. Beryl [MHC92]. betaine [KG95]. better
[DGCT93]. Between [IBB97, AS93, AC92, AW93, AI92, AMB99, AS94a, AM91,
BL93a, BCAAC96, BCL93, Bia91, Bro90, Bro98, Cal95a, Cal95b, CGNH98,
Cha98, CW99b, CBT98, Dai90, DD90, DBV98, DFB96, DCBC91, Dor90,
DHGT*98, DLH99, Dut98, EM93, FGH95, FL90, FH97b, Gil97, GITY97,
GBP*97, GK96b, Grn95, GP98, GSS96, HSRHH90, Hol90, Ito97, JBB98,
JW96, JKT90b, JBBH97, JC95, KJT90, KYI*98, Kog95, KR98,
KLAH*94, LFRB97, LGP95, LHL97, LC95, LC97a, ML91a, MBB95a, MC94,
Mic96, MG94, MBB95, MGF98, MGAE99, MJ97b, NDRP93, OSC97, OSC98, ONR98, PWS98, PB97, PS94, Phi94, PWPK95, RLD9M94, RBF92, RTC96, Rv92, RZLB96, RT98, SM98a, SRH+98, Sal95, SCB92, SFWD90, SFV96, SCI91, Sh95b, SDFJv91, SRRdM99, SRW95a, Ste95, SEGP91. **between**

[TDBH94, TTW97, TA95, TAJK90, TC93, TPHC94, Tr93, TFFS90, Uib95, UT90, VFMFBE96, Väi90, WA99a, WHG+99a, YFI91, ZF97, vDdWKW99, vRBVB95].

**Between-habitat** [IBB97, Mic96].

'Beyond' [RSAD98].

'Bias' [BVV+94, Fre97, FP91b].

'Bicinctus' [MF97].

'Bicoloratus' [MYYT96].

'Bifasciatum' [HH91b, MSP+97].

'Bicinctosa' [ICG96, UCV98].

'Bight' [EDP+98, JLS90, KZK+95, LJS90, MHvB97, RG93, Ao91, BP97b, BDD92, BS95a, BKS92, BVL92, CSR+92a, CA95, EGKE92, FC90, GAD+92, HC92a, HFS91, HHH92, Kar92, KR92, LPF94, LLP94, MC91c, McF92, MMT97, Mol97, PGAJ99, RBD+97, SSR+97, SPBS93, SKM+97, SGR92, Sin97, Tha92a, Tha92b, VBL+92, Vos91, Wil92, vdVW99].

'Bilbao' [GD96].

'Binding' [DCG+99, WNJ91].

'Bio-assay' [Tha92b].

'Bio-optical' [Sos96, SPS+96, UMT+91].

'Bioaccumulation' [MC94a].

'Bioassaying' [RBG94a].

'Bioassays' [BHQ99, HJA99, TVLdJ+98].

'Bioavailability' [BK94, LP99, VB96, WL97, WSF99, Bou90a, Bou90b, CM99, Mal96, NFT92, SM97b, TBY98].

'Bioavailable' [SKM95, NMR97].

'Biochemical' [AOOT94, Add92, KMR98, AJ95, BKWML93, CD96, DDM+99, FSD+92, CAC+97, GRS98, MG9V97, NT95, SGB90].

'Biodissipation' [JBB92, RCG94].

'Biodiversity' [WC95, CW99b, SEA96].

'Bioeconomic' [Hal98].

'Bioenergetic' [DDM+99, DL93a, Leh96].

'Bioenergetics' [AH94, LB93, VR93b, VL97].

'Bioerosion' [BVvK96, KML91, PPL+98, Bak90, Bel95, SR90a].

'Biofilms' [BB92, MR94, NW97a, PL99b].

'Biofouling' [AJ95, MS95, YOH98].

'Biogenic' [WLL97, AO91, AW98, LK94, LR96, LM98b, SPPL92, ZHF96].

'Biogeochemical' [CA90, PSE97, SGC+98, TM94, ASRP+96b, CSS93, FN91, HM97c, MH97, RDT+94, RC95, SCA92].

'Biogeochemistry' [CJ95, GGD99].

'Biogeographical' [tor93].

'Biogeography' [GD96, PT93].

'Biohydro' [BSP98].

'Biohydro-optical' [BSM+98].

'Bioindicators' [Bou90a, Bou90b].

'Bioindicators' [BBP+96, NCG96].

'Biosystems' [WTF96].

'Biological' [GS91a, GFP95, LGL+95, LMD98, SRJ97, SJJ99, SVEC91, SD92, AVP98, BK90, BP96a, BBT+93, COD+93, CAATS94, DVM92, DM91, DB96b, Hs96, Kep94, MC91a, OE91, Röö93, Spe95, TR95a, UKR+91, VSG90, ZCL97, AJ95, BSW+95, BWH95, Rie91b].

'Biological/physical' [LMD98].

'Bioluminescence' [HLB93, KTW+97, LT96].

'Biological' [PTB+97].

'Biomagnification' [BM99, RH99].

'Biomarker' [Bro93, KWHM+96, KBA+97, VBZ+94].
biomarkers [BMS+97, BMP+95, BRL97, JL96, WKH+98]. Biomass
[FQ94, GMM93, KFN99, MG96b, OSJ94a, SSR99, SMH97, WV95, YBLL96,
AR93, ALB+96, ADG+95, BH92b, BK91, Bra93, BRW95, CCV+96, Cha96,
CB98, C93a, CA90, CWH98, DPM96, DSJ90a, DAF+98, DD99, FFF+94,
Fra92, GJ97a, GJ97b, GBG+98, HP97, HKR96, He91, HHSvS96, HRHH90,
HK93, HRD92, HNC92, IP94, JL96, JP93a, Jos90, KKL91, KL95,
KM92, KKW97, KA93, LHRL97, LDV95, LZYW93, Lig90, LPW95, MP96c,
MPS95, Om96, P97, PWM96, PR93b, RGLD+98, RH98, RB99, RZWW96,
RPM+94, RSD+91, RA96, She94, SJNY92, SCA92, Spr93, SPP+92, SNR+96,
Tay98, Tho91, TL91, TS99, US98, VWS92, WH95, ZHK97, ZBK+98, dG92a,
dC94, vDK90]. Biomass-density [OSJ94a, HN97b]. biomechanics
[FSGG96]. biomineralization [LGP95]. biomonitoring
[BQR99, MGM96, Reg92]. biooptical [ARS93]. bioroughness [HG92a].
biosensor [NMR97]. biosentinel [BL95]. Biosynthesis
[BSJHW93, BD96, BSJ97, BH92e, CJ91, GM99, JT97, JTS97, MW94,
Nak94, Oes90, PRC+92, PCB94, RR92, RM95, SDB94, WJM+99, YKL98a].
Bjornafjorden [GGB94]. Black [FGG97, KCI98, AAE+96, CW95, M97,
MI99, Oro96, RM97a, SM97b, WD99, KFS91, Mi95, WHG99b, YSY+99].
black-backed [Oro96]. black-browed [CW95]. black-legged [RM97a].
blade [DB96]. blades [OB93]. ’bleaching’ [HY92, KRF97, Mum99,
ABB+97, HG95, Hoe91, Jon97a, JBO97, JHC99, KRF+98, LB96a, MB93].
blenneys [BKH99, Har99]. blennid [Sym95]. blennid [MZ92]. Block
[CC97b]. blood [BPR90, DvCd94, Kal91, LFD95, MM96]. bloom
[ARS93, ADG+95, ASP+96, BH92a, BN91b, BG+96, B+BBV96, BD94,
C98, CSM+98, CMB+99, CCCH94, CJ95, FBHH93, FS90, GJC97,
GCF+95, Gra96a, Hv91, IHK+98, JS90, JSG94, KLM91, K98,
KLN+90, KN93, KJ97, KR97b, LHK+93, MB94, MG97, Mi95,
NH9+99, NKB90, NH9b, PWD+91, Rie91a, Rie91b, SCE93, SD93b,
[KNI95, AAS+91, Ang95a, Ang95b, Cer98, GSC95, HHM97, JCCCB94, LGC+93, LK99b, Oro96, OJR96, RM97a, SMUS+99, SM99a, TMCE98, VF99, WTA+97, WC98, WSP+95]. Bremerhaven [SD92, SDA+92d, SDA+92e].

breve [KMR98, MKV95]. brevicippalis [FGH95]. brevicula [SH98a].

brevior [DWG98]. Briere [SD92, SDA+92d, SDA+92e].

brevis [GPS93]. Briester [DLT+97, DQ97, HP92, LJM99, Hii91c].

broad [PMMH95, KPS92]. broad-band [KPS92].

broad-band [KPS92]. broad-band [KPS92].

broadly [BA96]. bromophenol [LSP99, SNR+96]. bromophenols [SPPL92, WLL97].

brood [PF95, SB97b]. brood-protecting [PF95]. brooding [NS+91, CH99, MCN98, Sak97, Sew94]. broth [Moe97b]. broomed [CW95].

Browman [BS96a]. brown [BH95b, MC97b, AAB95, AL95a, ATH95, CHL95, DFS94, EP97, NH90a, NH90b, HNH90, KMG98, LB95, LCK+96, O984a, ON96, PCL97, PK96, Poo94, Ste94, SP99b, SMP97, TC94, dT94a, vT94d].


Budding [B97, B97b, B97c]. bud [B97, B97b, B97c]. bud [B97, B97b, B97c]. bud [B97, B97b, B97c]. bud [B97, B97b, B97c]. bud [B97, B97b, B97c]. bud [B97, B97b, B97c]. bud [B97, B97b, B97c]. bud [B97, B97b, B97c].

budgets [AR+96a, Col92, HD99a, LC99a, MS97, MR97b, RB97, SV97, YKL98a, YKL98b]. building [Byt90, FR97, HG99, LNS91, LQ97, MN94, MPB97, VB93, Van94b, VB94].

Buildup [ZB97]. Bruyant [MV96, NV94, RV95]. buzyant [Con94, DeV92, MV96].

burdens [MG96]. burial [BA90, BH99, DTA+97, MD94a, WUA+99].

buried [FTP99, Ter97]. Burkholder [PPFP99]. Burrow [SS91b, IB97, MSK95, NA95].

Burrowing [Wo92a, B99, GSP99, IB97, TK95a, TK97, TK98]. burrows [Di96, MK93a, MDR99, NA95, SN99, War90].


Buzzards [BT93, PT94a, PT94b, TB93]. by-catch [KS95a].

bycatch [PS+99]. Bythogae [EPDC99].
Fry96, JR92, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, SDFJv91, GT98]. C1
[Sie93, SJCL93]. Ca [EL90]. Ca/Mg [EL90]. Cabo [CF93b]. CaCO
[PS93, PPP+96]. Cacospongia [BPS98]. Cadiz [DSG+99, AD94].
MLP90, PZCJ99, THCD95]. Canada [BH94b, CLGM96, CHS^+95, HCS90, HM97b, HS95, JNCS89, LD93, MCF90, MBJ94, MHBW90, MRP98, MHS94, MS94b, MLTD96, PRC^+92, RLT^+94, SL97a, Sew96, SR98b, SMTL99, SCEG93, SPZ^+93, SK95c, TMKL97, Tan98a, Tan98b]. Canadian [BH94b, CLGM96, CHS^+95, HCS90, HM97b, HS95, JNCS89, LD93, MCF90, MBJ94, MHBW90, MRp98, MHS94, MS94b, MLTD96, PRC^+92, RLT^+94, SL97a, Sew96, SR98b, SMTL99, SCEG93, SPZ^+93, SK95c, TMKL97, Tan98a, Tan98b].

canaliculus [HJH^+99]. Cancer [LDV95, CLKO98, SC92b, SFF92].

canalcus [HJH^+99]. Cancer [LDV95, CLKO98, SC92b, SFF92].

canals [SLHA97, QCM94, TBAB91].

canalscapulae [HJH^+99]. Cancer [LDV95, CLKO98, SC92b, SFF92].

canals [SLHA97, QCM94, TBAB91].

canals [SLHA97, QCM94, TBAB91].

cap [And90].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

capacities [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCLC96, MPB97, MSND^+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].
Carcharhinid [STBR99]. Carcharhinus [WCL97]. Carcinus [AWD95, AAW97, BKH99, CBRD92, DL95, HMHDA94, RN93, LS92, MPvM98, QCM94, QCM97, RN93, SAA99, WJD93, ZN96a, ZN96b, ZAN99].
card [JM93]. cardinal [FGG97]. Caretta [MBB99b]. Caretta [MBB99b].
Carcinus [AWD95, AAWD97, BC93, BKH99, CBRD92, DL95, GMMD93, GMR+94, GDvS98, GBJ94, GT98, HOM95, LBL97, Maz95, MD94b, MLES94, NBS+97, NB98, OMH95a, OMH95b, PF92a, PCTF95, PR93b, RSH93, RSH9b, RH90a, RB93, RH90c, SC90, Szm91, Tol98, Tom91, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, VPF98, VDT92, WC90].
caridean [SB96].
caridus [NFM98].
carlo [BMHH94].
carnivores [Gib94, PWR96].
carnivorous [MSS95, Øre91, ØW93].
carnivory [PM94a].
Carolina [BYO95, BCS93, BW93, CC92a, CT92, DSW+91, FB98, MP94, O'C93a, PPFP98, PLFSW97, SCCSS08, TGC+95, WPG99, AFD99, CBS91, HC90, LM+99, MF95, RPMB91, SLB+92, SR97, TF98].
Carotenoid
[KL92, ABB+97, BDdWC96, GW93, KHT93].
carotenoids [AO91, WJM+91].
Carpetaria
[BRW95, LPW95, MRP90, OR95, PM91a, VS92, WH93, BLR94, CLD99].
carrying [AN97, RM94, RD91].
Cartesian [CRL94]. cascade [GB98].
Cascading [BHH+95]. case [DBB+95, EE98, EGC95, Far98, GGF99, GGD99, KMG98, KHK+99, MBB99a, SSR+97, SFG+99, VBL+92].
casitas [AADS97].
Cassin [ASA96].
Cassiopea [FFH99, VM98a].
castration [Laf93].
Catalan [CSC92, CS93, TP97].
Catalina [Sha95b].
catastrophes [KHTP99].
catastrophic [CH96, PBVB99, Tru97].
catch [KS95a, MMBT97].
Catchability [VS92].
Catches [KBN+96, CBL96a, Con94, OC93b].
categorisation [CES+94].
category [˚Abe90].
catenation [FPFR92].
catenatum [MHT+97].
Catharacta [PCT+97].
caught [CCV+98, FCW98, HTC96, RTH96].
Caulerpa
[BBD97a, CC98, CC99, CJ97, FGR97, JPZ+98, KMB97, MP92].
Caulerpales [MP92].
Causative [SOS+92].
cause [IMB99, CS91, JHC90, KLR93, KGO94].
causual [FPB+94, Fio91, HH97, LG95, RPL96, Ved98].
causes [LG95, PG90, SL95, VS91].
cave [AC96a, GF95, Har97, PIC97].
caveat [MKCL94].
CaveCam [WR98].
cavernosa [LS96a, LA97a, Szm91].
Cavity [RW99].
Cavity-dwelling [RW99].
cavolini [WV95].
Cay [SB96, SJ95].
CCA [WW92b].
CCMP [CCV+96].
 Cd [CAATS94, LWL98, SDC99, VCMP93, WQ99].
cDNA [KWHM+96].
Cell [BMS+97, LBL+99, BBR+93, BLC91, BZ92, BRN+95, BOC90, CC90, DHM92, DRGV91, GGC99, JMM99, KRJ96, LMF93, LCC97, MHB97, Moo92b, MSND+99, MWB+99, NC95, PM90a, PMP+96, RCGSN96, SM97b, SGP94, UYMH95, UGSBA94, WFTH97].
cell-cycle [BOC90].
cell-specific [NC95].
cell-surface [PM90a].
Cellana [WM95].
celled [MJ92b].
Celleporella [HHG99].
cells [AGGKA96, And96, GWW+98, GGKJ+98, KCV94, KHT93, LKF95, LS94, LFD95, MM96, RH90b, SM94, TTR99].
Characterization
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coagulation [HK97, Kep91, MB98]. Coast [KR97b, AAE+96, BLDF95b, BLDF95a, BCC95, BCNC96, BCBC98, BA91, BSF95, COK99, DFJ+93, DHM92, Dye93, EBB95, FCH99, FSG+97, FSG+98, GSC96, GAD+92, GGPGG95, Góm95, GD96, HTS92, Ken92, Las98, LSG+99, MDC+96, MP95, NH95b, OB94c, RFNBHG94, RPN95, RHH97, RO93, She98, Spe95, SDG95, SF99, TI96, TT99, THS94, TN98, VF99, VMHH90, WT98].

Coastal [BE97, GPU+97, PSK98, AFP99, AFC96, Alo90, ASP91, AB96a, ALBS96, ALB+96, AMB+96, BK98, BMSHC98, BK94, BB99, BBL+95, Bra93, BRN+95, BVS+91, BGCM95, CSG93, CGTB95, CLM+91, CCG96, CPSA96, CMA95, CR94, DW95, DASP97, DLHB99, EJ93, EG95, En93, FBMH94, FM95a, FC94, FCCM94, FHZ96, FLDT92, GCH93, GdGM95, GSB98, GK96a, Gil97, GGDL96, GM98b, GT92, HA90, Han91b, HGS94, Hei95, HTG96, Hol96, IF96, JMP90, KD97, KC95, KFN99, Kin92, KH+99, KDMR97, KR95, KK96, Lai92, LHR97, LR94, LP95, LJM99, LAG96, LFT92, LSL98, LMS+93, Mac91, MM91a, MB98, MLC92, Mee99, MMR99, MDG98, MH94a, MP96c, MZCMCJP91, MADM98, MA96, NTK98, NPB93, NG96, NIU+98, NB96b, Nov90, NDR93, OIO+95, OM99a, ONR98, ODN+95, PH91a].

costal [PS94, PHHH96, PF91a, RDT+94, RATA+99, RC95, RZLB96, RAI99, RDE+90a, RDE+90b, RAS99, RJ92, RTRP98, RNH99, SJMH90, SL79, Sha98, SR98b, She94, SD99, SS99a, SS99b, SK94b, SJ91, SC93, TH94a, TNG95, TT98, TFF94, TFFA99, Uit96, UHL+97, UMD92, UT90, VMHH90, W94, WOM+97, YNY94, ZDJ+95, ZN96b, vR93a].


coccolithophore [BFF96, FBHH93, FBMH94, MG97, NS97, NMB94, VKV95, VH99b].
coccolithophores [WYY+98]. coccolithophorid [IG96].

cockburn [LCL96]. cockle [RHS93]. cockles [Sca93]. cod [Cam96, CD96, Eg97, FSG+98, GCK95, GPLB96, GA97b, GW97, GS99a, HS97, HMB94b, JL96, Ka91b, KS9, LAK99, MJW96, MF96, MLD95, MH96, Nie93, NKV94, NW97c, PF98, PB98, SC99a, SAG92, SFF92, SK95c, TH90, TR95b, TB95]. Codium [GHED+94, YAD+94, VD95].

coefficient [AFZ96, LSH96]. coefficients [BAM+99, HD91].


cohesiveness [BSG+97]. Cohort [Han99]. cohorts [Kne93, Lop91, MC91c, TDER97]. COI [BSP+99]. colebecki [MONR90, VCMP93].

colcarva [CLW99]. cold [Beu92, KTG99, MGD91, NT96b, OD+96, RT92, SB98, WF90].
cold-water [WF90]. colliform [MNH92]. collagen [SDFJ91]. collect [JCH93]. collected [BG94, CSE+96, DO92, PPR94, RDPB99, RGBJM95, Sha98, ZN96a].
collecting [NR98, Sty97]. collection [Kne91, WD94]. colloidal
[TSS93, KNM93, SAH98, SKKO97]. colloids [Kep94]. Colne
[RNHO98, ONH+97]. Colombia [AvS97, GDvS98]. colonial
[BLJ+96, CRGZ98, Hur92, ORL97, SMB97]. Colonies
[HSMS99, LGdC+90, Nan96, TFL95, VB94]. colonisation
[FTP99, GJVG96, GH93, HBB97]. Colonization [DG93, FKB92, AA92,
DSJ90a, DSJ90b, HS98c, PA94, PDC97, SML97, SF94, VDM90]. colonized
[BB97a, RCN95]. colony [BM98, FK95a, MB93, Mil98, OP99, PCT+97, VK94, van92a]. Color
[BE97, HM91, PLB95, WHIC97]. colour [BA97, SAA99]. colourless
[BF95a, FB95]. Columbia [HM97b, SR98b, BL94a, CB96, HTS92, HCC+91,
Mga92, PSE97, PG90, Sew96, THS94]. columbiae [Bus98]. Columbian
[SS92]. column [BRC99, BH93, BGC94, CCSN93, DAS92, FKR90, GHD92, HHN+96, KNK90,
KKK+90, MB97b, Nak92, RGS95, RLT+94, Sch96, Sie93, SJMC93, SJCL93,
TD92, TGB99, TL91, TS90c, VWS92, Vis97, WSM+99, WPY98, ZB98b].
Comacchio [SSG96]. Comatum [JH97]. Combined
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano98, QQ97, QQ98, AFP99, JKC+93,
MB95, VK90, WJD93]. combustion [URHR98]. commensal [VTG99].
Comment [BS96a, BAR96, Mil90, Cus95, DHB+98, Gib94, JNCS90, Kep98, Käh98].
Commentaries [Bro95a, Bro96a, Bro96b]. Commentary [MP94].
comments [BS96b, JRB97]. commercial [GCF96, San94c, San95, Sch93].
commercial-scale [Sch93]. commercially [PDD+99]. commitment
[CWB93b]. common [BCHL93, BLH99, COD+93, HP90, IWF+97, LT97,
MTP92, RI93, VB96, WW93, WTF96]. communis [Lee90]. communities
[Aro98, AWVP98, CA92, CMD+94, CLB91, CPH91, CLKO98, CSB97,
DB96a, DY92, DW97, Dit96, EB96, EJ93, EJ96, EPN+99, FCM94, FP96b,
FPF+97, GP96, GAR93, GRGK96, GF99, GW93, G199, HGB98, HCS90,
HG95, HC94, Hsi95, HBC+91, JLD+96, JSP94, KR94, KE97, KV90,
Ken94b, Ken94c, KDR97, KM92, KDH98, KO92, KK95, LOS90, Lew97,
LVP98, LGR95, LSP99, LBK90, MDD95, MHS94, MG94, MR90, NLR+93,
NS96, NR94, NU+98, Ols93, O95, ODS+96, PFP+93, PPM94, PKL97,
PKC+96, PCC+97, RB99, RCGS96, SC90, SH97c, SW98a, SNJ92, SP94,
SR95b, SM97c, TD91, TPHC91, THCD95, TN98, TTP+95, UMT+91,
VDC95, VWD+95, VAV99, VVT97, vLTW+98]. Community
[AP99b, BS92, Cal95a, DHH98, Dye98, GDP93, GPG95, HFS91, KM92,
MS93b, PBA+95, PBV99, RT92, SR90b, AvS97, AW93, Amb93, AW95,
ALB+96, AD94, BKS+99, BS95a, BS9M94, BH92b, BB99, Cal95b, CGTB95,
CLM+91, CA93, CH94, Cro98, CP96, CB97, DFB96, FTGW90, FTW90,
FGKP95, FGS98, FVDL95, FKT+99, FI95, GJVG96, GB91, GdGMD95,
GPD+96, GPS93, GAD+92, GW94, GB98, HS94b, HSH94, HB95, HNH99,
JDS99, Joc95, JKF95, KH92a, KSS90, Kea90, HD96, HHH+99,
KHW+99, KKW97, KDR+92, LKC95, LB99b, LBJ+98, LG99, LF91, LL92,
community [OSC98, OWM92, OW95, PWR96, Per91, PRW94, PBv95, PPF95, PD90, RBF92, RPM94, RD99, SPB95, SB98, SK94a, SJ99, Sch90, SNC98, SL91, SDBW95, SK95b, SGW94, SRW95a, SC95a, SSP97, SNR96, SPDM91, SBP92, SBP93, SS96b, SE93, TI96, UK98, VWS92, WC93, WW92b, Wes90a, Wes90b, WA99b, WOM97, Ber90].

Community-level [Dye98, Cro98].

Comore [PFH98].

Comparative [BCR92, BU93, BKB94, BGC94, CA92, HRCW98, MCSV95, MU97, MGC95b, NW97a, NC95, OM99b, PLBP96, RSB93, VAV99, YKL98a, JH97, LMF93, MC98, NEIR95, ZCPA94]. compared [Fra95, GPU97, JBK99, NA99, RGT98]. Comparing [CT97, WC93, BBRBK94]. Comparison [Bec98, BAK97, Con94, DO92, Gil97, Hul99, MBM92, McC94c, PM90a, PLC91, Ric91, RK99, Ruz96, SC90, SFF92, YS96, YFI91, AR99, AW97, Ar91, BTYO94, BCAAC96, BMHH94, BBO95, BZ92, BCv92, CSR92b, CPH91, EPL94, EM93, GKT99, GP91, HWLC98, HTCW96, Irw91, LGDE98, MB95a, MB98, MHC92, MAGE99, PPB90, Row90, SRH98, SCB92, SHM91, SCA92, SPDM91, TH97, Van92b, Wah97, YY91, vG91, vCRS92, CD96]. Comparisons [FKC90, WC90, AHT90, BA90, BAH94, HS91b, KWD93, Las98, ML93, Mic96, PPP96, RH90a, WTM96, Web91a].

compartment [BMFR97, BFMM99].

compensation [SFSA99].

compensatory [BCL93, CRH99, SH99a]. compete [Rin96].

Competence [BDZB98, Dav94]. competing [Cha96, Pur91].

Competition [FDZ93, WHG99a, BCC96, Bre96, Cha91, Dai90, EA92, LBDD97, NTK93, SFF96, Som96, SJC99, TSB93, WC96].

competitive [BLJ96, Nan96, TB95]. competitors [GPB98, HS98b].

complanata [Lew91, Lew92]. complete [BWHC91].

complex [BM999, ECF97, Geo94, GBV96, KHK99, RVT97, RPN95, WW96].

complexes [NK92a].

complexing [BFD91, VB96].

complexity [Gri94, Hul97, Kin95a, LB99b, LB96b, MM97a, Pen90a]. component [SM90].

Components [LC98, Bus97, FK96, FMH96, HH95, RN93, WB97, van92a].

Composition [Hol96, Li95, An99a, AALT99, ALB96, BBFD98, BY95, Bar95, BS95a, BF95a, BRL97, BKL99, BSH91b, BR97, DDM99, DWG98, DH92, FSD92, FCVS92, Fra94, GP98, GGB99, GAR93, GTH94, GAC97, GRSV98, GT98, HS91a, HCN92, HS93, HNL94, JRMN97, JS92, JFP95, Kal91b, KL95, Ker94, KPW93, KWE949, LM98, LF91, LCM96, LH96, LC90, LH91, MCA90, MAC98, MVA99, MP96c, MLC96, Naj96, Na97, NT95, Nc96, OTF95, PPM96, PMMH95, PD95, PWPS95, PSB97, PMMC95, RC95, Skv998, SDBW95, SU93, SV97, SCEG93, TD97, VR90, WH96, WJD93, WMM96, W90, ZDJ95]. compound [LM97, PFMC95, RB90, VY96]. compounds [BK94, BQKC97, DCM90, HS94a, HS98a, IWF97, JMD99, KE95, LQ97, Les96, RR97a].
comprehensive [GBB+98, OG95]. computer [AAD91, CC90, JPR92].
computer-aided [AAD91]. computer-controlled [JPR92].
computer-simulated [CC90]. concentrated [MLDM95, Sut92].
concentrates [WP95]. Concentration
[JP92, CA97, CG96, DM96, FDZ94, FF92b, GB95, GT96, HN97a, KI97,
KS91, LGB91, MSD98, MRMR92, MP92, PCBA94, PMOD90, PWD91,
SDD99, SCMM95, YSL94, YKL98a, van94a]. concentrations
[AB95, BC90, Byt90, CLGM96, CAATS94, CNS93, CCC94, CSB94, DO92,
DCW90, EBM93, Fly99, GPP98, GSS96, HTL99, Jon97a, KDK96,
KJR98, LG91, MHB94, MGD96, MCF96, NW97, RW99a, RM91,
SGL+97, SP99b, SFF91, TBL93, VM95, dNDS98, vDdWK99].
concept [BBB+94, EFSS95]. Concerning
[Käh98]. conch [Dav94, SL94].
conclusions [Hei92b, Kar92, SDA+92e]. Condition
[FC98, And94a, Bro93, CBI91, CD96, HF99, IF+98, JL96, Ker96,
LM96, MM93, MM95a, SKP97, SFF92, WDB98, YSY+99, vW93].
conditions [AP99a, BCN+95, BG94, BFMM99, Bra93, BG95, BCG95,
BD94, CPC98, CHS+95, CCS98, Dee90, DHKP96, DVM92, DGY+98,
EBM93, FGK95, GB91, Har97, HGB99, JPR92, KMR98, KGS95, Lav97,
LC99, Moe97c, MH96b, NV94, OD90, RH99, SH99b, WYY+98, dRAV92].
conducting [GS94a, PN99]. conduits [EAEP98]. confined
[HG92b, LF91].
confinement [JAL91]. Confluence [GTL+91, GST+91]. confluent
[VDA96, VD98]. confocal [BP93]. confoederata [RR99]. congeneric
connectedness [Hun93]. Connecting [MB99a]. consequence
[IMB99, LGH95b]. Consequences
[JS93, KR94, SDB96, BQR99, BPS98, FF92a, FAP92, Ger90, KS99, MBL+98,
PP99, P97, R95, RH91, S96, V99]. conservation
[GK97, LL98, PFH98]. conserving
[S96b]. consideration
[SRS99]. considerations
[Bou90a, Bou90b, CNP95, DDM+99, HLH96, KKL+98, L96, SC92a].
considering [vdBTvDR96]. consorts [Sie93, SJMC93]. conspecific
[BQK+97, Mar91, MLES94]. conspecifics [SA98]. Conspicuous
[VS91]. constant [CA96a, MC97b]. constraints [CM99, GT92, Har96, KLW98].
constricta [WX97]. Construction [WW92]. Consumer [Bre96, MCC96a].
Consumption
[LS96b, Wt99, ZNH93, AAS+91, AJST98, AH93, AH94, BS95b, Bre96, BG93,
BK92, CM98a, CW93, CG1L99, HDWS91, KJL96, L94, LB93, MMR97,
MC98, PDF97, RO99, TMC98, VTA91, W91a, HK93, WSS94, Y92].
consumption-food [CM98a]. contact [OS96, Sun96, UYMH95, V98b].
container [DZ99, ZD99]. containing [KGC92, LC95, Vis93, W98].
Contaminant [LME92, LF95, Ack97, MFF97, Sün97, WDB+95].
Contaminant-induced
[LF95]. Contaminants
[SD92, BP94, BBT+93, KCV94, WT99a]. contaminated
[Ber90, DvdM92, RA92, SPPL92, SCCS98]. Contamination [Hei95, BQR99, BL95, HC92a, MPH96, PLBP96, SGR92, TLW+96, VBZ+94, WLT+95].

Contemporary [KML91]. Content [Vos91, ATH95, Bro93, BZSG96, Cle93, CWHA99, DPO91, DCRG92, Dua90, EL90, FFF+94, GCR98, HKA96, HSG93, KW97b, Mar99b, PWPS95, ROM+91, RBB+91, RMGB+94, SH97c, Tee99, UMD92, VCMP93, WPG99, vBV95].

Contents [BH92a, LPF94, LMTF96, SPB+99a]. continental

contents [BH92a, LPF94, LMTF96, SPB+99a]. continental

Continuous [BM99b, MWT96, SK98a, SEG99, PRM+96b]. continuous-flow [SEG99].

contraction [FK95a]. contradictions [LC98]. Contrasting

[BCN+95, BG93, Tol98, DHH98, ELH92, GD99, Hun93, LGL+95, SH99b, THPC96, TGLP95]. contrasts [JBP98, JMP90]. contribute

[DA93, KFPR94, Reu98b, Tro92, UMTM98]. Contribution

[IT96, KK91, MM90, NBP94, SS97, SPS98, ADR95, BFJ+93, BVL98, CB98, DSV+91, Dou93b, G96a, GM98a, IP94, Kin95a, KHW+99, LS96b, ML91a, MLL98, Wai90]. Contributions [KGC94, MH90, SD92]. Control

[Hoe91, OM90, T97b, AW+97, BN90, CK95, DCGG99, EST95, FH92b, GS94, GP95, GU98, LGH+93, LR96, MPS96, MCW+91, MTL96, NK92b, PB96b, PB97, RPM91, WJF94, WFTM97]. controlled

[AB95, JPR92, MDG+96, NAW99, OD90, RCT99, VLG94]. controlling

[BP98, BFB95b, CAATS94, Hl91c, Kro99, LD94a, LKK92, PDB90, SK94b, Sin97, WY+99]. controls [GEW97, MDC98, McC92, JG97a]. convection

[BN90, B92a, FC94, GGGH95, HG+95, JF95, JPP95, SCIA99, SKv98, Tee99, AJ95, AN97, AW97, BCC+97, BD96, BP93, BD94, CA99a, CN92a, CM90b, CPT+96, CMT94, DP91, DWASA98, DDW90, Dut98, FD98, FR91, GGB+99, GS94b, GCC95, GMM96, HvB91, HRKR93, HLB93, HSW99, HR91, J94b, J94a, JKT+98, J90, Ker90, KSV96, KS95a, KB98, KEV97, LGED98, MH93a, MRMR92, MGIM90, MTB+99, Ohm96, Ore91, OW93, Ore95, PL99a, PR93a, RD91, RMM91, SK95a, SW10, SW98b, SC96b, TS+93, UHR98, US95, Uye96, US98, VY95, Vos91, WDB98, WB94, Web91a, WMH96, W92a, Wi92, WDD92, YS96].

Copepod [AS99a, ASSW97, CA96a, CA97, GM98b, KGS95, KBS98].

Copepods [AS99a, ASSW97, CA96a, CA97, GM98b, KGS95, KBS98].

Copepod [AS99a, ASSW97, CA96a, CA97, GM98b, KGS95, KBS98].

Copepods [AS99a, ASSW97, CA96a, CA97, GM98b, KGS95, KBS98].

Copepods [AS99a, ASSW97, CA96a, CA97, GM98b, KGS95, KBS98].

Copepods [AS99a, ASSW97, CA96a, CA97, GM98b, KGS95, KBS98].

Copepodite [LHL93]. copepods

Copepodite [LHL93]. copepods
KV99, Kle93, LF97, MLC97, MRMR92, McC92, MSS95, MHvB97, MHRV+99, Nag96, NS96, Nor96, OF94, PC96, PDF97, SK97, ST98, SF91, TDVF99, TWWE95, TMC98, TJ90b, Tis98b, UT90, VKP+98, Web91a, Web91b, WP92.

**Copopoda [RD92].**

**Copper [AHT+90, BDH94, BFD91, DL95, HDB95, HRD95, HMB93, LP99, MAAT98, RBC94b, WJD93, WW92b].**

**Coral [BM98, GCG90, McC94a, Adj97, AvS97, Aer98, ABB+97, Ano99d, Aro98, AHS97, Bak90, BLJ+96, BjJ+98, Bee97, BM9H1, BKVML93, BLST90, BLD94, BDA+99, Byt90, CDHD92, CH95, CK99, CT97, CWB93a, Cha96, CG99a, Cli95, Cro99, DB96b, EB96, ELG97, Fab95, FCC91, FP91a, FPGC+98, FPFG99, Fox90b, FDW92, FHCC98, FGB+96, Fre97, GWW+98, GPDF93, GYL93, GPD+96, GMO95, GGH95, Gre96, Gri94, GEW97, Grv95, GP98, GT98, HHYD92, HSH94, HB95, HFR+93, HSK+93, HSK+94, Hoe91, Joh99, JS93, JKFB95, JK90, JM93, JF90, JFS92, JH99, JLGP97, KKL+98, KMG98, KSO+97, KRF97, KRF+98, KYN94, LS96a, LCB94, LB96a, LG99, LSGW98, LCE97, LL96, Lew91, Lew97, MSC95, MG96c, MA99b, MM97a, McC94, MJ97a, MMD93, MB93, MNB94, MB95b].

**coral** [MPB97, MD94c, Mi94b, Mi95b, Mi97, Mi98, MLL98, Mum99, MJC97, OBL97, ORL97, PF92a, PR93b, PD90, PD94, RK96, RGLS99, RS99b, RW99, RH98, RS91, RS99, Rog90, RMT91, SKM93, Sak97, SRSH99, Sam97, SOW97, SK98a, SK98b, Sch99, SNC+98, SC94, SCLS94, SDC+92, SM97, SJ95, SC96a, SP99b, SB97c, SEA96, TH94b, UK98, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, VDG95, WQ94, VW95, WHW93, YAG92, YMD94, YFI91, Zel97, Zel98, vTS97].

**coral-bacteria** [SCLS94].

**coral-boring** [BKWML93].

**coral-dominated** [HB95].

**coral-dwelling** [MJC97, PD90, PD94].

**Coral-eating** [McC94a].

**coral-feeding** [MJ97a].

**coral-reef** [CH95, CWB93a, LCE97, PR93b, SC94].

**Corallimorpharia** [Cha91].

**Corallina** [AdN91].

**coralline** [BCC94, JMR91, JSOG91].

**Corallium** [ASN93].

**Corals** [BDZB98, BDSL94, CED91, Dai90, ECF+97, FK5a, FBR+95, GB94, HB95, HG99, Jon97a, JBO97, Jon97b, KML91, KL91c, KPW93, KWL96, KWL98, KCD+95, LNSL91, LGP95, LGH95a, Lew92, MDS92, MNB94, PNB94, SH96, SCLS94, SHM+97, SP93, Szm91, TTL+96, Tom91, WUA+99, wv98].

**Corbicula** [BTKK99].

**cordatus** [PF95].

**Corcorum** [BP95].

**core** [DG96b, EJ99, MR92, ZBK+98].

**cores** [HG92b].

**cormorant** [GWOP99].

**cormorants** [BRLM90, BS95b, GSC95].

**cornea** [ROM+91].

**cornus** [McC94a].

**corythosaurus** [KSH97].

**corolla** [DeV92].

**coronata** [MTP92].

**Corophium** [BF95b, CD99, GH93, GH94b, GH94c, MJ97b, PNB94, SMC96].

**Corpus** [LD96].

**correct** [AFZ96, vR93a].

**correlates** [DSS+98, LCB94].

**Correlation** [AHH93, MIA90, JW96].

**correlations** [BCL93].

**Correspondence** [McG94, RFB92, WA99a, SPBS93].

**corresponding** [KSH97, RPT95].

**corrugatus** [SDB92, SDB94].

**Corsica** [HR92].

**Cory** [GMF98].

**Coryphaenoididae** [APS91].

**Cosmonaut** [Pak95].

**cosmopolitan** [CS91].

**cosms** [CR94].

**cossyphus** [Cow91].

**Cost** [Ang92, Bus98, CWB93,
cost-effective

Costs [AP99a, FGH95, BA94, GMC91]. Coupled [VM95].

coupled [VM95]. Coupling

Costa [DE90, Bia91, GCG90]. costatum [BR97, HFN91, TT98].

Coulometric [Irw91]. counter [HCS93, McG97a]. counts [CT97, EAC+97, MHvB97].

course [HHN93]. courses [DL91b]. Cove [PMMH95, OLe95]. cover

cover [Aer98, BCC92, DGCT93, GA97b, LC93]. covered [FPG95, GFPD92]. CPR

Crambe [UTB+95]. Crangon [Bn92, WEl91, WA95]. crassa [MDRW99].

Crassostrea [BM94b, BN91a, BN95, BH94a, BD96, BV99, Bro90, Dou93a, Dou93b, DLHB99, GMC91, HSTY98, LHL97, MR97c, MAAT98, PLBP96, RR97b, RCH98, RM95, Tha92b]. crater [ZT90]. created

creek [CMD+94, HG94, NL94]. creek-banks [HG94].

creekbank [TZ99]. creeks [BNK+97, HKY+97, MBM92]. Crepidula

Crepidula [CP90]. crested [BS95b]. creted [BS95b]. Crete [KE97]. Crisia [NR98].

crispus [WC96]. crista[ [TSI+93]. criteria [FKC+90, SMUS+99].

Critical [KFD99, EFSS95, GQ96, VDVC94]. criticisms [JRB97]. critique

[BC91, DD97]. crocea [LB96b]. crop [MGEC97]. Cross

das+99, PD90, PD94, RS91, RSS94, SRSH99, YST+97, McC96b, RB90, SR90a, Sha98, SM95, SC93]. Cross-continental [RSS94, SRSH99].

cross-fertilization [PB90]. cross-infertility [SC93]. Cross-shelf


cross-system [SM95]. crossed [PB90]. crowding [LC98].

crown [BMBD95, HK96, HKR96, HR96a, JSOG91, RI90, SB99].

crown-filament [RI90].

crown-of-thorns [BMBD95, HK96, HKR96, HR96a, JSOG91, SB99].

Crozet [BG+97, GKB+97]. crude [PB90]. crude [GCKW95].

Crustacea [AT96, APT99, PD90, PD94, TAD+94, TDH+94, WDL90, AS99a, AAWD97].

Crow, Gen92, Har96, JGT96, MRF+99, MC97a, MHD97, Moo94, PAR98.
CE93, DE94, GT96, TJST98. CYP1A [GCKW95]. Cyphoma
RH90c, VT92. cyprid [PPO+99]. Cyprideis [JGT96]. Cyst
MHT+97, AKM+99, NU91. Cystoseira [BCC92, HRD92]. cysts [IT96].
cytochemical [KDL92, KCV94]. cytochrome [GLBF92]. Cytometric
JM99, BV91, FL92, LZYW93. cytometry
CB98, JD+96, LMF93, Lip95, VK90).

D [MNH92]. D. [Coc90, CLHF95]. dab
[BVL92, CB92, CMLE92, EGKE92, GLBF92, HHH92, KDL92, LACM92,
LM92, Pro92, RA92, RV+92, SH92a, SGR92, SPFC97, VBL+92]. dabbling
[BL94a]. dabs [KR97a].

Damage
[DF94, MN94, WUA+99, Aro91, BDSL94, Kai96, LFD95, MPB97, VBZ+94].
damaged [GCM98, Rin96, VB94]. damicornis [AHS97, LL96, MNK+97].
damselfish [MMD93]. damselfishes [WB97]. Danish
[JSJMH90, Ole96, SJ91, TCB93, TCRB93]. DAPI [HP98]. dark
[WR91, ZA96, GJ96c]. darkness [tor93]. data
[BBR694, BM99b, BMH94, BJTB96, BM95a, Fil93, JE95, LBV+99,
LS92, MJW96, MAC92, OSC97, RWM99, Rel96a, Rel96b, SRG+99,
SDA+92a, SDA+92b, TCME98, WASSM97, WC93, WIC97, WT96].
date [ZHM91]. dated [Cam97]. davisae [US95, US98]. day
[GGB+99, JBB98, SR98b, Van92b]. day-night [Van92b]. daylength
[FL92]. DCMU-enhanced [FL92]. DDTs [MC+97]. dead
[CN95, LGH95a]. death [KC98]. DeBlois [Cus95]. debris
[GSC96, LF92, LF94]. debt [VH96]. Decadal
[ARo98, ASA96]. Decadal-scale [ARo98]. decade [JJ99]. decapod
[CS93, CM98a, GF90, HFGT94, Jua92, MC98, MZ92, WD90]. Decapoda
[Har96, MRF+99, SF99, AHD90, Ang91c, AT96, BB93, CCD98, CA99b,
DF92, Dem95, GS91b, HMM9A4, Jon93, MC97a, PAR98, QCM94, SIRR94].
decapods [L89a]. decay [HB91]. Decembr [GST+91]. December
[BN91b]. decisions [MBT+99]. Decline
[RAGH94, JRB96, MDC96, MHB96, VS91]. declines [AEE+96, KGO94].
decomposing [FFH99]. Decomposition [KE95, KS91, LF92, OBR93, PH91a,
AWH93, BM91b, BM95a, CA95, CBB90, CR94, Lee90, PM91a, VSSM98].
decompression [BTY94]. decontamination [PLBP96]. Decoupling
[BF96]. decrease [AH98, BAY91, WC95]. decreasing [AH98]. decussatus
[PC94]. deduced [FRP+99]. Deep
[BA90, LBL91, Ter93, VWD+95, AAW98, BGT91, BL97, BSGM94, BVV+94,
BL94c, BL96, BK92, CSC92, CA92, Car93, CS93, CM98a, CJ93a, CS97,
CSSV98, DDM+99, DF92, Dem95, EML+93, DF97, FKT+99, GEM+97,
GSC96, Gra94, GPU+97, GP90, HKT+96, HS93, JD9L95, KW92b, KW99a,
deep-living [VL97]. Deep-sea
[Ter93, VWD+95, AAW98, BL97, BVV+94, BL94c, BL96, BK92, CA92, CS93, CJ93a, CSSPV98, DDM+99, GSM+97, Gra94, GPU+97, GP90, JDL995, KW99a, LC95, Mau92, MC97a, Por94, RR99, RSD+91, SRG+99, SH90b, SHV91, SH95b, TDBH94, TW98, TGB99, TMC98, Uib95, VFMFBE96, VL97, VNM97, WBG97, Wit99, YTF97, ZBK+98, LL98].

deepliving [VL97]. Deep-sea
[Ter93, VWD+95, AAW98, BL97, BVV+94, BL94c, BL96, BK92, CA92, CS93, CJ93a, CSSPV98, DDM+99, GSM+97, Gra94, GPU+97, GP90, JDL995, KW99a, LC95, Mau92, MC97a, Por94, RR99, RSD+91, SRG+99, SH90b, SHV91, SH95b, TDBH94, TW98, TGB99, TMC98, Uib95, VFMFBE96, VL97, VNM97, WBG97, Wit99, YTF97, ZBK+98, LL98].

defaunated [Ber90]. defences [WS92a]. defense [AP97b, KB91, MB97a, PF92a, PKY96, SL97b, VP9F8].

Defenses [CP95a, PCTF95, BPS98, BL999, CHFL95, PLF90, PNS90, RP91a].

Defensive [FP91a, Tro94, AMB99, HFR+93, UTB+95]. deferred [SCD+90].

deficiency [Joh97, RVT+97]. deficient [DO92]. define [MJSDF91].

defodiens [WCP+98]. Degradation [TTL+96, AJS98, BL94c, HFW99, KY97, KG95, LLB+95, LMT96, NK96, Por94, RR99, SB99, SMB98].

degradation [Cla96, MH90]. degrees [JT97]. DEHP [HFW99]. Delaware [BLJ92, JE95, MBK95, RE94a, RE94b]. Delayed [Har96, Mc99, BB95].

delicatula [Mik95]. Delisea [DNS+96]. Delmarva [MB92, RGS95].

delpinids [CAATS94]. Delta
[FH97a, KDA92, VM95, BNK+97, HKY+97, FMRC93, OP99]. deltaic [RR93]. demand [FW97, PS97, ZNH93]. demands [DL93a].

Demersal
[Bia91, GDvS98, HSLV94, MF98, Bia92, CT92, FI95, HS97, JBK99, MD91, MN99, SH96].

demethylate [VDT92]. demissa [KNK90]. Demographic
[Gra91b, Pak95, Pi97, Dur94, KDF99, WS91, Zaj91b]. demographics [JRB96].

demography [BD99, DSJ90a, Duf92, DD97, GMR+94, Gra91c, HJH98, KS98, SL94, VL97, VDM+97]. demonstrated
[BDD96, DS99a, DR99, SB97b]. demonstration [BLW+99].

demosponge [MGY97]. demosponges [LBDL97]. Demospongiae
[MSC69796, RCG199, UTB+95]. dendritica [Tro92].

Dendrobranchiata
[DF92, Dem95]. Dendrocetrida [RGC99]. dendrochirote [SMTL99].

Dendronotacea [MTP92]. Denitrification [BR91a, LKV969, NG96, PNB94, YB92, ZB94, BFB94, GSBB97, GS98, JP93b, KLEH91, LMS+93, MB97b, NNR95, OSG96, RMT95, RCN95, TH98].

Denmark
[AWD95, DF+93, HR96b, LSK90, JJN95, LJS90, NRR95, RH91].

Dense
[GP90, ARS93, ADG+95, KJH96, MDG98, TA93]. densities
[CHFL95, JS97, Jop97a, MGC91, TPH94].

Density
[AU93, AD92, BCBC98, EL92, FB94, LGFS99, ML91b, Mga92, RV92, RNN997, Tay98, AMK99, BSH+94, BD99, CO92, CC98, CK99, CPL+96, CWW99, CHFL95, CHM92, DE94, FD98, Fer99, FW91a, HT96, Hol90, HN97b, HS99b, IPT94, KWD93, Ken94a, KL91c, KPW93, LMM98, LCD94,
MCRGC90, MGC95a, MKV95, Mye95, NFM98, OSJ94a, PMB99, PF91a, RS91, RD95, SL90, SR97, SL94, TTL+96, VÄCL99, Web91b, Wor95, HKR96].

Density-dependence \[AD92\]. Density-dependent [AU93, ELH92, LGFS99, ML91b, Ry92, RNHH97, CPL+96, Hol90, KWD93, MGC95a, Mye95, NFM98]. Density-governing [FB94].
density-independent [Mye95].
dependent [Lop91, VEW99].
Density [FQV98, AD92, AJST98, BD99, DS93a, DV92, GdGMD95, K591, OH95, PSB+97, SH90b].
dependencies [TGG97].
dependency [HDK93, KE95, ML91c].
dependent [AU93, Ang91a, BCBC98, BEG97, CO92, CPL+96, ELH92, FVDL95, GS91a, GYL93, GJ96b, GB98, HPSJ95, Hol93, Hol90, Hov92, JW96, JNJP94, JC94, KWD93, KM99, KM96, MTB+99, Mye95, Nak94, NFM98, RT95, Ry92, RNHH97, TDK97b].
depending [Kog95].
depletion [Arr94, BPR90, BDH94, CPH+96, KSG+92, KHT93, LC90, McG97a, ND96, PGR94, San94a, Tam95, TGvJW95, Ved98].
deployed [WE95].
Deposit [SMB97, CM90a, CGA95, CM99, EE98, GAC+97, HAA94, HP98, Joh97, Kam94a, KM96, PM94b, PS98, PTW+91, SE98, TBY98, WSF99].
deposit- [Kam94a].
deposit-feeder [HP98].
deposit-feeders [CGA95, GAC+97].
deposit-feeding [CM90a, EE98, Joh97, SE98, WSF99].
deposited [FKB92, LJS90, OSZ95].
Deposition [GBV96, AFC96, AV98, BSS92, CJ95, WBGS97].
deposits [SM97b].
depressions [KCI98, SF94].
depression [SO96b].
Depth [FI995, GYL93, KPW93, MGY997, AHY+99, CS97, DY92, DBM999, EGC94, FK95a, GEW97, HMWN97, JPA+96, JJNR95, KBWC90, KW92b, Mac91, MS92, MG94, MII9b, MSM+98, MDR99, Ole96, PG98, SSR99, TAD+94, WH91, WHW93, WPB+93, W9D94].
Depth- [GYL93].
Depth-gradient [FI995].
Depth-related [KWL93, MSM+98].
derpitations [DGT+93, SE93].
derapsulation [BF999].
derasa [KL94].
derive [TMCE98].
derived [AP97b, BGT91, HAA96, Hol96, JWL96, LS96a, MLP90, MKY98, TGG+95, TL95].
deriving [LZY93].
describe [JLF95, Sal95].
Description [BM94b, OD98, Ken94c, Moe97a, TJ99, ZF99].
desertification [FPB+94].
desiccation [BUWB99].
design [BB97b, HP96, Tis98a, BRNH97].
destabilization [RCH98].
destratification [KKW+93].
destruction [HH92, HH96, RAG94, SH98b, SEA96].
Destructive [WH91, Hag95, SK93].
detect [VWJ96].
detected [RCGSN96].
Detecting [SMF91, LBH91, PKL97].
Detection [GLBF92, GKKJ+98, GCW90, HCS93, Sew96, PVPV94, CLW99, HYY94, JT90, SKT97].
detects [MRF+99].
deter [PS93].
detergent [UKR+91].
detergent-polluted [UKR+91].
deterioration [MB95b].
Determinants [BCBR97, Kala91b, SMG97, MS93c].
Determination [AF96, B91, HW92, KZ93, KPB98, MO97, MG99, RSN+99, SM97a, Ber92, BA97, BVP91, BBC99, COS93, Cle93, Fly90a, Fly90b, GCLS94, HL98, HW99, HPSG94, JSH99, MTB+99, PPR94, RDP99, RR92, SH90b].
diet-derived [AP97b]. **Dietary**

[GCKW95, SDC99, Kre93, KHBLS95, LM98a, RP91a, RGT98, WB97]. **Diets**

[BRLM90, CSC92, Car93, TFL95, APCL+93, BMSF95, Kle93, RM96, San93a, TDFV99, WM96, vdl98]. **dielengatensis** [AWdS92]. **difference** [PB98].

[Differences [FB91, LFRB97, MW93, SFC97, ASRP+96a, ASSWM97, CB91, CRP99, D99, GS90, IBB97, JKT90b, JDL95, KFF92, KJT90, LG97, LA97b, PC96, RTH96, Rei90, RT98, RSP99, She96, SDFJv91, SW98b, TAJ90, TBJ93, UMD92, VF99, WT99a]. **Different** [JT97, PWS98, RN93, AP99a, BN95, BCC94, BV94, CB92, Cha98, CCC94, CC96, DBMK99, FG93, GVV98, GY97, GSM96, HK93, HB97, HP96, HK99, Joe95, K98, KGS95, KM92, KW94, KW99b, Lai92, LM93, LA97b, MF91, MRL96, MGP+96, MMR99, MDR99, MH96b, NL96, PWG+99, PPG96, Ric91, RK99, SB95, Sci91, SDFJv91, SBH+95, SS93, Sog92, TC93, THPC96, TV96, VV95, VTA91, VCPP93, WHG+99a, WP94, WMH96, dRAV92, vBV95]. **Differential** [CP95b, GSS93b, HH99, MvdZH+97, Mun93, NB98, SW99, KW97b, PLG+96, PS98]. **differentially** [RATA+99]. **differentiate** [TC93]. **Differentiation**

[SFP91, ASL99, AH97, GVV98, HBBT98, JKT90a, KSH97, MR97c, Pez91, Pla93, SRRdM99, Vä90]. **differently** [TPHC91]. **Differing** [Reu88a, Hal97, TB99, Whi94]. **diffusion**

[BF99, GF95, Hi91a, HWS91, LEH96, TP98]. **diffusion-sedimentation** [GF95]. **Diffusional** [CRCS96]. **diffusive** [LGR95, RRG96]. **Digeena** [BB97a]. **digeneric** [CUM98]. **Digestion**

[CTC93, CMT94, GS93, KS99, PS98, SMF91]. **Digestive**

[GSS93a, OC95, CM99, HL90, KCV94, LS94, MM92, RM92, RM91, SM97b]. **digging** [HRB+91]. **digital** [MGEC97]. **digitale** [PGG96], **dilatata** [CP90]. **dilution** [ASP91, LK95, Sim91, TCB93, vR93a]. **dimensional**

[CCR98, GRG96, GWG99, ZGM+96]. **dimensions** [FD98, GW94, WW96]. **dimers** [BEG97]. **dimethyl** [DKL94, SGPA95, SHML98, WK93]. **Dimethylsulphide** [LD94b, TK96, CLGM96, KQH+96, OKL+96, SGL+97]. **dimethylsulphonio** [LD94b]. **dimethylsulphonio-propionate** [LD94b]. **Dimethylsulphonio-propionate**

[TDVF99, KG95, KQH+96, OKL+96, SGL+97, SWK98, TK96, VD92]. **Dimethylsulphide** [KK95, vBT96]. **dimethylsulphonio-propionate** [vBT96]. **dimethylsulphonio-propionate** [vBT96]. **dimethylsulphonio-propionate** [vBT96]. **dimidiatus** [Gru96]. **dimorphism** [ST99]. **DIN** [ATNW97, CLC+98, RCS+96, WK92a]. **dine** [WHW93]. **dinner** [WPB+93]. **dino** [GCG90]. **dino-flagellate**

[AGM+99, AGG99, ACC90, BLCA90, BLC91, BBG90, BGH95, Bus97, DH90, Dut98, FFJ93, FFF+94, FJR+94, GCG99, Han91a, Han95, Hin92,
LGV$^{+}$99a, LT93, LPW95, Nor92, OMH95a, OMH95b, PCM$^{+}$95, PA94, PC90, PM94b, RO93, RPT95, Sab90, SS92, SH96, SCKS90, TWS$^{+}$95, TB99, WH95, WCL97, AW95, ABM96, And94b, AB92, AT96, BA93, Bar97b, BQR99, BCC95, BSJPW93, BD96, BLJ99, BFS$^{+}$98, BF95b, BFJ$^{+}$93, BS92, BS95c, BWL$^{+}$99, BAO96, BRW95, BGY95, CLGM96, Cha91, CN95, CCG99, CBS91, CPT90, CC97b, CWW99, CWS$^{+}$93, DM91, DD90, DJ90, DHCP96, DFR95, DC91, ELH92, EAP98, FH96, FLD92, FB90, Fow90a, GM99, GRBA96, GRGK96, GJ96a, GSG$^{+}$94, GF91, GW97, GEW97, HPPZ93, HMWN97, Har94, HF99, HR,E94, HC90, HS99b]. **Distribution** [HC94, HC93, IP94, IFL97, JW96, JW96, J98, JA91, KMS96, KW97a, KID91, Kur99, LC91, LRV94, LD94a, Mac91, MH96a, MST98, MY98, Mar97, MJ92, MAC98, MC96b, MG92, MF98, MK93b, MB99a, MLTD96, MPS95, MB91, MJC97, MLDM99, Nor94, Ole96, OD90, ODS$^{+}$96, Omt96, PDD$^{+}$99, PS97, PF95, RLDM94, RK96, RGLD$^{+}$98, RBA98, Re90, RPN95, RC91a, RI93, RH97, Rop93, RT98, SB98, SH90a, SDR96, Sea90, SCL95, SO96b, SPPL92, SH93, SR97, SR96, SG98, TD92, TB98, TeBW96, TR91, TMCE98, TS90c, Tre92, TSI$^{+}$93, VK90, Ven98, Vis97, VDA96, WSCT96, WLT$^{+}$95, WP94, WH99b, WP98, ZDJ$^{+}$95, Zho98, KL91, LHL93, Sie93, VHH$^{+}$96]. **Distributional** [Fal96, Arr93, BM94d].

**Distributions** [HHE92, Ken92, P99, BM98, BPL95, CSC92, CCR98, FTS97, HTPC96, JW96, KL95b, O98b, SO96a, SJ91, Sch90, TRMW95, VDM$^{+}$97].

**Disturbance** [Hol97, AGW93, Amb93, Aro91, AWVP98, BCC96, BAY91, Bre96, CH96, CBB93a, CLKO98, DMM99, FTG90, FT90, KR97a, KD96, Lew97, MJ97a, NL94, OE91, OSC98, PK97, RS99a, RK96, THCD95, Tsu90, THR$^{+}$98, WC93]. **disturbance-induced** [BAY91].

**Disturbances** [BHH$^{+}$95, FTP99, HPF92, Mum99, SW99, TPHC91, Vid94].

**disturbed** [SHA$^{+}$95a].

**Ditylum** [KRJ98, WH92].

**Diurnal** [HLF$^{+}$91, JW98, FJ93, JMP90].

**Diverge** [HG99b, PZC99, WP98$^{+}$93].

**Divergent** [Mal99, MTP92].

**Divergens** [Jeo94b, Jeo94a, JLYK97].

**Diving** [TN90, CBT98].

**Diverse** [JAB$^{+}$92, SS99b, VTV97].

**Diversicolor** [AOOT94, NEIR95, Rii91, RV91, RV91, RB96, SH96, SH96, VR93b, VVR94, V90].

**Diversities** [GPU$^{+}$97].

**Diversity** [Har97, SH91, SB96, ASRC99, AB96, AWVP98, CSS98, DAE$^{+}$99, Gra94, HG98, Hul97, KRJ$^{+}$95, LRH97, L94a, LS99b, LH99, Mar99a, R97b, Sch90, SH99b, WA99b, WLB$^{+}$99].

**Diving** [HG99, WFM99, YOH98].

**Divinyl** [BAM$^{+}$99, BCC97, GR93].

**division** [BZ92].

**DMS** [KS91, KK96, NKK97, SV93b, TK96, vDb96].

**DMS-producing** [NKK97].

**DMSP** [BLM$^{+}$95, CBDC96, KS91, KK96, LVL$^{+}$99, NKK97b, SV93b, SD95, SD96, SW98, TDF99, TK96, WSS99, vDb96].

**DMSP-lyase** [SD95, SD96].

**DNA** [ACC90, BSP$^{+}$99, BD91, BFJ$^{+}$93, BV91, CC90, C91b, CCV$^{+}$98, Cle93, CD96, DFB$^{+}$99, DBC91, FM95b, GCR98, GCC99, GCNS94, HBB98, HW91, JPA$^{+}$96, JM99, JKC$^{+}$93, LF91, MHB94,
MC91d, RBB+91, SB97b, SRS92, VBZ+94, WDB98, YFI91, vBV95. DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93]. Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a]. DOC [KNM93, KE95, MGAE99]. documenting [Bra95].

DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93].

Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a].

DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93]. Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a].

DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93]. Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a].

DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93]. Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a].

DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93]. Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a].

DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93]. Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a].

DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93]. Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a].

DnaJ [KBA+97]. DNAs [CCGM93]. Do [KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCC94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a].
during [SGL+97, SJMH90, SCEG93, SJÆ91, SMH97, SBP92, SBP93, SGP94, SM89, SCK90, SE93, TLB93, Tak96, Tam95, TR91, TRPS92, TMCE98, TP95, VH95, WH92, WSCT96, WYY+98, WYY+99, WPT96, WSP+95, WA95, WSS94, YHC+99, ZBK+98, TBAB91].

Dutch [BLDF95a, GAD+92, HvB91, PGB96, SDG95, vDK90, vBDW91, vW93].

dwarf [CJL91].


dynamic [GMK97, MFD98, Mil94a, NBW94, LP95, SBT97, VNB97]. dynamical [BBRBK94].

dynamics [AFP99, Beu92, BKK+93, CLB91, FPP+97, GCF+95, GD90, GGB+98, LB96a, MM91b, NSH93, PLP+93, PDP+90, RHJ92, VDM+97, dC94, AJ95, AD95, AWH94, Ang91b, AD93, ALBS96, BC91, Blu93, BHT98, BH98, Cal95a, Cal95b, CPSA96, CM97, CRH+99, DM91, Dee90, DMP+99, DMA+94, Dur94, EJ93, FW92, FS90, FGB+96, FSG+97, GMMD93, GNJ90, GBA+96, Góm95, GHL+97, GBGH97, HM97a, HCC+91, HKY+97, HGS94, HT96, HSC96, HN97b, HS95, IT96, JS92, KL91, KM92, KKW+93, KSO+97, Kuo91, KYN94, La93, LGB91, LAG96, LD96, LA98, LFT92, LL98, LGFS99, LUA99, LGMD98, MBM92, MB94, MDC+96, MW99, MS94a, MR97b, MCRGC90, MGC91, MGC95a, MO97, Mol97, MSD92, MZMOCJP91, MJ92b, MJ93, NSH95, ND98, Neu92, O’894b, OSJ94b, OFR94, PB92, PD98, PS92].

dysidea [RCG99b].

E. [Nor94]. Early [EDP+98, GQ96, HM94a, KW98, OTF95, RSH92, RM95, IYALM93, BL94b, CA97, CH95, CC91a, DY92, DDL93, DRC+97, GC95b, HHM96, HS97c, IW91, Jeo94a, KGHTN99, KY97, KW99b, LTM+98, MCNB98, MS95, OW95, PWS98, QQ97, Ruz96, SW98b, TL93, WW96, Web91, ZAN99].

Early-spring [HM94a]. East [KDH98, COK99, CPG97, Dye93, GMF98, Ken92, RHH97, Spec95, ALBS96, CG99, DJY90, DLJ91, HTLK99, LG96, MP96b, RWJ99a, RAIBW99].

Eastern [DMP+99, HSH94, LC91, BN91a, BBL93, BA96, CB96, CVD99, CMA95, FP96a, GCCR90, HW95, HCP93, HOM95, KSS90, Kwa90, LR95, LZY93, LL98, Liv93, MCF90, MHBW90, MG91b, Mun93, OMH95a, OMH95b, PT95, PF96, Re90, RT92, Sal96, SP+93, TDW96, TRU91,
TRS91, YD90, YBLL96, GMC91, HB95, MJW96, ZR92. **eating** [McC94a]. **ebb** [ZN96a]. **Ebro** [VM95, OP99]. **eburnea** [NR98]. **echinoderm** [PF92b]. **Echinodermata** [BM91a, CJ93b, DEF91, FB97, FG93, Geo94, GSP99, Lam98, LB99a, LJSK96, LGL+95, MDG98, RO93, RNHH97, SMTL99, SCL95, TLW+96, TGLP95, WFT95]. **echinoderms** [McC94b, SB94]. **echinoid** [Bak90, PF95, Ste95, WLT+95, WFT95, WFT96]. **Echinoida** [SLHC98]. **Echinoida** [SLHC98]. **Echinomermella** [SCL95, SLHC98]. **Echinopora** [FD99]. **echiuran** [HAA94]. **echmocephalus** [KYN94]. **echo** [MA99c]. **Ecklonia** [ACLS97, BWB98, SS93]. **Ecktoma** [Ste94]. **eco** [Fri97, Kin97]. **eco-ethics** [Fri97, Kin97]. **Ecological** [CBT98]. **Ecologist** [DMA94]. **Ecologists** [MR94]. **Ecology** [CAATS94, CU99, DFS94, HC93, HR96b, LS92, MSND+99, RH91, SHM+97, AB92, BGC91, BMS95, BM99a, BLDF95b, BLDF95a, BMHH94, BSB91, BM90a, BM90b, BKWML93, BLST90, CPB96, DHS96, Gos97, HM96, KH98, Kin93, LH99, MU99, PN99, PAM96, QZA95, RC95, RBG94b, She94, SL94, UMT+91, VGM94, WC92, tor93]. **ecologically** [CBT98]. **ecosystem** [AC96b, Bar97b, Bar97c, Bar97a, Bar99, BH92c, BH92d, DAB+91, DFJ+93, KH92a, MT94, OB94c, Sal96, And94a, ACOK95, ALB+96, AH95, Asa91, AP97b, BPR90, CW93, CGZ95, EB96, EAT95, FGG95, GRC+97, GC93, GGS90, GFDF92, GYT97, GMF98, HTS92, HK96, HFT94, HCH+96, HRCW98, KR97b, KL94, ML96, MBB95, NKGK92, OJR96, PB96a, PIC97, RD97, SF92, THS94, TP97, WC98, WC92, YD90, Zaj91a, Zaj91b]. **ecosystems** [Bow97, CNGG96, DLT+97, DQT+97, GPF95, Grt94, HS98b, PSK98, She94, TH94a, TS90a, VS96]. **ecotoxicological** [DB96a]. **Ectocarpus** [Mii91]. **Ectoenzymatic** [RSH93]. **ectoenzyme** [CK95]. **ectoparasite** [Gru95]. **ectoparasites** [Gru94]. **ectoparasitic** [GM91]. **ectoprocts** [RM97b, RG97]. **ectoproteolytic** [LBV+99, TGBB97]. **ectosymbiotic** [HB+99]. **Edaphic** [SM90]. **Eddy** [CB99, FP96b, PWPK95, TT99, ZR92, ZBK+98]. **edge** [Bia91, MPS95, NT92, PGR94, RBF92, WJM+99]. **edifice** [SJ99]. **edifices** [SJML99]. **Editorial** [Ano95, Ano97c]. **edule** [AR91, KSRB99, LAJ95, NW97b, RIF93]. **edulis** [BSJPW93, BSJ97, Bou90a, Bou90b, BLCA90, Bro93, CR96, CH99, GS90, HSBH96, Hll97, HDB95.
Edward [MRP98, PDDB90, Per91]. *edwardsii* [CB99, Mac91]. *eel* [MRP98, PDBA90, Per91]. *eelgrass* [AZKA99, BSW93, BDM96, BGC94, FKC+90, FMFH97, GNJ90, HHH+96, HH97b, JDSB99, KA93, MRPC98, MNO96, OSJ93, OSJ94b, Ole96, PB92, PBGE91, RCG94, Reu98a, RSN90, RH90b, SUH95, Sal95, SZA94, SV97, SP99c, TAJK90, TN90, VB96, WW91, WW93, WFL95, WFL96, WF97, WDB+95].

Effective [AVY+99, ALOT99, AALT99, OINN94, RBN99].

Effects [AKL+99, lYALM93, AdN91, Amb93, AHMd90, Ang91c, AS94b, AS95, AWVP98, BTKK99, BPR90, BP97a, Bee97, BH94a, BH95a, BCC92, BB95, BI99, BD99, BSD+94, Bro93, BP92, BS96b, BRN+95, BH95b, CA96a, CHS+95, CNCS93, CD94, CPH91, CEV97, Con98, Con95, CD99, CHLF95, CP96, Dee90, DdA95, Dit96, DE94, DH92, FD98, FAED97, FSA+97, FK95b, FGP95, FDR+96, FAHW99, GBA+96, GR94, GT96, Gri94, GP91, HMWN97, HG94, HDB95, Hol90, HS99b, Hum93, JHG99, JLR90, Kam94b, KSS90, KNK90, Keu94a, KJLH96, KD96, KMRJ96, KDR+92, Kur99, La93, LA97a, LH94, LF94, Lev91, Lew97, LCTT92, LF97, MSD98, MSC95, MY96, MD93, MA99b, MeC96b, MB93, MNK+97, MG91b, MBB96, MAAT98, MLH96, MH96b, NT94, NCG96, ND98, NL94, NKB90, NH98, NDG+99, OE91].

Effects

[OM92, OD90, Or96, OC93b, PDD+99, PG91, PRM+96a, PRM+96b, PG91, PCLA97, PPP+96, PCB94, PMG+98, PD93, PZ91, Pur92, QG97, RBA98, RAS92, Rin92, RCH98, Ris97, RMT91, RD99, SGL+97, SOW97, SW98a, SERD96, SA94, SR93a, SLHA97, SU93, SS93, Smi95, SS95, SFB92, SD92, SS91, SRW95b, TNP97, TGB90, THR+98, TB97, VDG95, VTN91, VDJ98, WH96, WSMM99, WB97, Wor95, YNYK94, YKL98b, ZF97+94, vKSGvA99, vLTW+98, AMS99, ASCW90, BM94b, BS94, BSH+94, Bec98, BL94b, BWB98, BSG+97, BH97b, BB93, BM95b, BFVG92, BBT+93, BGC94, CUM98, CH95, Cha91, CK99, CWWH99, CK98, CSSP98, CHC94, CRH+99,
Cro98, DBHM99, DP91, DHB+97, DH90, DB96b, ELG97, EGMC94, Em190, Eno93, ER90, Fer99, FFR94, FTBR97, FH97a, GC95a, Gla99, GB93. effects [GCWH90, Gra91b, GW97, GS99b, HH97a, HH96, Iri90, JHH99, Jeo94b, JS93, JKF95, JBH98, JCMW91, Jos90, KWD93, Kal91a, KDR97, KR95, LLB92, LWL98, Lec99, LL96, LC90, LFS90, LGFS99, LCK+96, ML91a, MPM97, MT91, MEK99, MR97a, MD98b, MCNB98, Mat92, MUH97, MSK95, McL96, MS96a, MP92, MBK95, Mil95b, MM96, MLES94, MJ92b, NC90, NP90, OM99a, OG95, PKY96, Pen90a, PSR+99, PWNW99, QRSC99, QQ97, QQ98, QQ99, RK95b, RM97a, Reu98a, RW96, RI90, RvBL92, RTJ+93, RW99b, RD95, SKM93, SM94, San94c, SDC99, SW99, SL90, SM99a, SLHC98, SE91, TDER97, TM97, TPCH94, TA90, T98, TAVL99, WTA+97, WFL95, WA99b, WCT95, YAG92, YKL98a, ZDJ+95, vdBvDR96, BSH+91b, D99].

efficacy [Hal98]. efficiencies [CGA95, SPS+91, vdL98].
efficiency [BK91, BAM+99, GGF99, HK97, HL90, HP94, JT90, KBP98, LWK+95, PM94b, SDB92, TT90, WC92].
effluent [LF98, MM91b].
efflux [BH96, HS94a].
effort [˚Abe96, CZG95].

Egg
[Hav93, Ito97, PHT96, RCTH99, UCV98, WR92a, AN97, CA96a, CA99a, CH97a, CP90, CMT94, Dut98, HvDMK98, JFP95, Mye95, NG99, NKV94, Oro96, PWH96, Raw96, RD91, SCI99, SKvB98, G98].

egg-carrying
[AN97, RD91].

Egg-size
[Ito97].

eggs
[BBK91, BSH+91b, CPL+96, CMT94, DL91a, DL93a, FTS94, GRV98, HOM95, Jeo94a, KVK98, LP95, LG98, MH96a, MJW96, ML97a, N94, RD91, RFGF92, St97].

Ekofisk
[GCWH90].

Elbe
[KE95, KY97].

Eldfisk
[GCWH90].

electric [AMMG91].

Electron
[CC90a, LHH96, Re96a, Re96b].

Electronic [An99c].

electrophoresis
[Bro90].

elegans
[BHQ99, BQK97, GQ97a, HQ99, LQ97, MR99+99, QQ97, QQ98, Ter93, TRPS94, TN93].

Elemental
[CGM95, HNL94, BR97, LH91].

Elements
[GK96a, CAATS94, HM97c, LF92, LF94, MR97b, MH97, Pro92, WFL95, ZCL97].

Elephant
[BBCH99, HD93].

elevated
[BAOT96, CC97a, HGS95, JCH93, MA99b].

elevations
[H99].

elongate
[Ad91].

elongation
[MD98a].

elongatus
[KGS95, KBS98].

elucidate
[GK96a].

elucidating
[GMM93, MDC+96].

elutriate
[Tha92a, Tha92b].

elutriates
[Kar92, Wil92].

elevators
[W98].

embezyme
[DAP97, HA90, KCI98, MH94a, Ole96, RAS999, SS99a, TS90b].

Embley
[HVL96, STB99, VS92, VVHS96].

embryo
[BH94a, BCv+92, Th92b].

embryogenesis
[BH94a].

embryonic
[CB92, LPI+95, PLM94, PLIM95].

embryos
[BSS92, CP90, DE91, HD95, MM99, MB97a, Pen90b, SB94, SE98].

Emergence
[RI93, MBB99b, WB94].

Emerita
[AS99b].

emersion
[TU99].

emigration
[IYALM93].

Emilianna
[BFF96, BEH93, BLM+95, BvBBV96, FBMH94, MG97, MH96b, NT96a, NGS97, NBM94, SWK98, VKV95, VH99b, WSS94, vBV95].

emission
[Maz95, RNHO98].

emperor
[KR97b, WR97].

emphasis
empirical

emption

closure

[Gar99a, KS95c, SSGD96, WD90]. empirical
[BJTB96, HS97b, ML93, MRP98, Mee99, Sca96, TD94]. emption [BCMCM99].

[dc94]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJMJ99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hin92, KLAH94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[BCMC99]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJM99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures
JHG99, KV90, KWL98, KCV94, LD93, Lim95, LW94, LDKR93, Mar97, MIA90, MGC91, MGC95a, MDTB94, MTB+99, Mil94b, MLTD96, MN99, NCGG96, ND98, RB92, RA97, RZLB96, SP99c, TRU91, Tsu90, TSW97, UCV98, VH96, VHI+98, VBZ+94, WA99a, WW91, WCL94, YBG96, YBG+98.

estuarme [CWS +93, FW92]. Estuary [BPC98, CBS91, Ken94b, KP95, LD93, LL98, MP94, MGM96, PPFP98, RPMB91, AMS99, ABM96, AALT99, BCS93, BW93, CLC +98, CCSN93, CP91, DD90, ERC95, GJ97a, GJ97b, GH94c, HHK +98, Hei92a, HHW90, HK93, HJA99, HN91, IP94, JJ99, JB92, JSJM99, KGHTN99, KE95, KY97, KR98a, KK +93, LDKR93, LE90, LH99, MC96a, MG96a, MCRGC90, MEC92, MAH94, MBK95, MAAT98, NT96c, ONH +97, OL99, PS94, PSE97, PSPD96, QCM97, RBF92, RLC92, RNHO98, STBR99, SWT99, Swe96, SV93a, SH94, SGW94, SGB90, TA95, TGG +95, TL94, TNSM98, UCV98, WK92b, WT99b, dC94, BMG99, DG91b, DG92b, FPLH92, HY91, LD94a, PPFP99, PR93a, RBN99, RCGS96, SGL +97, VPF92, VBF94].
[WC96]. **Evechinus** [CK98, Lam98, LB99a]. event
[FHA99, Jon97a, LCC97, Na97, SML97, SS99b, TBAB91]. events
[BM94a, JP93b, LMT99, RAS97, SH97b, WBLM95]. events
[CED91]. **Evidence**
[BA91, BMD+90, BS95b, CP91, DG97, GBC92, HDK93, JDDL95, MB97b, MRP+99, Nov90, OSGB96, VMS+96, ADF96, AWdS92, AS94a, AFZ96, BR91a, BKWML93, CR96, Con98, CRH+99, Cro99, DBvA91, FHCC98, GSP99, GA97a, HRKR93, HTCW96, HH99, HJHG98, JAL91, JP+98, L91, MPS96, MHT+97, MWH91, MAdG+96, MSCTBE96, NT92, ND96, NAW99, OJ97, OJ99, PBA+95, PR93a, PSB+97, Pre95, Sch90, SH97b, SCLS94, SRdM99, SM90, TTR99, TDK97a, TvdJ+98, Vai90, VHG99, VDM90, VD95, WM99, WBP+92, WC90, vRBVB95, NO90, RMMB91, RA96]. evolution
[ASRP+96a, DLT+97, Hav93, Mar99a, Zaj91b]. evolutionary
[HC93, SC92a]. examination
[KDR97, PM94a, SOC97, WASSM97, Wes90a, Wes90b]. examined
[CCH93]. example
[CN95, GCWH90, KGW93, MBL94, RHP93, SCC94, TTP+95]. excava
[DRGV91]. Excess
[CCRB98, FRP+99]. exchange
[DZ99, GFH96, GHHC98, HG92a, KSG+92, PMETM96, Pez91, PD93, TUN99, ZD99, vDvRK93]. exchanges
[FGB+96, KBWC90, TA93]. excited
[JM94]. excludes
[RC97]. Excretion
[Lig90, MRL96, PRC+97, ADR94, CNCS93, CCC94, CCI96, Coo90, Mat92, SA94, vdL98]. excrections
[CC96]. excursion
[TBLD90]. excystment
[Kam94b]. Exe
[Ken94b, MCRGC90]. exercise
[TR91, TRPS94]. exhaustion
[BCH95]. exigua
[Hun93]. eximia
[Gom95]. existence
[SFWD90]. existing
[HJHG98, MJW96, NA99, WASSM97]. Exocoetidae
[HOM95, OMH95a, OMH95b]. exoculata
[PDB+97]. exogenous
[Bus96]. exopolymer
[ES99, PA94, SDC99, SH99b]. exopolymeric
[MB98, Mar99b, SH95a]. exopolysaccharide
[SHW+91]. exotic
[BL94a, Cro98]. Expansion
[BL94a, FK95a]. expectations
[OTF95]. expenditure
[AAS+91]. experience
[CER93, QQ99]. experienced
[LD93]. experiment
[BBL97, FGK95, KS97, KQH+96, LOS90, MA99a, McC99, Mol97, ODN+95, PD95, RBD+97, TGvJW95]. Experimental
[AWe92, BK90, GSP99, GF90, KDR97, PLP92, PSR+99, RS94, Sch93, SJC99, TLW+96, TDK97a, WLT+95, ADF96, AB95, CN92b, CH97a, CF93a, CP96, DRS94, ETA+97, EMR+97, ERC95, FDZ93, FDZ94, GSB98, GA97a, GLP96, HJH+99, JP92, KSS90, KKT96a, LKC95, Lew97, MF91, MU99, MT91, MD94a, MPS96, MCN98, MCA90, Mic96, MAdG+96, PPCL+98, PSK98, Pre95, QRS99, San97, SK98a, SW99, B99, SE91, TL91, VD95, WM99, WK92b, ZC92, dBN+90, Ber90]. experimentalist
[PB94]. Experimentally
[HLP99b]. experiments
[AS99a, AH95, BS94, BSH+94, BSG+97, BMV+96, CMRF94, Car90, CGFC95, EB92, ER5b, EPN+99, GJV96, GNG+92, GF98, HN90a, HN90b, HRKR93, HMDA94, HBM93, HS97a, HNH90, LB+99, LWK+95, OJ99, QK93, RMB91, SR95, Som96, SF94, THCD95, VMC66a, Wall97, Web91b, Wol92b, San94a]. explain
exploited [Ken92, Las98, PS92]. exploration [OG95, WMB99, WR98].
exploratory [RS92]. exploring [Lav97]. Exponential [SM94]. Export [FLDT92, MWH91, HM94a, LR96, RA96].
exposed [ABY97, BEG97, CMRF93, CV98, CCC94, CC97a, Dut98, HJJ+99, HS96, HS98c, JMC93, JMD95, JPA+96, JBHH97, LSP99, LGPL98, RSAD98, SUH95, WD993, WK92b]. Exposure [SP99a, BDIH94, BBP+96, CL90, DM96, DvCd94, DE91, GPB96, GPP98, GCKW95, GHL+97, HDB95, LS96a, LM91a, MM96, Nan96, PPCL+98, SF95, SMH97, SE91, VDVC94, VGJ90, WLT+95]. exposures [Rin92, TNP97, WTF96]. Expression [KBA+97, BCBR97, HSP97, MM96, MBL+98, PFP93, PCK+96, PCC+97, UKR+91, WKH+98]. extending [HLP99b].
extension [GT98]. Extensive [CMB+99, BMS+97, CSM+98, GF94, MSCTBE96]. extent [SFS95].
f [Har90]. f-ratio [Har90]. facilitate [PDS97]. facilitated [GH92].
facilitates [HS94b]. facilitatory [WCT97]. factor [BNvB90, Hi91c, LD94a, MH93a, PDBA90, SP99c, UKR+91, WMG91].
facilitation [WTM+96]. Factors [Ad97, BKP98, BF95b, CBL96a, GBH96, LP95, LKK92, MK93b, SK94a, WD99, ADR95, BAM+99, BDA+99, CA99a, CC91a, CAATS94, CPB96, DvHN99, GJ97a, GJ97b, GJVG96, GS91a, GBP+98, GRSV98, Har97, HS96, JA91, KW97a, KW98, MY96, Mar97, McL96, MS96a, MP96c, MAAT98, NB96a, NFM98, OD90, PMETM96, PT95, PHH996, QQ95, RB98, SJML99, TRU91, VGM94, Ya97b, ZD99].
fallout [Cam97]. False [CL96a, CBL96b]. families [Ta98]. Family [Gre96, Bel95, CN95, RA96]. fans [CHFL95]. fans [NBS+97]. fanworm [AW97]. far [VHH+96]. farm [HAE+90, HI91a, KTH98, PLP92]. farming [GSSB97, HK92, KHTP99]. fasciata [BSMS95]. fasciatus [MAL99].
fascicularis [FPGC+98]. fast [CMBM99, DAS92, HSBB96, MF96]. fat [ISF+98]. Fate [And96, LAA93, LHK+93, VPFL92, BMP+95, CDME97, Ho96, KF97, KKK96, LC95, LGH+93, MFF97, NNB93, OKL+96, PW94].
fates [LM91b]. fats [SM98a]. fatty [BBCB99, CWAH99, IFL97, KZK+95, LNSL91, Na96, PFMS96, GHH94].
HSN93, JMPH90, MCA90, MVA99, Naj97, PDB+97. fauna
[Bra95, BMH93, CS93, Dye98, FKC+90, HPF92, HCI93, McL96, MW97, NL94, RHJ91, SM91, SS95]. fauna/flora [HPF92]. Faunal
[BSGM94, TRU91, BH91, BLR94, MAC92, TDBH94, FMH96]. Favella
[BMTF92, BH92d, BBSG90, BD94, Dei90, DA93, FD98, MNH92, URHR98]. fecundity [Aks96, Dut98, Ir90, KS95b, PHHH96, QC94, RHH97, SW93, SLHC98, ZHM91, VK94]. fed
[ADR94, DO92, EPL94, FG93, KEV99, MHB94, vdL98]. feeder
[FAP92, HAA94, HP98, JNR95, KM96, NEIR95, TBY98, TGvJW95]. feeders [AJL93, CGA95, CM99, DLHB99, FL90, GAC+97, Hi91c, LBL91, LHL97, PM94b, PS98, RCG99a, RW99]. Feeding
[And94a, AY97, BDDWC96, CPC98, CW93, CGZR94, CCS98, CJ93b, DWSA98, FGG95, GGC+97, GPS93, GH94c, GFPD92, HH94a, HHP95, JSK+99, J99, KW97b, MT91, Met98, MPCI90, NW97b, NG97, NEIR95, OM99a, OSP96, Ore90, Ore91, PNS90, PPB90, STBR99, TH90, UT90, VE99, WC98, WC92, YKL99, AP99a, AM99, AR91, BP97a, BCN+95, BJ98, BN91a, BCG91, BB95, BVKvRB96, Bus96, Bus97, CB91, CM99a, C92, CP90, CW95, CMA95, CE93, CL99, CH99, DP91, DPO91, DD90, DEF91, DWD90, Dut98, EK95, EE98, FW91a, FPG95, FMRC93, Gib94, GSP99, Gon92, GSS93b, GMF98, GH92, GT96, GS99b, Han95, HH97a, HFW99, Har99, HK96, HSBH96, HSTY98, HJH+99, HH96, HVL96, HK99, HD91, HSN93, IHK+98, JWH98, Joh97, JS93]. feeding
[JFS92, J96, JC92, KR97a, Kam94a, KSRB99, KM96, KEJ98, KN90, KS95c, KL94, KWEG94, KG92, Ky92, LW95, LJSK96, MSD98, MA99a, MRMR92, MJ97a, MS95, ML90, NY92, NT95, NR98, Ore95, PS93, PPP+96, PPMMF97, PCC99, PTW+91, PM91b, RLD94, RKK96, RHT91, RCT99, RCG98, RCG99a, R90, Rii91, RTJ+93, RPL96, RM97b, RD97, RMM91, RHH94, RD92, SK95a, STN97, SM97a, SMTL99, SMB97, SP93, SH99a, ST98, SN99b, SE98, TK98, TN97, TK95b, TPHC91, Ti98b, TP95, VR93b, VAR94, Ved98, WSF99, WFHM99, WFT95, WH93, WDD92, Wol92b, YKL98a, YKL98b, dT94a, dRAV92, van94a, vdL95, WC92, SB94]. feeding-preference [MA99a]. female [BSH+91b, CH97a, DP91, IHK+98, Rv92, SMUS+99, SCMM95, ST98, ST99, YSY+99]. females
[AFZ96, KLJ94, LKF95, MGAE99]. fiber-optic [KLJ94]. fiddler
[LMO99, O'C90, O'C93a, OJ97, OJ99, Wol92a, Wol92b, Wol93]. Field
VKF+98, WWL97, WC98, WB91, ZGM+96. foraging-predator [WB91].
Foraminifera [AB95, BB92, MHMH96, MvdZH+97, MSvdZH98].
Foraminiferan [AC96b]. forbesi [SB97b]. force [HM97d]. forces [AC96c, ML90]. forcing [ELMR98, HCI93, MCED96]. forest [Cha98, HSK+94, KL91b, NBW94, SFV96, TD91, TDER97, VHH+96, WH91].
forests [Hag95, McG97b, SDER96]. form [Du91, GHE+94, HCG+93].
formaldehyde [CGA95]. formalin [DFB+99, HKM92].
formalin-preserved [DFB+99, HKM92].
Formation [HH94b, SH95a, SKKO97, AKM+99, DSJ90b, RT99, HK97, KPS+99, MTH99, NDRP93, PW94, PBHM98, SL94]. formed [KHT93]. former [KDR+92, NTS90]. forming [AV98, JSGS94, YKK+98].
Formosa [Wol92a, JLGMP97]. forms [BLKA93, HS91b, SHA+95a, SAA99, WPY98]. formulation [FM94].
fractionated [GMG+92, DWG90, HHW99, KFS91, LGH+93, RTRF90, RFN98, RN98].
France [DLT+97, DQT+97, GB+98, LJM99, RRWG96, RR97b, Rie98, SB97, GB95, GSBB97, HPF92, IF96, LGV+99a, LGV+99b, LIPF95, RSN+99, SGC+98, VBRCB97]. franciscana [BFD91, BKB92, ZGB90].
franciscanus [ESDK94, EDS+99, ME97, SDER96]. Francisco [BL95, CC99, CL90, CTSN90, JCF93, KGO94, NT90]. Fraser [HCC+91, Sew96]. Free [MS93c, SA92, VVT97, BHQ99, BHP95, CCC94, CDGF+93, CG93, FF92a, Fuh90, HQ99, HH94b, JNCS89, JMH90, JK+93, KK91, KDKS96, MBK95, ML91c, NK90, PMOD90, RN93, RFGF92, SUH95, SAH98, Sty97, SCF91, TM94, VTGK99]. Free-living [VVT97, HH94b, JNCS89, KDKS96, ML91c, TM94, VTGK99]. free-running [RN93]. free-spawning [Sty97]. Free-swimming [SA92]. freely [BP96b].
Freezing [Ohm96, CV91, Ken94c]. frenatus [HK96]. French [Adj97, CRCS96, CCRB98, DG93, GPDF93, HGS95, LGH95a, NJL98, BLDF95b, BL99, BBT+93, CCR91, Cha96, CDG97, CB98, DHM92, DLHB99, GSC96, MG96c, PPCL+98, Pla93]. French-Belgian [BLDF95b].
frequencies [BZ92, CHS+95, PMETM96, Sci91]. Frequency [WP94, BM98, BMBD95, BGVF92, FW91a, IHK+98, LCF99, Mac91, MS93d, MA99c, NKH+99, SW98a, TH94a, TDER97, WTM+96, ZHM91, vRV96]. fresh [FS91, MB95a, SCB92]. freshly [FKB92]. freshwater


gaucha [San94b].  

gaudichaudi [PP96].  

Gazi [HSK+94, SOSV95].  

GBR [Fow90a].  

Gdansk [BW95, JIT97, WOM+97].  

gegenbauri [Dei90].  

gelatinous [BTY94, BYO95, HL98, PG91, PWR96, PGG96, RGBC92].  

Gelidium [ASL99, DF95, San94c, San95].  

gem [IYALM93, IYAML93].  

Gelidium [ASL99, DF95, San94c, San95].  

Gelidium [ASL99, DF95, San94c, San95].  

Gem [IT99, DBV98, FD97, PFP93, PCK+96, PCC+97, PM98, UKR+91, WKR+98].  

genera [Fab95, Mon96, VH97].  

gene [Bal91].  

Genetic [ASN93, AS94a, AHS97, CMLE92, CBT98, KJ95, KSH97, Mal99, MR97c, Mi97, MTP92, MSCTBE96, Pla93, PAM96, TNN93, ASRC99, BA97, DCK99, DBV98, HBBT98, HHG99, HB94a, HSIP97, Hun93, HH95, PM98, RP91b, SRRdM99, TN90, V93, Way95, JKT90b].  

geneticulate [BCC94].  

Genetics [AS94a, AHS97, CBT98, KRJ+95, KSH97, Mal99, MR97c, Mil97, MTP92, MSCTBE96, Pla93, PAM96, TNN93, ASRC99, BA97, DCK99, DBV98, HBBT98, HHG99, HB94a, HSIP97, Hun93, HH95, PM98, RP91b, SRRdM99, TN90, V93, Way95, JKT90b].  

Geochemical [TBY98].  

Geochemistry [KWHM+96, KBA+97, UKR+91, WK98].  

Geographic [Fra93, LCG97, RCA+95, ASL99, CB91, Fev92, HFR+93, Mar97, MLES94, WT98].  

Geographical [Gar98, WT99a, BQR99, MACR98, PF92b, TPR98].  

Geological [ODS+96, SRJD97].  

Georges [CE97, DRC+97, HF99, MMGIM90, TRU91, TRS91, TRMW95, TS90c].  

Germany [KDHZ98, KY97].  

Germinal [SG96].  

germ [EMR+97, KNK90].  

Giant [BP96, AS97, AWH+99, HCK+91, HM97b, KWE94, Moo94, WPTB96, BW96, BWM97, BB99, CWW99, DPM96, GBP+97, GDW90, HFJS91, HHE92, OW93, PP96, Pak92, PWPS95, RWW99, ROAN98, WMD99, Wat98, YGB96, YGH+97].  

Geostatistical [GGB+98].  

Gerlache [LHL93, Nor94, O90, O95].  

German [BDD92, BKS92, BVL92, EGKE92, GAD+92, HC92a, HH92, K92, KR92, MF92, M97, RBD+97, RG93, SSR+97, SMK+97, SGR92, S97, Th92a, Th92b, V93, W95, WI92].  

Germany [KDHZ98, KY97].  

Germinal [SG96].  

germ [VACL99].  

Gersema [SKB97].  

Geukensia [KNK90].  

ghost [EMR+97, KNK90].  

Giant [BP96, AS97, AWH+99, BBL98, BL97, CHC94, GHL+97, G66b, KG94, KL94, PRC+92, PGM+98, SCM95, SPS97, SH93].  

gibberifrons [Ruz96].  

gibbosum [VT92].  

Gibbula [C90].  

Gigartinales [GW91].  

gigas [BH94a, BV99, BBL98, BL97, CHC94, GHL+97, G66b, KG94, KL94, PRC+92, PGM+98, SCM95, SPS97, SH93].  

General [BP96, AS97, AWH+99, BBL98, BL97, CHC94, GHL+97, G66b, KG94, KL94, PRC+92, PGM+98, SCM95, SPS97, SH93].  

gibberifrons [Ruz96].  

gibbosum [VT92].  

Gibbula [C90].  

Gigartinales [GW91].  

gigas [BH94a, BV99, BBL98, BL97, CHC94, GHL+97, G66b, KG94, KL94, PRC+92, PGM+98, SCM95, SPS97, SH93].  

Gigartinales [GW91].  

gigas [BH94a, LV95, BVL92, DL98, FA93, LHL97, MA97, PL97, RS95, RR97b, SL94, SR96, Th92b, W97].  

Gill [BSJP93, BD96, EMR+97, LCT92].  

GIS [T98].  

Glacial [GS96].  

Glacial [HS90].  

Glacial [HKM98, MS98, ST90, TFL95].  

Gladiolus [GP96].  

Glass [AFZ96, LKF95, MGE99, OINN94].  

Glass-fiber [AFZ96].  

Glennodinium [NP90].  

Global [PT93, RB99, HS97b, RSH99, RD97, SD99].  

globally [BK96a].  

Globicephala [AS94a, CAATS94, GRC+97].  

Globiceps [M92a].  

Globosa [HS99, Kog95].  

Glossodoris [AP97b, BPS98, RP91a].  

Glenodinium [NP90].  

Global [PT93, RB99, HS97b, RSH99, RD97, SD99].  

globally [BK96a].  

Globicephala [AS94a, CAATS94, GRC+97].  

Globiceps [M92a].  

Globosa [HS99, Kog95].  

Glossodoris [AP97b, BPS98, RP91a].
glucose [Gar91]. glucosidase [KFPR94]. glucuronide [MNH92].
glutamate [FF92a]. glutamine [FF92a]. glutamine/glutamate [FF92a].
Glycer a [ND98]. glycine [KG95]. Glycogen [BDH94]. glycopeptides
go [OS96]. goatfish [M-C94d]. Goban [FH96]. gobies
[Har99, MJC97, dT94a]. Gobiidae [WM92].
Gobionotothen [Ruz96]. Gobiosoma [Har99]. go by [KYN94, MF91].
gonad [SK97]. gonadal [CRZG95]. Goniastrea [ABB97, LB96a, Sak97].
good [CH97b, JKT99, MM93, MMD92]. Gorgonia [CHFL95]. gorgonian
[CGZR94, CRZG95, CZG95, FP91a, HFR+93, LK98, MC94b, MDS92, 
RCG99a, RH90c, VT92, WV95, WH93, YY91]. gorgonians [EL90].
gorgonion [PF92a]. Göteborg [SR93a]. Gotland [MHRV+99].
gouge [KCI98]. governing [FB94, LKC99, LKM99].
Grad [BBFD98, BBM93, CS97, DON+95, EDS+99, FF97, FII95, GBC92, 
GHL+97, JSJMH90, JJNR95, KBWC90, KDMR97, LM91a, LKK92, McF92, McG92, 
MKN+96, MNO96, OSC97, PKL97, RSH93, Rie98, SO91, SO96b, SGW94, 
Tom91, Wes90a, Wes90b]. Gradients
[CK99, AGP98, ABM96, BSB91, CB90, DSS+98, GF95, GAD+92, GFH96, 
McG94, MGC91, MGC95a, RBF92, Röp93, SH92a, WVJ96, VDBF96, WA99a].
grani [CA96a, CA97]. granulata [BI99, IBB97]. granulometry [DD99]. graspid
[CCDA98]. Grazers [AHMd90, Ang91c, Ang95a, Ang95b]. Grass
[GF98, KFD99, PH91a]. grasses [VH99a]. grata [WM95].
grave [SH94]. Gravelines [LIPF95]. graveolens [GK97]. gray
[GH92, HC92b, WCL97, HFJS91]. Grazer [HB94b]. Grazer-mediated
[HB94c]. grazers [BH95b, EP92, KKT96a, TLB93, WLB+99]. Grazing
[CLM+91, FF92b, GS93, Hv91, KW99b, MEK99, MPS96, She98, SR94, 
TMKL97, VGM94, Wer97, ACLS97, BNvB90, BH92a, BCC95, BPH95, 
BRN+95, Car90, CS99, ER95b, EP92, FP96b, GAK99, Ger90, GMG+92, 
GSS93a, Hag95, Han95, HH92, HH94a, HH96, HJ97, HJN99, JL94, JG94, 
KSS90, Kuo91, KL90, LPF94, LLF94, LK95, LF94, PM97, MH93a, McG95, 
MCC92, ML91c, NYH92, NGS97, NC95, Per91, PPM97, PG94, PR92, 
PPW96, Pre95, RCG99a, RCG99b, RH90b, RPL96, RNH99, SM94, SSM91, 
Sk096, Str91, SS96b, SMB98, Tee99, VHH9a, VPF92, Vò98, VACL99, 
WH91, WSM91, WR91, WR92b, WSS94, YHGB96, ZDJ+95, LLP94].
grazing-resistant [JG94]. Great
[BEU99, GPF92, MD94c, MKY98, SU93, GSC95, HBBT98, PCT+97, 
AHS97, Bel95, BMSF95, BM91a, CC91a, CL97, Fab95, FDW92, KGHT99, 
KMQ92, LC97b, MC96b, MC94d, NT96c, PD90, PD94, RS91, RSS94, SR90a, 
SR9H99, Sam97, SB99, Tho92, TcBW96, TNSM98, UDLM99, VDG95].
Greater [PR93b, GGB9a, GB97b]. grebnitzkii [TK95a]. green
[GS94a, Hag95, HJH+99, HLP+99a, HGB99, HGBW99, HTHL99, JPZ+98, 
KSS90, LC97b, Tro93, MKY98]. green-lipped [HJH+99]. Greenland
[ADBH99, Bra95, LGH+93, MP96b, NH95b, RTRP+98, RNH99, WBGS97].
grey [BH94b].  griseus [LMT99].  groenlandica [LADS98].  grooved
[VIHIS96].  Gross [Vet92, CCV+96, WC92, vBV95].  ground
[EG95, FCH99, GPB+98, MR91, PG90, RGE+95, RDM91, Row90, SGM98].
groundfish [Liv93].  grounds [CLD99, KEJ98, TRU91, WS91, YBLL96].
Groundwater [BDNS99, MH94a, Sim92].
Group [BA94, BK90, EG95, EG97, MSP+97, PKL97, PCC+97, vBDW91, vW93].
group-specific [PCC+97].  grouper [Egg95, Joh99, LC97, SMW+93].
groups [OIO+95].  grow [Kin95b].  growing [GSS93b, VD95].  grown
[EG95, FCH99, GPB+98, MR91, PG90, RGE+95, RDM91, Row90, SGM98].
growth [AD98, AH99, BBLY98, Ber92, BC90, BH92e, BAM92, CA97, CH97a,
CA96b, CAL96, CR96, CH90, Cra94, EDS+99, EGMC94, GMR+94,
GGDL99, Han95, HMHD94, HW91, Hov92, JPC97, JL94, JN95, Kne93,
LC97a, LH91, LCL95, MD94a, MDC+96, MCD96, MW99, MRML97,
McF92, Mil95b, MC97b, MC94b, Mon96, MA96, NYH92, NA99, Neu92,
NSC+92, Nie96, PST95, RS95, RGH93, SF95, ST90, SREG93, SCD98, Str91,
Tha92a, TR95b, TB92, TGL99, WF90, dRAV92, AMS99, AKL+99,
IYAL95, ADR95, ARDL97, AI92, Ang91a, ACC90, Arr94, AAW98, BFF96,
BN90, BH94a, BH95a, BP99, BGBS91, BCL93, Big92, BB95, BK91,
BM91b, BM94c, BL96, Buc91, BEG97, BR96, CCV+96, CL90, Cam96,
CN92a, CL97, CC90, CC91b, CD94, CPK97, Che93, CLK90, Cli95, Con98].
growth [CD99, CHC94, DS96, DO92, DSJ90b, DGT+98, DE94, EPL94, EST95,
Eki98, EP92, FML+95, FPR94, Feb92, FF99, FK95b, FFF+94, FM95b,
FQV98, Fow90b, FBR+95, FG93, GS94a, GM93, GMD93, GV96, GJ97a,
GCR89, Gar98, Gar99a, GDP+98, GWW+98, GAK99, GM97, GB90, Gil97,
GGCC99, GKR96, GM98a, Go99, GAB90a, GAB90b, GR94, GB94, Han99,
Han97, HS97a, HSM96, IH+99, HSK9, HSB9, HBD9, HRD92,
HS93, HDK93, HNL94, JH97, JD90, JR92, KS98, Ker94, KS95b, Kir90,
KL91c, KG94, KRJ96, KS98, KKT96b, L93a, LS96a, LA97a, LS96b,
LC97b, LCC97, LL97, LSB95, MJ96, MC91a, MT91, MYT96, MD98a,
MCM+97, MHC92, MJ91, MC91c, MG97a, MM97b, MEC92, MF96, MAH94,
MN94, Moe96a, Mo96b, MG91b, MGC95b, MV96, MNO96].  growth
[MO95, Mun93, Nak92, NT94, NEIR95, NAS95, NM94, Nor92, OH95,
OSJ93, OFR94, OPS96, OR98, OT95, PIM95, PB92, PB96b, PB97,
PMB99, PFD97, PMC+98, PD93, PSS95, PB98, QC94, QQ94, RGLD+98,
RR92, RT95, RS94, RCG94, Ren98a, RS90, RGH95, RHB96, RF98, RPL96,
Rv92, R93a, RE96, RT98, RW99b, RM95, RH97, Row90, RO97,
SK99, SK98a, SK98b, Sci91, SA94, Sep94, Sew94, SD94, SB94, SDC90, SW98b,
SG96, Sko96, Sog92, SS91, Sto96, SS96b, SC93, Tak95, TDK97b, Ter97,
TS90a, TRS91, TRSN93, TA90, TN90, TVG96, TFF99, TB95, TB97, US98,
VR93b, VSW92, VSW93, VAD+95, VD95, VMD+97, Wah96, Wah97, WSM91,
WE95, WDB+95, WI90, WC92, YNYK94, YAG92, YB90, Y91, ZHM91].
growth [vBV95, vRBV95, vW93].  Growth-dependent
growth-heterozygosity [Fev92]. growth-irradiance [GV96].
growth/optimal [vW93]. gryllus [CPT90, TW98]. grypus [BH94b]. Guild
[HHW90, Du94, Gib94, Sym95]. Gulf
[AMBH98, BM94a, BBK91, CB91, HF99, VS92, WH96, Dec90, MMM+95,
AC92, AP99b, BC+95, Bia91, BFJ+93, BS95c, BW95, Bro94, BR94,
BRW95, CLGM96, CLD99, DSG+99, DE90, DRP+97, FML+95, FAHW99,
GDvS98, Gen92, GAN+94, HS92, Hei92a, HD97, HD91, HBP+93, HB94a,
JTS97, JT99, KL91c, KH9+99, Lev91, LF+97, LPW95, LGMD98,
MMM+95, MMGIM90, MDSB92, MZFHC96, MRP90, NB90, Neu92, OTF95,
OR95, PWS98, PH91a, PT95, PM91a, PSSP95, PF91a, SL91, SS96b, SK95c,
TMKL97, TK96, Ub95, VH93, WH93, WPG99, WOM+97, YST+97]. gull
[Han97]. gulls [PE99, gunnari [KWE94]]. Gut
[ICG96, LUA99, BH92a, CM99, CMT94, DPO91, FGG97, HP98, LFP94,
LMTF96, PPB90, PM94b, SH98b, TT90, WDD92]. gutless
[DAE+99, GCGS90]. guts [KB94]. Gwen [CD98]. Gymnodinium
[DH90, FPFR92, JH97, KMR98, MHT+97, MKV95, NSH95, Nie93, Nie96,
Str91, VPGV94]. gypsum [OKK95]. Gyre [SK97, DBCB99, STK99].
Gyrodinium [BN91b, Han95, NYH92, UYM95, VPGV94].

H [PdG96, MKCL94, AGP98, BR91a, SMJC93, WR91]. H24
[Moe97a, Moe97b, Moe97c]. H3 [Moe96b]. H3/1 [Moe96b]. Habitat
[AMS99, And97, BCC95, CC98, Cro98, FIA93, LAK99, MJC97, SGP99,
SP99c, WM95, AGP98, ARF92, Ang95b, AS94b, BL94a, Bec98, BM94d,
BS93, BGG+97, BKB94, BkvrB96, CSR+92a, CK99, Con94, DBN+94,
Egg95, FSC92, Fer99, FAHW99, Gre96, Gri94, HM91, HBR+91, HKR96,
Har98, HFJS91, HH90, IBB97, Joh99, JDDL95, Kin95a, LM98a, LBDD97,
LB96b, ML92, Mc6c, OM90, OM2, PODL99, Pen90a, RK95b, RS95, Re90,
Ris97, RAGH94, RHP93, SDBW95, SU93, Sp93, SJC99, SEA96, Sym95,
THCD95, TJR99, TB97, ZDJ+95, ZAN99]. Habitat-mediated [LAK99].
habitats [AB90, AADSCC97, BCC98, BCNC96, BDR+96, BvB94, FAED97,
FIA93, GVGG98, GSD96, HP96, Kne91, KW94, L95, LCLC96, LA97b,
LGL+95, MF97, Min93, Pre95, RK95c, RR93, Sog92, Tav98, THPC96,
TLP95, VVT97, WS91, WR98]. habits
[CA92, CE93, FW91a, FMRC93, JC92, KI97, Ky90]. hadal
[Fra93, FKT+99]. haddock [Cam97, FQV98]. Hadramout [OB94c].
haemastoma [DS93a]. Haematopoe [CGCLH99, McG97a]. haemocyanin
[NH98]. Haemolymph [HS94a, SUH95, WJD93]. Halichoerus [BH94b].
Halichondria [RTJ+93, TR95b]. Haliclonia [RTJ+93]. Halicryptus
[ABN98, Oes90, OV92]. Halifax [JNCS98]. Haliotis
[AAE+96, LK93, MS91, Sch93]. Halo [BG94]. Halo-duce [BG94]. Haloa
[Ito97]. halochlines [VY96]. Halocynthia [RGG98]. Halodule
dT94b, GMR+94, OB93]. halogenated [FWL99]. Halophila
[NA99, Ra98]. halophyte [GH93]. halos [SR94]. hamata
[Asa91, Bar97b, Bar97c, Bar97a, Bar99, Har96, RKH96, WG97]. **Heron** [Gru94]. **Herradura** [CW93, WC92, WS92b]. **herring** [AH93, AH94, AH99, Bus96, FF99, FAVV98, FM95b, GHMC96, Liv93, MR97a, Mar97, MHB94, MBR94, Mun92, PG90, SGM98]. **Hervey** [COK99]. **Heterocapsa** [JNJP94, KA97, MUH97, NP90, UYMH95]. **Heterocarpus** [RE96]. **Heterogeneity** [SLB +92, AB96a, BCC95, BN91b, BB99, CB97, DG96, Gra91b, GB98, KTW +97, LB99b, LB96b, MS96a, FWM95, PWP +97, RNP +98, SNC +98, TF98]. **Heterogeneous** [RCG99a]. **Heteromastus** [AGP98]. **heteropod** [Sea90]. **Heteroptera** [CR98]. **Heterosigma** [KYI +98, YKK +98]. **Heterotrophic** [BW95, CG93, GAN +94, ALBS96, BBL +95, BH93, Bus97, CLM +91, CB96, DGT +93, EPL94, Gas94, GDP +98, Han91b, HSRHH90, HBvD92, HVnB94, JH97, JL94, Jeo94b, Jeo94a, JLYK97, KK91, KG94, LJ96, MF90a, MF90b, NK92a, NYH92, NSH95, NH90, RT92, SCB92, SK94b, SM99b, TT99, TSS93, TK91, VB90, VPFL92, WSM91, ZR92]. **heterotrophs** [CBD96, CVD99, VAD +94]. **Heterotrophy** [Lew92, CP96, Mi95b]. **Heterozoslera** [BAM92]. **heterozygosity** [Fev92, PGB91, TVG96, ZGB90]. **hidden** [BM98]. **hierarchical** [CW99b, LAJ95]. **hierredda** [RFNBHG94]. **High** [ARS93, ADG +95, CPS91, CGP97, CLKO98, EP97, FBMH94, KDKS96, LDV95, ONH +97, SC92b, SL94, CM93, CHFL95, DLT +97, DQT +97, DAS92, Fly99, GPB96, GBA +96, Gra94, HMWN97, HB95, HH94b, Hin92, HW92, Hob93, IHK +98, KGHTN99, KZ92, LCF99, LGdC90, LH95, Nor96, PPCL +98, PB92, RHH97, RHB96, RTRP +98, RNH99, SRJD97, SSR +97, SRS92, SCEG93, SH90b, Som94, SFG +99, TA95, URHR98, VLKC94, Vet95, WP95, WHK97, ZAN99]. **high-Antarctic** [KZ92, WHK97]. **high-Arctic** [RTRP +98, RNH99]. **High-density** [SL94]. **high-diversity** [SH90b]. **high-energy** [CM93]. **high-frequency** [LCF99]. **high-latitude** [Nor96]. **high-molecular-weight** [GBA +96]. **high-nitrate** [DLT +97, DQT +97]. **high-precision** [SFG +99]. **high-resolution** [DS92]. **high-sedimentation** [RHB96]. **high-temperature** [SRJD97]. **higher** [Nag96, WC90]. **highly** [DM +99, HGBW99, MLD95, PH91b]. **Hill** [GJ96a]. **hindcasting** [TRMW95]. **Hippoglossoides** [RGT98, SFPC97]. **Hirondelea** [Fra93]. **Hiroshima** [AKM +99, KYT +98, NAI +93a]. **Hirundichthys** [COS93]. **Histological** [KDL92]. **histopathology** [Vet92]. **historical** [SR96]. **history** [AD90, BL94b, CC91a, CRG98, DDL93, EY90, EDP +98, FDZ94, Gar99a, GC96a, GD99, HH96, HHM96, Hoe91, Kog95, Lim95, LGFS99, MAH94, QZA95, RCT99, Ru96, Salt96, San94c, SC92b, SFC97, SM99b, Tak96, TSW97, WT98, WC91, Zaj91b]. **Hokkaido** [BTKK99]. **holdfast** [SS93]. **Holdfasts** [ACLS97, SS95]. **holding** [Bus98]. **Holocene** [GI99, IVM +98]. **Holoplankton** [SW97]. **Holopneustes** [Ste95]. **Holothurian** [CJ93b]. **holothurian** [TTW97]. **holothurians** [GP90, UK98]. **holothurian** [CJ93b]. **Holothuroidea** [SMTL99]. **holothurians** [DC +92]. **holsatus** [LS92]. **Homarus** [BAH94, BS93, BSB91, BBS93, HF99, IW91,
Hypertrophic [AJ95, DvRN99, Kro91], hypnoides [McG92].
Hypotheses [MHB96, HS91b, MCB99a]. Hypothesis [TA95, AH95, FPG95, GPLB96, JMR91, JSOG91, LK93, LB95, Lew91, RG97, vW93].
Hypoxia [GJVG96, PD93, ASF98, BDH94, BM94b, BMG99, DvCd94, DvdTCC97, DS93b, FRK92, HMB95, MRS96, ND98, NH98, PPFP98, PPFP99, VDVC94, VH96, WW91, WW93, WK92b]. Hypoxia/anoxia [DvdTCC97]. Hypoxic [NR94, RHJ91, FGKP95, KCI98, STS99].
Hypsoblennius [Har99]. Hyrtios [RP91a].
Ia [LC95]. Iberian [CNGG96, SZA94]. Ice [CLKO98, PPFM97, AW98, ALB+96, ARS93, ADG+95, BBG90, CMBM99, DM91, DFR95, DAS92, FPG95, FPP+07, GB91, GC93, GFDP92, GT92, GKRD96, Gra96a, Gra91a, GGD99, HCS90, HW95, KCI98, LDV95, LS91, LK99b, MBJ94, MMC97, MG99, MLTD96, MPS95, NT92, PGR94, PDP+90, PLC+91, RLT+94, RKS97, SM91, SCEG93, SBP92, SBP93, SCKS90, Wr97].
Ice-breeding [LK99b]. ice-covered [FGP95, GFDP92]. ice-edge [MPS95, NT92, PGR94]. iceberg [GSD96, PBVB99]. icefish [KWE94].
II [ASRP+96a, Ang95b, AWI+99, BF95a, BT93, BWHW95, BBB+94, BS91b, CW93, CP95a, DvCd94, DQ+79, FS90, FMM96, FGB+96, FP96a, GJ97b, GGH95, GJ96c, HHR96, HHL96, HM97c, HH91a, HOM95, JKT90b, LPI+95, LLP94, LDKR93, LKM+99, Moe96b, Moe97b, MR91, MJ93, NBS+97, NTS90, PRM+96b, PD94, Rel96b, Rie91b, SJMC93, SBP93, TMS94, VMS91, Zaj91b].
Iiella [TK95a, TK97]. III [ACC90, BH92c, BS92, HR96a, Moe97c, OMH95b, PT94a, SJCL93, TAJ90, VAS94]. Illex [ASRC99, WTR99]. Illuminate [WFTH97]. illumination [TUN99].
Immunoassays [SMF91]. Immunocchemical [SKT97, PLFSW97, TL93]. Immunofluorescence [DDL93, BLKA93]. Immunologic [SJCL93]. Immunological [VPGV94]. Immunomagnetic [AGGKA96].
Immunotypes [SJMC93]. Impact [Arr94, AB96b, BS95a, BDvDR96, DL93a, FHZ96, GB97a, GB97b, GR91, GS96, HTG96, HVFHH92, HK92, HGW92a, KF97, LGR95, MLC97, ´ON97, SW93, TP791, VSSM98, WPG99, ZHF96, Atk96, BH92a, BLST90, CM98a, DL91a, Ekl98, FPR94, FW97, GHD92, HHW90, KW99b, KL90, LLP94,
LKC95, LME92, Ole95, Ore90, PGG96, Per91, PM92a, PR92, RPL96, Sew96, SSM91, SGGD96, SGB90, THCD95, TGSN99, Ved98, Za,j91b. **Impacts**
[DLT+97, DQT+97, PPF95, Pre95, SCC94, TA93, FC90, JDSB99, PBVB99].
**Imperfect** [LKF95].
**imperforata** [PCG96].
**implant** [BJB95].
**imputation** [KPS97, RR99, ATNW97, ACOK95, AMB+96, BRLM90, BSMS95, BCL93, BF99, BS99, BM90a, BM90b, Bra93, BLD94, BBCB99, BvKvRB96, BD94, BHH+95, CLC+98, CGNH98, CT97, CA95, CDGF+93, CD99, DPM96, FNF91, FHA99, Fra95, GHED+94, GA97a, HC93, HL98, JRMN+97, JHG99, KR97a, KFD99, KH98, KML91, Lee90, LS92, LL98, LBH91, LH99, MC91a, MA93, M96, Mi94b, MSND+99, ND98, NKV94, Olm94, PS92, PG99, PDB+97, PLP92, PAM96, QCM97, RTR90, RHT91, RAB+92, RM97a, Rie98, RPL96, RBC94b, SCA92, SH98b, VT92, WL97, WFH99, Z96a, Z96b, ZAN99, tor93, Gon92, CCC98].
**Importance**
[GKMT99, HFW99, K91, Liv93, Nan96, NT96a, RGB92, Sim92, YGH+97, BN95, BE99, Bre96, CF94, EB96, GF99, HBR+91, Hau91b, HR96b, JS97, J94, Lee97, MPvM98, ML90, MJ92a, NKG92, NF98, PB96b, RS99, SFF98, Tay98, TP94, WW96, WYY+99, WR92a, van92a].
**Important** [LMM98, AP97b, Bar97a, HM91, HL98, PDD+99, SM90, Weh91].
**imposex** [BQR99, DHB+98, IWF+97, RQB98a, RQB98b].
**improved** [BCG97, HP98, VLL94, EGKE92, Ma98, VAR94].
**improvement** [PPR94].
**Improvements** [Cle93].
**Improving** [KRM94, SR95, Str99].
**inactive** [GdGMD95].
**inequivalvis** [Vis93].
**inapplicability** [TA95].
**incidence** [BQR99, DD90].
**incident** [WTA+97].
**including** [PPB90, YAG92].
**Incorporation**
[BHT+92, JG90, K92, RB90, SMP97, AV95, JMP90, Tu97].
**Increase** [Jos90, TBAB91, DHM92, HP97, LMK93, SOW97, SNJV92, Wa98].
**Increased**
[PG94, Wa98, AO97, CR99, K97a, MV98, NJSS91, SH99a].
**increases** [Mc94a].
**increased** [WC95].
**increments** [Big92, CA96b, Fow90b, LT97, Sep94].
**incubation**
[CDGF+93, GV96, HRKR93, MFD98, MG99, MA96, WSP+95].
**incubations** [GKR96, MKCL94, TLB93].
**independent**
[Ar92, HS97b, Myc95, RV92, RO97].
**Independently** [NNR95].
**Index**
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BSW93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IS+98, MIA90, Reg92].
**Indian**
[DJV90, DLJ91, Nai93b, PFH98, SPS+96, BFS+98, B98, CBG+99, CW99a, DB96b, HFR+93, MAC98, N9c+92, Pak95, PWM95, WSC+99, YD90].
**indicate** [ASN95, MCF96].
**indicated** [FCW98, SC95].
**indicators** [RTL97].
**Indications** [KWD93].
**indicator**
[CL90, Cla90, FJR+94, Kai96, MM93, PMETM96, RM97a, SKPT97, WTO96].
**indicators** [AO91, CNGG96, CW95, CMBC98, FMFH97, FQ94, HJA99].
LGC+93, MIA90, SDFJ+91, SGR92, WDB98. indices [BZ92, HR96a, KDL92, SH90b, SKM95, SGB90, SFF92]. indicus [Jon93].

Indies [AGW93, HS91c, HH91b, SC96a, SB96, Tom91]. indigenous [CKP98, EDP+98, MMBT97, Reu98b].

Indirect [CK98, ER90, SM99a, JHN99, JBH98, MD98b, NAW99, RM97a]. Individual [BP99, JBH98, RD95, BCBr97, CN92a, CH97a, Cle93, FQV98, HHM96, Mat92, RSN90, RD92, RCC+99]. individual-based [CH97a, HAM96, RCC+99]. individuals [BA94].

Indo [ALOT99, BDA+99, LCE97]. indo [MH93b]. indole-3-acetic [MH93b].

Indonesia [EM93, SAvD+96]. Indonesian [SMH97]. induce [FBR+95].

Indirect [CK98, ER90, SM99a, JHN99, JBH98, MD98b, NAW99, RM97a]. Individual [BP99, JBH98, RD95, BCBr97, CN92a, CH97a, Cle93, FQV98, HHM96, Mat92, RSN90, RD92, RCC+99]. individual-based [CH97a, HAM96, RCC+99]. individuals [BA94].

Indo [ALOT99, BDA+99, LCE97]. indo [MH93b]. indole-3-acetic [MH93b].

Indonesia [EM93, SAvD+96]. Indonesian [SMH97]. induce [FBR+95].

Indirect [CK98, ER90, SM99a, JHN99, JBH98, MD98b, NAW99, RM97a]. Individual [BP99, JBH98, RD95, BCBr97, CN92a, CH97a, Cle93, FQV98, HHM96, Mat92, RSN90, RD92, RCC+99]. individual-based [CH97a, HAM96, RCC+99]. individuals [BA94].

Indo [ALOT99, BDA+99, LCE97]. indo [MH93b]. indole-3-acetic [MH93b].

Indonesia [EM93, SAvD+96]. Indonesian [SMH97]. induce [FBR+95].

Indirect [CK98, ER90, SM99a, JHN99, JBH98, MD98b, NAW99, RM97a]. Individual [BP99, JBH98, RD95, BCBr97, CN92a, CH97a, Cle93, FQV98, HHM96, Mat92, RSN90, RD92, RCC+99]. individual-based [CH97a, HAM96, RCC+99]. individuals [BA94].

Indo [ALOT99, BDA+99, LCE97]. indo [MH93b]. indole-3-acetic [MH93b].

Indonesia [EM93, SAvD+96]. Indonesian [SMH97]. induce [FBR+95].

Indirect [CK98, ER90, SM99a, JHN99, JBH98, MD98b, NAW99, RM97a]. Individual [BP99, JBH98, RD95, BCBr97, CN92a, CH97a, Cle93, FQV98, HHM96, Mat92, RSN90, RD92, RCC+99]. individual-based [CH97a, HAM96, RCC+99]. individuals [BA94].

Indo [ALOT99, BDA+99, LCE97]. indo [MH93b]. indole-3-acetic [MH93b].

Indonesia [EM93, SAvD+96]. Indonesian [SMH97]. induce [FBR+95].
[KG95, LCL95, WK93]. inhibitors [LQ97]. Inhibitory [WCT95]. Initial
[vTS97, BM91a, BM91b, GCWH90, MC91b, RD95]. injection [MK93a].
Injury [GBJ94, BBS93, KDL92, Mmo92b]. Inland [NSHF93, NSH95]. Inlet
[GGD99, HC90, PLFSCW97, HvB91, KDMR97, RDA97, US95, US98, HTS92,
THS94]. inner [HFN91, KR92, PLB95]. inner-shelf [PLB95]. Innervation
[BP93]. Inorganic [Gol99, RT93, AFP99, BC93, BK94, BHH96, BFD91,
BvBBV96, FBHH93, FGB+96, GST+91, IG96, Kro91, LC95, LLB+95,
NJS991, OH95, RPT95, SR95, SD93b, ZNH93]. input
[EPN+99, Pel96, SSR+97]. inputs [AC96a, DLT+97, DQT+97, LFR+97,
MMM+95, MV98, RCS+96, SJ95, SM97c, Whi94]. insect [CR98].
insensitivity [KB91]. inshore
[ALOT99, AALT99, BP98, GBP+97, HS99a, KCS94]. insights
[Hob93, HAR95, LBJ+98, RSM+96]. instability [AS95, SKPT97].
instratium [UYMH95]. instruments [And98, LW94]. intake
[BGG+97, MCNB98, WC92, BBB+94]. integer [AJ95, MA94, RWJ99b].
integrated [KEvN95]. integration [BVP99, TDK97b]. integrative [Cha92].
intense [PBA+95]. intensity [HN97a, Kati96, KWE94, KLJ94, LC90,
MS99, Mic96, PB98, SW98a, Sko96, TP95]. intensive [ASRC99]. Inter
[PCT+97, RMH96, TK95a, HLP+99a, HK93, JHN99, SCB92]. Inter-
RMH96, TK95a. inter-annual [HK93]. Inter-colony [PCT+97].
inter-ecosystem [SCB92]. inter-nesting [HLP+99a]. inter-tidal
[JHN99]. interact [PB94]. Interaction [Ste95, Aro92, Cal95b, Dor90, LMS+93,
MJ93, QZA95, RO98, vKSGvA99, LGP95]. Interactions
[GT97, Phi94, Tro93, AvS97, Aer98, AdN91, AMB99, AR91, AS97,
AWH+99, BP97b, BBC+97, BCNC96, BH92c, BP92, Bro96a, Bro96b, BA96,
CH96, CCSV93, Da90, EM93, FNJ+94, FD92, FCMB94, Fly99, FBR+95,
GBP+97, Gra96b, HP92, HS96, HHE92, JBHH97, KLAH+94, LCK+96,
LM92, CM96b, NW97c, PML93, Pen90a, PMG+98, RPT+96, Sch90,
SCL94, SG99, TR95a, THPC96, UT90, WL99, YHB96, ZC92, dG92a].
Interactive [Gla99, PKY96, RM97a, CWWH99, RD95, VACL99].
Interannual [AB90, BM97, GJC97, ISF+98, MMGIM90, PF98, Tan98a,
Tan98b, WWB98, AS95, CPB96, HM94b, MP96c, LTM+98]. interception
[ML90]. Intercolony [FP99]. Interdependence [FAP92]. interdependent
[GMG+92]. interface [BCG94, BR91a, CRS96, DFR95, FPG98, GSB97,
Kro91, RLT+94, TGvW95, TUN99]. interfaces [SM92]. interfacia
[HG92a]. interfere [RCG94]. Interference
[WC96, CWWH99, Hoe91, ML91b]. Intergeneric [Bro90]. linked
[MvdVD+97]. intermediar [Kyo92]. Intermediary [DvCd94]. intermediate
[CLB92, M95, PBA+95]. intermedium [Gra91b, Gra91c]. intermittent
[VBF94]. intermoult [GAV93]. Internal [BMHD93, TCB93, ASP91,
KTM+97, LSG98, LCF99, PPGP98, RSN90, SR90a]. international
[CSR+92b, Cha92]. interplay [TPHC94]. interpolation [Zho98].
interpopulation [AHT+90, PB98]. Interpretation
[BAY91, FPFR92, WT98, CU99, HF99, HH96, Rel96a, Rel96b, TMC98].
irroratus [CC97b, PWS98]. Ischia [CJ93b]. iserti [Cli95]. isetus [KHT93]. Island
[Bar97b, Bar97c, Bar97a, Bar99, BH94b, CC91b, CC97b, CJ93b, CHDW92, DG93, GWKW97, GBP+97, Gru94, HS+93, HH90, HHE92, JFP95, Ker90, KZK+95, MRP98, Mga92, MD94c, MKY198, MN99, Nai93b, NKGK92, PBVB99, Sha95b, TDD94, TSM+94, TZ99, AALT99, CC97b, HLP99a, HGB99, HD93, HCI93, JBO97, KSO+97, LCK+96, MMBT97, RA96]. islandica [AH96, AH98, Fev92, HBM93, Oes90]. Islands [DH96, HSH94, HB95, HCH+96, KID91, MSM+98, PLM92, SB96, PPCL+98, BDR+96, BSY+99, BW96, Cer98, CGNH98, CCG+92, CWH98, EW91, KZK+95, LK93, PF95]. Isle [NG99]. Israel [KEvN95]. Israeli [EBB95]. issue [KDC99, Sun96]. issues [BS96b]. Istiophorus [Spe95]. Italy [BCC95, BCNC96, BCBC98, CJ93b, FBP+94, MCM+97, SSG96]. items [CGCLH99]. IV [Asa91, CC90, HHKS92, KH92a, PW94, PT94b, WS92a]. Iwate [NYNK94].
juveniles [BB93, EPDC99, HDB95, HS99b, MPvM98, PODL99, RBB91, RMG98, She95, ZC92, OMH95b].

K¨ahler [Kep98]. Kareius [MYYT96]. Katharina [MD98b]. Kattegat [DFJ93, HRÆ94, JAB92, Jos90, JJNR95, KLMR91, RC91a]. Kauai [Cer98, CGNH98].

Kelp [BS93, AHT90, ACLS97, CO92, DES92, FS91, GHL97, Hag95, HRFC90, KL91b, LLB92, MD98b, Row90, SDER96, SS93, Ste95, TD91, TDER97, WH91, tor93]. kelps [ACLS97, HDD98, MC93].

Kenyans [McC94a, SFV96, WO94]. Kenyan [McC94a, SFV96, WO94].

Kerguelen [CW95, KID91, PF95]. Kermadec [CCG92]. Kerteminde [AWD95]. keta [FS98, SOK98].

Kilometer [WFL96, Fly98, Kaj91a, NT92, ND96, vR93a]. Kinetics [BSG97, NB90, BMFR97, BAM99, BLCA90, CV91, EPL94, HH96, LBL98, LF93, RPT95, SFS95, TI96, WK93]. king [BGG97, GKB97, JCCCB94].

Kingdom [ONH97]. Kinne [Ano00]. Kiribati [MB94]. 1km [RFGF92]. kitiwakes [BM97, BM98].


L [Ano00, PM90a]. L-amino [PM90a]. L [MC93]. labeled [ER95b, HBvD92, LBM99, ORL97, SSM91, WR91]. labeling [GW93].
larvae
[larvae]

larvae-are
[larvae-are]

Larval
[Larval]

larynx
[larynx]

laser
[laser]

Late
[Late]

lateral
[lateral]

lateralis
[lateralis]

latitude
[latitude]

latitudes
[latitudes]

Lawrence
[Lawrence]

lawrencianus
[lawrencianus]

layer
[layer]

laying
[laying]

Lazarev
[Lazarev]

leading
[leading]

lead
[lead]

lead-210
[lead-210]

Leaf
[Leaf]

leaves
[leaves]

lecithotrophy
[lecithotrophy]

Lectins
[Lectins]

Lee
[Lee]

Leggett
[Leggett]

leidyi
[leidyi]

lemaneiformis
[lemaneiformis]

lemon
[lemon]

length
[length]

Lengthening
[Lengthening]

Lengths
[Lengths]

leopardus
[leopardus]

lepeophtheirus
[lepeophtheirus]

Lepidonotothen
[Lepidonotothen]

Leptasterias
[Leptasterias]

leptocephali
[leptocephali]

Lepidonotothen
[Lepidonotothen]

Leptocheirus
[Leptocheirus]

Leptostraca
[Leptostraca]

Leptostracan
[Leptostracan]

Leptosynapta
[Leptosynapta]
leucine [Kir92, RBJ90, vR93a]. leucosticta [FSA+97]. Levantine [RZMY96]. level [ASN95, AdN91, Cro98, DL95, Dye98, Ejd98, FC90, FQ94, GT96, KI97, LF91, MZ99, OP99, ODN+95, SCJ99b, Tak95, UKR+91]. levels [AOOT94, BCN+95, CD99a, Cha98, CCC94, CC96, CW99b, HHH+96, JC93, MIA90, MGF98, MAAT98, Nag96, PCG96, RGS90, RK99, SS93, SC95a, TL91, VDV94, WDB+95]. Libinia [Sha98].
lichen [EGC95]. lichen-mediated [EGC95]. Life [FMRC93, Gar99a, GD99, MAH94, SH90a, WC91, AD90, ASSWM97, BG97, BL94b, CC91a, CRGZ98, CD99, CW93b, DDL93, EY90, EDP+98, GC95a, GM98b, Goe97, HMM96, Hoe91, IV+98, Kog95, KZ92, KGW93, KHT93, LGFS99, LFBH94, MF96, MR94, OW95, Pec99, QZA95, RSH92, Ru96, Sa196, SFPC97, Tak96, TVG96, VS96, WT98, WASSM97, WHK97, Zaj91b].
life-cycle [CD99]. Life-history [Gar99a, CRGZ98, GC95a, LGFS99, QZA95, Ru96]. life-long [CWB93b].
light [Roz92]. Light [DSS+98, EAD92, EJ96, KLJ94, MS92, RO99, WH98, AS99a, AC92, AZKA99, AdN91, BFF96, BGR+96, BPS93, DRGV91, DFS94, DL94b, DF95, DH92, FFJ93, GS94a, GYL93, GMK97, GM98a, GWKW97, GT96, HMWN97, HN97a, Har94, HS99a, JM99, NN99, KKH98, KL94, KMB97, KJMR96, KR94, KCD+95, LY97, LC90, LZY93, MS98, MG96c, Mi95b, MGC95b, MH96b, MJ93, NT96a, NP90, NH93, OS93, OLe96, OMK95, PS94, PLB95, PR98, RO98, SPS+91, SFS95, Sko96, Ter97, Tho92, VG90, VBF94, WFM99, WR91, WF90, ZA96].
light-induced [PS94]. light-dependent [GYL93]. Light-enhanced [EJ96].
limit [DY92, EY90, Kin95b]. Limitation [Kir90, AD96, ARDL97, Ang95b, Bra93, DLT+97, DON+95, EPD+99, FPAH92, FAP92, FF92b, GJ97b, GMK97, GAN+94, HJA99, ICC96, KR94, LBJ+98, MP94, MBK95, ND96, ODN+95, PJF93, PRM+96a, PRM+96b, PB96b, PS94, PS92, PSL96, PG90, RMB91, SA94, SD93b, TNG95, TP96, VD95, dBN+90].
limitations [TR95a]. limited [AZKA99, AH99, BFF96, BAM92, CHC94, GM98a, Han99, LS96a, LA97a, MCC96a, Moe96a, Moe96b, Mo97c, MHD97, NK92b, OL99, SK98a, SDC90, TR95a]. limiting [GJ97a, GJ97b, HM97c, MH97, NT92, PWG+99, PT95]. Limits [MY98, PSSP95, BF95b, FDZ93, RPM+94]. limosum [LK94]. Limpet

man-made [AMS99], management [Hal98, Lee90, SD99], mandible [KB94], Manganese [LgdC+90, Bdh94], mangrove [SP99b].

Mangrove [BWHC91, LJ95, Alo90, BK94, Cha98, COC97, DE90, DGHt+98, EAT95, FFH99, FHCC98, HKy+97, HK95, HKB91, KDA92, KKh+94, Lee97, MvdVP+97, Mcg97b, MWH91, NBW94, ON97, RMtB+95, SK99, SOSV95, SFV96, TA90, VH9+96, VM98a, War90, WD90].
mangrove-seagrass [MvdVP+97], mangroves [FF97a, LJ95, VHH+96, ZCL97].

Manicina [Joh92].
mantle [BV99, BVP99, BK96b, WJM+99, TB98].

Marina [Ack97, AZK99, BAOT96, BWS93, BDM96, BGC94, CK90, FB94, FK+90, FMF97, GNJ90, GR91, HBBM96, HBS98, HHN+96, HN97b, HS99b, HB92c, BAY91, Bow97, BH92d, BH92e, Bz99, BZSG96, BEG97, BR97, BRZ99, BDN99, BC99, CNGG96, C++90b, CR95, CF93a, CF94, CBA+99, CD94, CM99, CR98, CW95, CLK90, CK95, Cle93, CKP98, CGP97, CGZ95, CD99, CS91, CRL94, CH95, CRP99, C99, CRLP94, CH97b, CRP99, C99, DCG+99, DDW90, DvRN99, EPL94, EBB95, EBM93, EPD+99, FTS97, Far98, FM95a, FWWL99, FTGW90, FK92, Fnf91, FR91, Fly98, Fra94].

Marine [FW91b, Fry96, GCH93, GdGMD95, GPF95, GW94, GPPD92, GTWF98, GHTH94, GCLS94, Gol99, GDMS90, GKKJ+98, GSS93b, GS93, GD96, Gos97, GQ97b, GAB90a, GAB90b, Gj96b, GJ96c, GSM96, HAH+90, HHS92, HG98, Han92, HHN93, HSH92, HB91a, HPO9, HBBM96, HDPW93, H97, Hav93, HH94b, HLB96, HVF992, HBB+99, HHH96, Hin92, HS97b, HW92, HSCC96, HH91a, HMB93, HMB95, HK92, Hol96, HBB97, Hol97, HBP99b, HCF93, HS97c, HHH90, Ito97, JLF95, JMD+99, JP94, JP96, JM99, JMR91, Joh96, JAL91, JBB90, JKC+93, KH92a, Kam94b, KFF92, KFPR94, KJ9, KHF+96, KRJ+95, Kin93, KS95b,
KZP93, KOSS90, KDKS96, KRJL96, KWHM+96, Kro91, KLJ94, KHT93, KK96, KQH+96, La93, Lai92, LH98, LB99b, LS96b, LMM98, LGC+93].

marine [LD94b, LM95, LHH96, Lip95, Liv93, LW91, LJS90, LSP99, MFF97, MM91a, MP96a, DDD95, MB95a, Mar99a, MSJ92, MM99, MA93, MRML97, MRMR92, MBWT98, MB97a, MR97c, Moe97a, Moe97b, Moe97c, MV4M+99, MHD97, ML90, ML91c, MSJDF91, MV96, MH94b, MC91d, MSND+99, MNH92, MBL+98, Mye95, NV91, NK90, NK92a, NCGG96, Neu92, Nie93, NL96, NJS991, NR94, NFT92, Nov90, Oes90, OC95, OF94, OWM92, OW95, ODN+95, PJF93, PL99a, PM90a, PMETM96, PW94, PF90, Pec99, PDBA90, P992, PFP93, PT93, PGA99, PR93b, PL95, PF92c, Pud93, RK96, RTRF90, RWG96, RWJ+95, Raw96, RS94, Rel96a, Rel96b, RB98, RB99, RC95, RGS99, RH90b, RTJ+93, RM97b, Riv90, RSAD98, RO93, RHJ91, RA96, RTRP+98, RNH99, SB98, SRH+98, SCB92, SMG97].

marine [SAH98, SR93b, SW97, SdC97, SKKO97, SRS92, SJCL93, SSY98, Sim92, SAA90, Sim91, SO96b, SRW95a, SC95a, Som94, SDH95, SCC94, SH99a, Sv93b, SN+96, SH99b, SGP94, Sty97, SC95b, SKT97, SHW+91, TDVF99, TNP97, THCD95, TD94, TK91, VH99a, VB90, VVT97, VG99, VS96, VBZ+94, WH92, WFT97, WW96, WSF99, WFM99, WH96, WC93, WYY+98, WMC+99, Web91a, Web91b, WML97, WP94, Wh94, WK+98, WM+91, YKK+98, Z90, Zh98, ZNH92, dN98, vR93a].

marine [SAH98, SR93b, SW97, SdC97, SKKO97, SRS92, SJCL93, SSY98, Sim92, SAA90, Sim91, SO96b, SRW95a, SC95a, Som94, SDH95, SCC94, SH99a, Sv93b, SN+96, SH99b, SGP94, Sty97, SC95b, SKT97, SHW+91, TDVF99, TNP97, THCD95, TD94, TK91, VH99a, VB90, VVT97, VG99, VS96, VBZ+94, WH92, WFT97, WW96, WSF99, WFM99, WH96, WC93, WYY+98, WMC+99, Web91a, Web91b, WML97, WP94, Wh94, WK+98, WM+91, YKK+98, Z90, Zh98, ZNH92, dN98, vR93a].

marine [SAH98, SR93b, SW97, SdC97, SKKO97, SRS92, SJCL93, SSY98, Sim92, SAA90, Sim91, SO96b, SRW95a, SC95a, Som94, SDH95, SCC94, SH99a, Sv93b, SN+96, SH99b, SGP94, Sty97, SC95b, SKT97, SHW+91, TDVF99, TNP97, THCD95, TD94, TK91, VH99a, VB90, VVT97, VG99, VS96, VBZ+94, WH92, WFT97, WW96, WSF99, WFM99, WH96, WC93, WYY+98, WMC+99, Web91a, Web91b, WML97, WP94, Wh94, WK+98, WM+91, YKK+98, Z90, Zh98, ZNH92, dN98, vR93a].

marine [SAH98, SR93b, SW97, SdC97, SKKO97, SRS92, SJCL93, SSY98, Sim92, SAA90, Sim91, SO96b, SRW95a, SC95a, Som94, SDH95, SCC94, SH99a, Sv93b, SN+96, SH99b, SGP94, Sty97, SC95b, SKT97, SHW+91, TDVF99, TNP97, THCD95, TD94, TK91, VH99a, VB90, VVT97, VG99, VS96, VBZ+94, WH92, WFT97, WW96, WSF99, WFM99, WH96, WC93, WYY+98, WMC+99, Web91a, Web91b, WML97, WP94, Wh94, WK+98, WM+91, YKK+98, Z90, Zh98, ZNH92, dN98, vR93a].

marine [SAH98, SR93b, SW97, SdC97, SKKO97, SRS92, SJCL93, SSY98, Sim92, SAA90, Sim91, SO96b, SRW95a, SC95a, Som94, SDH95, SCC94, SH99a, Sv93b, SN+96, SH99b, SGP94, Sty97, SC95b, SKT97, SHW+91, TDVF99, TNP97, THCD95, TD94, TK91, VH99a, VB90, VVT97, VG99, VS96, VBZ+94, WH92, WFT97, WW96, WSF99, WFM99, WH96, WC93, WYY+98, WMC+99, Web91a, Web91b, WML97, WP94, Wh94, WK+98, WM+91, YKK+98, Z90, Zh98, ZNH92, dN98, vR93a].

marine [SAH98, SR93b, SW97, SdC97, SKKO97, SRS92, SJCL93, SSY98, Sim92, SAA90, Sim91, SO96b, SRW95a, SC95a, Som94, SDH95, SCC94, SH99a, Sv93b, SN+96, SH99b, SGP94, Sty97, SC95b, SKT97, SHW+91, TDVF99, TNP97, THCD95, TD94, TK91, VH99a, VB90, VVT97, VG99, VS96, VBZ+94, WH92, WFT97, WW96, WSF99, WFM99, WH96, WC93, WYY+98, WMC+99, Web91a, Web91b, WML97, WP94, Wh94, WK+98, WM+91, YKK+98, Z90, Zh98, ZNH92, dN98, vR93a].

marine [SAH98, SR93b, SW97, SdC97, SKKO97, SRS92, SJCL93, SSY98, Sim92, SAA90, Sim91, SO96b, SRW95a, SC95a, Som94, SDH95, SCC94, SH99a, Sv93b, SN+96, SH99b, SGP94, Sty97, SC95b, SKT97, SHW+91, TDVF99, TNP97, THCD95, TD94, TK91, VH99a, VB90, VVT97, VG99, VS96, VBZ+94, WH92, WFT97, WW96, WSF99, WFM99, WH96, WC93, WYY+98, WMC+99, Web91a, Web91b, WML97, WP94, Wh94, WK+98, WM+91, YKK+98, Z90, Zh98, ZNH92, dN98, vR93a].

marine [SAH98, SR93b, SW97, SdC97, SKKO97, SRS92, SJCL93, SSY98, Sim92, SAA90, Sim91, SO96b, SRW95a, SC95a, Som94, SDH95, SCC94, SH99a, Sv93b, SN+96, SH99b, SGP94, Sty97, SC95b, SKT97, SHW+91, TDVF99, TNP97, THCD95, TD94, TK91, VH99a, VB90, VVT97, VG99, VS96, VBZ+94, WH92, WFT97, WW96, WSF99, WFM99, WH96, WC93, WYY+98, WMC+99, Web91a, Web91b, WML97, WP94, Wh94, WK+98, WM+91, YKK+98, Z90, Zh98, ZNH92, dN98, vR93a].
matsi [SCL95, SLHC98]. matter
[AW98, AJST98, AB96b, BNK+97, BMTF92, BL94c, CSG93, CRCS96, CCR91, CDG97, CBD96, CR94, Col92, DÁSP97, DKVD95, FM95a, GBA+96, GAC+97, HKvB93, HDK93, KE95, Kir90, LM91b, MKN+96, MKYI98, MWH91, NIK+96, NPB94, NNB93, ONM93, PPFP98, PDC97, PLH91, PGR94, PF91a, PSE97, PSPD96, RR97b, Rie98, RTL97, SCJ99a, SR98a, VKV95].
maturity [GCKW95, QQ98, WCP+98]. maturation
[BAY91, DSB96, MACR98, Roa93, RT98].
Matuta [Per90].
[CB96, ACLS97, YKL98a, YKL98b, YKL99]. maximum
[vW93, BKK+93, EML+93, FP91b, Har90, MD94b, SD93a, TDD94, VMS+96]. maximus
[CCJC91, CTC93, CMT94, HBBT98, SM97a]. Maxmuelteria [HAA94].
May
[GGB94, EP92, FBR+95, GK96a, IVM+98, MPS96, Tro92, AW98, KLMR91].
mayeri [BLD94]. Mazzaella [BCBR97]. MCA [LBV+99]. MCA-Leu
[LBV+99]. McMurdo [ARS93, ADG+95, PMS94, RKS97, SBP92, SBP93].
Meadow [VAD+95, DSS+98, DCK99, DTA+97, ZBB99]. meadows
[FKC+90, HH91, LCL96, RH97, SRW95b, VH93]. Meandrina [JS93].
means [JS93]. meandrites [JS93].
measures [CCC90a, CW99b, GSS93a, LMK93]. measured
[AMB+96, HWLC98, HWS91, HBvD92, KW91, KLJ94, LCL95, LKvRH96, MNH92, NG96, TCB93]. Measurement [BRNH97, CV91, Kru93, LGJ99, MKCL94, MGE97, RWJ99a, Rel96a, Rel96b, WR91, ACC90, Bee98, BD91, BG91, CH97b, DEP+96, FF92a, FGB+96, GCH93, GPD+96, Irw91, JM99, KH92b, KS95d, NMR97, QC94, SSR+97, SFS95, SFG+99]. Measurements
[vR93a, Add92, BONY94, BB97b, BAK97, CR95, DR94, GB95, GRK96, HPS94, LBV+99, LZY93, MM96, MM99, MA95, MA99c, PML93, PLFS97, RGL99, RWJ+95, RC91b, SPS+91, SPM91, TH94a, WGD97, WW95, WM90, WK93, WH98, ZCPA94]. measures
[HG98, KCV94, LMT96, LB93, SOC97, WC95]. Measuring [Åbe90, BVV+98, CK95, FGP98, GW93, LKC95, McC94c, Min93, MC91d, RSN90].
meat [Bar95]. Mechanism
[LE90, BLM+95, DRG91, HS97, TF98, WBP+92, WD90]. Mechanisms
[Car90, MD98b, An99a, BDB97, BV99, CAC+90b, CM98b, CH94, FB94, HKA96, HGU92b, LY97, MWC+91, NR98, OC95, SO96b, WFT97, vPB90].
mechanistic [HH96]. mediated
[DW97, EGC95, HvdM97, HB94b, LK99, MJ97b, PMG+98, UMT+91]. mediating [CH96]. mediation [CG93]. mediators [NC90]. Mediastinus [SFB92]. Mediterranea [BG99, DMP+99, KDR97, MSM+98, SPF93, TG99, Vid94, VU95, ASN93, ADA98, ARG97, BCC95, BCBC98, BCM99, BR94, BBF94, BBP+96, BGC95, CSC92, CA92, Car93, CS93, CM98a, CDM+96, CDME97, CC99, CJ97, CVD99, CMA95, CRZ95, CZG95,
Mediterranean [SGPAA95, SHV91, SH95b, SGC98, TDBH94, TR95a, TB98, TP95, TP97, TB92, UMT+91, UTB+95, UMTM98, VWS92, VD95, VHVb+98, WFT96, YST+97, YTF97, ZR92, ZBK+98]. mediterraneus [DL95].

Medium [MRMR92, RMMB91, ZB92]. medium-sized [ZB92]. Medium-term [RMMB91].

megalopa [EPDC99]. megalopae [BW93, BM95b, CC97b, FFR94, JE95, LE90, O’C90, OJ97, OJ99, Olm94, WD94, ZN96b]. megalopal [WG97].
megalops [BGC91].

Meganyctiphanes [MVA99, OK98, STS99, TCRB99].

Megaptera [BSF95, BFS98, Mik97, RCA+95]. Mehuín [GW91, ZMD95].

Meiobenthic [ZC92, AWVP98, Car90, CM90b, GCC95, Hic92, Ken94b, Ker90, LF97, NDG+99, OM90, OE91, PC96, SMF91, SF91]. meiobenthos [BVV+94, ON97, SOSV95].

Meiofauna [SE91, ABN98, Bla90, CGFC95, GAD+92, GB97b, GF98, MvdZH+97, NAW99, OMDB99, SW97, SRW95a, SCCS98, SF94, Tho91, VWD+95].

Meiofaunal [FS90, Ken94c, SS96a, SGW94, SPPL92, ZC92].

Melanogrammus [Cam97, FQV98]. melanomacrophage [BLV92].


menhaden [CMBC98, Dee90, FCW98, MC91a]. Menippe [BB93, LS90].

Menippidae [MRF+99]. menstrualis [CLHF95]. MEPS [Kin93, Kin95b].

Mercenaria [JCH93]. Mercenaria

[iYAML93, IYAML93, BM94c, BLC91, BB93]. mercuric [CK95]. Mercury [MCFS96, BMSC98, BBR+93, BH94a, BH95a, BC93, Bro93, GPP98, MGM96, MG98b, NL96, RH00b, SPCF97]. merguensis [VHH+96, VH+98, WH93]. merits [BH29b]. meroplankton [BLDF95b, BLDF95a, SW97]. meroplanktonic [MP96]. Mertensia [SC92b]. mesh [JLF95, SOW97]. mesh-size [JLF95].

Mesidotea [HS90, Vis91]. Meso [PD95, TcBW96, CR94, HV91]. Meso- [PD95].

meso-cosms [CR94]. Meso-scale [TcBW96]. Mesocosm

[WA99b, AB95, Amb93, BBRR94, CH90, DSH96, EPN+99, FBMRH94, KHW+99, KQH+96, Lav97, NGS97]. mesocosms

[CPK97, LGJ99, NO90, OKL+96, PGM+98, RCH99]. Mesodesma [BD99].
[Sie93, SJMC93]. methylumbelliferyl [MNH92]. Metridia [OF94]. Metridium [AS94b, AS95]. Mexican [AADSCC97, GMMD93].
mexicanum [JLYK97, JSK+99]. Metridia [OF94]. Mexican [AADSCC97, GMMD93].
mexicanum [JLYK97, JSK+99]. Mexico [AMBH98, Bia91, BFJ+93, DZ99, DRP+97, FML+95, Gen92, GGPGG95, 
Gόn95, HD97, LFR+97, MDSB92, MZCMOCJP91, MZFHC96, PSSP95, RGLD+98, RTMB+95, SS96b, VH93, GGDLE96]. Mg [EL90].
micans [Les96]. michelinii [NB98]. micro [BF99, BS95c, HPSJ95, Hei95, LB96b]. micro- [BS95c, HPSJ95]. micro-habitat [LB96b]. micro-organisms [Hei95]. micro-scale [BF99]. microalga [MC97b, UGSBA94]. microalgae [CNP95, Fly90a, Fly90b, FF92a, JMD+99, LS91, MC96a, MMR99, MLTD96, PLC+91, RCN95]. microalgal [ARS93, ADG+95, BSS92, BBO+95, BLR94, CBTM93, Cam91, DB96a, GM98a, GBGH97, PC96, PZ91, SPPL92, WNJ91, YKL98a]. microbes [Wai90]. Microbial [ALBS96, ALB+96, BM91b, CDHD92, CLC+98, HSRHH90, LBJ+98, 
LG95a, LAG95, MR94, Nau96, RAIBW99, SNR+96, VAD+94, AMB+96, AJST98, BBRBK94, BL94c, BHT+92, BGvDR96, CPH+96, Dav96, FB95, 
Mn [HB94b]. Mnemiopsis [CLW99, PC95]. Mobile
[TC94, AT96, AML95, BKH99, Hol97, Tak99, Tay98, CPB96]. mobility
[Bre96, HTC96, SMT97, SH99a]. mobilization [AZKA99]. mode [AHS97,
BH99, BvKrR96, DCBC91, Hi97, KZ92, LW95, SMB97, WLT+95].
Model [CN92a, vdBTvDR96, AE91, ATNW97, AH94, BC91, BRR94,
Ch97a, C93, DD97, FM94, GF95, GMP97, GA97a, GS91b, HHM96,
HS97b, HJHG98, JB99, KSE96, KM9a, KHTN99, KS97, LBS+99,
L98b, LB93, MDTB94, MJ92b, MJ93, NK96, NJL998, RM94, RRWG96,
RP96, RCC+99, SA92, SS97, SH98b, TD94, VBC97, VNB97].
Modeling [CR+99, DHP96, WF97, ZCPA94, GJC97, JNP94, KD97,
LYL+99, NP90, So96, GJ97b]. Modelled [Ano99d].
Modelling [APT99, BSP93, BH98, CLD99, Dav96, FF99, GBGH97, HJH+99,
HL99, LGB91, MH97, SK93, SEA96, WSC+99, Be92, CL97, LJ99, LC97b,
MT93, RVBL92, RB96, TG97, YBG+98]. Models
[BC91, AD90, BM91, BMFR97, BFMM99, DRS94, Ho93, KPS92, KPS97,
LS95, ML93, MR97a, QR99, S96, SW91, Vis97]. moderately
[JBHH97]. moderation [MRP98]. modes
[GS91b, HK93, IBM97, JBB98, NA95, Wl97]. Modification
[CSS93, RLG97]. modified [KRM94, UGSA94]. modifies [BZSG96].
Modiolus [NT96b]. modular [CRGZ98, LC98]. modulated [BVW+98].
Modulation [BBR+93]. mole [AS99b]. Molecular [HHG99, JP+98,
M92a, M92b, PP91b, AM+99, BMS+97, BH93, DCK99, GBA+96,
HH94b, K93, KE95, LCH96, LME92, MS95, RRWG96, SRS92, WP95].
Molenplaat [LH99]. Mollusc [BM93, DBN+94, JS90, JS92]. Mollusca
[BSWP93, BS97, DB98, FB+94, MW94]. Mollusca. [MS91].
mollusc [Dye93, Jua92, WM90]. molluscs
[Arm92, CH99, DRS94, HST98, Sea90]. molt [O90, WD94]. Molting
[FF94, Lop91, BB93, OJ97, OJ99, MVM97]. Monachus [FHA99].
monitor [BSW93, WWG95]. monitored [CLJC98]. Monitoring
[K97, WCBL94, AAD99, And98, CDGF+92, MP96c, NKK97, VBL+92].
monk [FHA99]. mono [BCG97, RA92]. mono- [BCG97]. mono-oxygenase
[RA92]. monochromatic [GJ96c]. monoclonal [VPG94]. monoculture
[Hau95]. monodon [CCC94, Roa93, RG+95, RT98, SCS95].
Monodonta [Tak95, Tak96]. monoe [SM98a]. monomethylene-
[SJCL93]. monomethylamine- [SJCL93]. Monoporeia
[MN94, Sm91, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94]. Monte [BMM94].
Monteey [BUCP+92, SPS97, SPS98]. Monthly [BP98, GB95]. months
[DG91b]. Moodley [BAR96]. Moorea
[Adj97, DG93, GPD93, HG95, LGH95a]. mooring [LOS90]. mordax
[DD90]. Moreton [CM97, SW93, WB92a]. morhua
[LAK99, Cam96, GA97b, HS97, MF96, ML95, Nie93, NK94, SFF92,
SK95c, TH90, TRM95]. Morlaix [MDD95]. Morone [Che93].
morphodynamic [GY97]. morphodynamics [GD99]. Morphological
[CB92, Mil94b, Uib95, WHW93, HRFC90]. morphologically [VPGV94].
morphology [BWRH99, Dav94, DEF91, DKVD95, JS93, KJT90, KW97b, MDRW99, NA95, SDB96, SC93, TB99, TJRG93, WW96]. morphometric [CO92, SFF92, VB93, WMPT94]. morphometry [BG97, FSGG96].
morphotypes [WP94]. morphs [DBV98, MTP92, NB98].
mortality [SR90b]. Mortality [MBF +97, PF92c, Aks96, Ang91a, BCN +95, BEH93, BRC99, BHH +95, CN92a, CN92b, Con98, CRH +99, DY92, DLJ91, EDS +99, FHA99, GS91a, GQ96, GQ97b, GS99a, GCGR90, HR96a, Hilt91a, HBP +93, Ho90, Hov92, HSF96, Kne93, LK93, LB99a, LLC95, Lop91, LTM +98, MC91a, MCF90, MG91b, MJ97b, Mye95, PG90, PND +94, QC94, RT95, RBC +91, Row90, VWM90a, VWM90b, VYN92, ZMD95]. Morus [AAS +91].
mortality [HC97, JBH98, KLN +90, SJ99, VDM +97]. motile [Con95, GSS93b].
motion [FH97a, JM93, McG94, MJ92b]. motor [BR91a]. Moult [Buc91, Dem95, CN92a, CN92b, Con98, ZAN99]. moult [CSB94]. mouth [CCCH94].
movement [VHH +96].
move [VHH +96].
[AF96, CHS +95, Fre97, MU99, RWCS98, SA92, Zel98]. Movements [CG98, Kog95, ACR99, BKH99, GB95, JHM95, MST98].
mucocyte [BD96, BSJPW93]. mucous [MD93]. mucous-thread [CSB94].
Mulinia [CJL91]. mullet [LS96b, MST98]. Mullidae [LA97b, MM93, MC94]. Multi [CBS91, FDW92, Sym95, DEF91, HT96].
Multivariate [KV90, Las98, CU99, CA93, DBF96, MDD95, RR99, San93b].
Mumby [Ano99d]. Mundaka [UCV98]. muricid [MAD98]. Muros [FP91b].
Murre [CHDW92]. murre [DH96]. muscle [DVdC94, SDFJv91, TR91]. Musculista [Cro98, Ren98b, YOH98].
mushroom [Hoe91]. Mussa [VF93]. mussel [SM97b, JB92, ABY97, BH95a, BMFR97, BFMM99, BLCA90, CR96, Cro98, FGG95, GS91a, HGS94, HIJ +99, HIL97, HMB93, HS95, HS96, JLR90, JN90, KRE93, KHBL95, LB95, LGB91, LC95, MCF90, MUH97, MCRGC90, MGC91, MGC95a, MM96, MN92, NC90, NT96b, NHL99, PLBP96, PSPD96, QZA95, RVT +97, SRRdM99, SV97, TR95c, Tok95, VB96, VBZ +94, WW91,
HJH+99, HH94a, HVFHH92, HHSvS96, JLF95, JR92, KWHM+96, LB95, LMK93, LKF95, LOS90, Lip95, Mal99, MA99a, MHvB97, MR97c, MZ92, MW97, MWH91, MAAT98, MC99, MBL+98, NB90, OSZ95, PCK+96, PCC+97, RJ95, RCG99a, RJ95, RCH98, SHO96, SDB92, SDB94, SC95b, YKL99, dNDS98, vLTW+98]. naturally [CCJC91, SPPL92, VAD+94].

Nature [Arr93, LD93, LH99, PF91a, CCJC91, Lee90, NBW94, WM99].

Naupliar [Jeo94a, Lop91, PLIM95].

nauplii [VTNA91].

Nauticaris [PM90b].

NBS [CH97b].

Neanthes [ORD98, Vis90].

Nebalia [Vet96a, Vet96b].

Neocora [FGG95].

Nephrops [BP90, BDH94].

Neopterygiformes [IWF97].

Neopeltis [MD99, KBB+99, KDK96, MVdM+99, RRGB96, TA90, VVT97].

Nematodes [APS91].

Nematoceras [BG91].

Neomysis [AJS95, MAH94, RW99b].

Neotrypaea [FAED97].

Nephtys [BP90, BDH94].

Neptunea [IWF+97].

neric [MK93a, MK93b, ZHBH90].

Nereis [AOT94, LBDD97, NEIR95, ORD98, Ri91, RVBL92, RPL96, SHC96, VR93b, VAR94, Ved98, Vis90, ZHBH90].

neritic [CSB97, DFR95, Dut98, FD92, RMMB91].

Nest [HS91c].

nesting [HL9+99a, HGB99].

Net [Lee90, ARSP+96a, ATNW97, BK91, CCG98, CBL96a, Con94, EMR+97, FW97, KSMDB97, KP95, PJJ99, RVBL92, Roz92].

net-jet [PJJ99].

networks [Sca96, SWEC91, VB90].

networks [Sca96, SWEC91, VB90].

networks [Sca96].

neutral [KSE96].

Newfoundland [GA97b, KSS90, Kca90, LADS98, PMMH95, PWD+91, PSR+99, UMD92].

Newly [Row90, EE98, JPC97, Jer90, RS95, RH97, TB95].

Newshore [SC96a, JJ99, LADS98, ME97, RGS95, RQB98b, TMKL97, VDG95, Vet95].

Nebalia [Vet96a, Vet96b].

Nematodes [APS91].

Nematoceras [BG91].

Neomysis [AJS95, MAH94, RW99b].

Neotrypaea [FAED97].

Nematomorpha [APS91].

Nematoceras [BG91].

Neomysis [AJS95, MAH94, RW99b].

Neotrypaea [FAED97].

Nephtys [BP90, BDH94].

Neptunea [IWF+97].

neric [MK93a, MK93b, ZHBH90].

Nereis [AOT94, LBDD97, NEIR95, ORD98, Ri91, RVBL92, RPL96, SHC96, VR93b, VAR94, Ved98, Vis90, ZHBH90].

neritic [CSB97, DFR95, Dut98, FD92, RMMB91].

Nest [HS91c].

nesting [HL9+99a, HGB99].

Net [Lee90, ARSP+96a, ATNW97, BK91, CCG98, CBL96a, Con94, EMR+97, FW97, KSMDB97, KP95, PJJ99, RVBL92, Roz92].

net-jet [PJJ99].

networks [Sca96, SWEC91, VB90].

neutral [KSE96].

Newfoundland [GA97b, KSS90, Kca90, LADS98, PMMH95, PWD+91, PSR+99, UMD92].

Newly [Row90, EE98, JPC97, Jer90, RS95, RH97, TB95].
[TGG\textsuperscript{+95}]. **NH**
[BG93, GMG\textsuperscript{+92}, JLS90, Lai92, LA97a, LJS90, MSK95, VNB97, VBN95].

**NH\textsubscript{4}** [TCB93]. **niche** [LB91, MM97a]. **nicholoni** [SC90]. **Nicoya** [DE90].

**niger** [RO93]. **Night** [SR98b, JBB98, Van92b]. **nights** [KKH98]. **Nile** [CTEF91].

**Niña** [RAS92]. **nine** [MC98]. **Niño** [RAS97, TABAB91, RAS92, Urb94, YHC\textsuperscript{+99}].

**niphobles** [Yam97a, Yam97b]. **nitidimanus.** [Asa91]. **Nitocra** [WMH96].

**Nitrate** [Col98, Fly99, HCF93, Tam95, BHH96, BBO\textsuperscript{+95}, BGC94, DLT\textsuperscript{+97}, Dor90, Fly98, GSBB97, KGHTN99, MA99b, MB97b, ONH\textsuperscript{+97}, OSGB96, RGS90, RWJ99a, RFN98, Sci91, UGSBA94, VH99b, WYY\textsuperscript{+98}, WWB98]. **Nitrification** [LGV\textsuperscript{+99b}, MSK95, BBF94, DW97, GSBB97, LMS\textsuperscript{+93}, PBA\textsuperscript{+95}].

**nitrite** [CC92b, Col98, DvRN99, SA94]. **Nitrogen** [ASRP\textsuperscript{+96b}, ASRP\textsuperscript{+96a}, BEU99, CK90, CSG93, CCC94, Coo90, CM93, Col92, DvRN99, Fra94, HHKS92, Har90, HCS90, KFF92, KM99b, KEvN95, LS96a, LC9W99, Lip95, LMS\textsuperscript{+93}, MC99, NT96c, NK93, PB92, PT95, RPDR\textsuperscript{+98}, SCLS94, SBH\textsuperscript{+95}, TNSM98, VBN95, Vi91, VNM97, WYY\textsuperscript{+98}, WYY\textsuperscript{+99}, vdl98, AFP99, ASP91, ATNW97, ATH95, BG91, BG93, BVS\textsuperscript{+91}, BAM92, CDHD92, CLC\textsuperscript{+98}, CA95, CPH91, DON\textsuperscript{+95}, DH90, EPN\textsuperscript{+99}, Far98, FPGC\textsuperscript{+98}, FCMB94, Fly90a, Fly90b, FFF\textsuperscript{+94}, FCCM94, FHCC98, GCH93, GBA\textsuperscript{+96}, GAK99, GST\textsuperscript{+91}, GAN\textsuperscript{+94}, GTJ92, HS94a, HHB93, HH97, HPS95, HBB\textsuperscript{+99}, HCG\textsuperscript{+93}, HSCC96, JK\textsuperscript{+93}, JTB99, JP93b, Käh98, KSRB99, KK91, KJ97, LC95, LC90, MV98, MRPC98, MBK95, MO97, MH90, ML9H6, MH96b, NBW94, NNR95, NG96, ONH\textsuperscript{+97}, PWG\textsuperscript{+99}, PB93, PB96b]. **nitrogen**

[PB07, PLC\textsuperscript{+91}, PR94, PPR94, RDPB99, RSN\textsuperscript{+99}, SBV98, SA94, SS97, SR93a, Sim91, SR95, TW97, Tur93, VB90]. **Nitrogen-fixation** [Vi91].

**Nitrogen-limited** [LS96a]. **Nitrogen-specific** [Li95]. **Nitrogenase** [CCC\textsuperscript{+90b}]. **Nitrogenous** [SCD\textsuperscript{+90}, CM90a, CC96, CC97a, RN98]. **Nitrous** [BH93, KLEH91, PDP\textsuperscript{+90}]. **Nitzschia**

[ES99, MHBW90, Mik95, DRP\textsuperscript{+97}, PRM\textsuperscript{+96a}, PRM\textsuperscript{+96b}]. **nm** [VMS\textsuperscript{+96}]. **NMR** [BWL\textsuperscript{+99}, TR91, TRPS94]. **No** [SRRdM99, CR96, DHB\textsuperscript{+98}, RQB98a, JLS90, LJS90]. **nodosa** [DSJ90a, DSJ90b, KM99b, MD94a, PDC97, PH91a, TDK97b, TDK97a, VDM\textsuperscript{+97}].

**nodosum** [Abe90, Abe96, AP97a, PCLA97, VWM90a, VWM90b, VACL99]. **noise** [TS\textsuperscript{+93}]. **noltii** [IF96, KM99b, Phi94]. **nomadica** [LFBH94]. 'non [KEv95, BDM96, FF92a, GS99a, JNCS89, AAD91, BS95c, EDP\textsuperscript{+98}, GGB\textsuperscript{+99}, Han95, JCCB94, KEV99, Las98, LCC97, MG96c, Mee99, MS95, PM94a, Reu98b, RHP93, Spr93, SNR\textsuperscript{+96}, Tok95]. **non-boreal** [Spr93].

**non-calanoid** [BS95c]. **non-copepod** [GGB\textsuperscript{+99}]. **non-exploited** [Las98]. **non-flying** [JCCB94]. **non-indigenous** [EDP\textsuperscript{+98}, Reu98b]. **non-invasive** [AAD91]. **non-living** [MG96c, MS95]. **Non-occurrence** [JNCS89].

'non-polluting [KEv95]. **non-preferred** [PM94a]. **non-producing**
Non-protein [FF92a], Non-random [GS99a], non-stratified [Mee99], Non-structural [BDM96], non-terminal [LCC97], non-toxic [Han95, KEV99], non-trivial [Tok95], non-vegetated [RHP93], nonhierarchical [BCC96], nonlinear [EP92], nonmotile [GSS93b], non-parametric [LC97b], nonspectral [SPS+91], nontoxic [BLKA93], Norderney [KDHZ98], Nordic [STS99], Nordrøgensche [KDMR97], Normandy [SBT97], Norsminde [NNR95]. North [BYO95, CC92a, CT92, CBS91, FB98, HC90, MP94, NLR+93, PPFP98, RG93, RC91b, RPMB91, Arr93, CCV+98, GMF98, WPTB96, AFF99, APS91, BM99b, BLD95b, BLD95a, B98, BCS93, BM95a, BVL98, BvBBV96, BCv+92, CAATS94, CSR+92b, Cha92, CB96, CMLE92, DvdM92, DAB+91, DH98, DCBC91, DW98, FGKP95, FGS98, FH99, FP96a, GBC92, GRC+97, GH94a, GCF96, GR93, GLBF92, GCWH90, GCNSN94, HWH98, HMK98, Hli97, HB98, Hn94, HW91, Hov92, JKT90b, J96, JP93a, JBB90, Kep91, KW92a, KW99b, LIPF95, LK96, Li95, LH95b, LACM92, LMS+93, LkvrH96, LKhvR96, LGdC+90, LSH96, LK99b, MG97, Mar97, MHC92, MC94a, MF98, MMBT97, Mm93, MDL99, MF95, MHB96, NS96, O’C93a, PCM+95, PLFSW97, PKY96, PF96, RJ99a, RA92, RNP+98, Rie93, RNF98].

North [RN98, RV92, RS92, SPB+99a, STK99, STN97, SH92a, SD93b, SH95b, SSV97, SR97, TAJK90, TGG+95, TF98, TSI+93, UNPH93, Vii90, VK95, VK90, WT98, WSM91, W99a, WDB+95, WPG99, vDv9K93, vBTV9R96, vCRS92, vPB90, vDVW99]. north-east [GMF98, RW99a]. Northeast [PLG+96, RTRP+98, RNH99, SGK+97, VD94, BSG94, FB9H93, GAK99, HM94a, IT96, RH98, SJML99, TFL95, ADBH99, BK98, BAK97, Bra95, HPPZ93, HAR95, WWB98].


Norway [GG94, ANW96, BPR90, BA93, BRL90, BHH96, ES90, Fa96, FB90, GHHC98, Hag95, HSN93, NC93, PGG96, SCL95, TSB93]. Norwegian

CJ97, GCR98, GF95, GLD+91, KDR97, LBL91, MPS96, MC98, MAdG+96, PMB99, PDF97, Pre91, RATA+99, RMGB+94, RGBJM95, RQB98b, SZ96, SPS+96, SFPCR93, TB98, TGB99, VF99. **Nycitphanes** [Gen92, GGDLE96, G´om95, Lah95, Lam95, LBL91, MPS96, MC98, MAdG+96, PMB99, PDF97, Pre91, RATA+99, RMGB+94, RGBJM95, RQB98b, SZ96, SPS+96, SFPCR93, TB98, TGB99, VF99].

**O** [AGP98, Ano99c, FPFR92, GRGK96, GT98, JLGMP97, Kal91a, Kru93, KCD+95, LGR95, RVGC+99, RNHO98, RBN99, Sie93, SJMC93].

**O-deethylase** [RBN99].

**O** [AGP98, Ano99c, FPFR92, GRGK96, GT98, JLGMP97, Kal91a, Kru93, KCD+95, LGR95, RVGC+99, RNHO98, RBN99, Sie93, SJMC93].

**O-deethylase** [RBN99].

**O** [Gen92, GGDLE96, G´om95, Lav94, PM94a].

**obituary** [Ano96b].

**obligate** [MJ97a].

**obligatorily** [Sie93].

**obscurus** [KJLH96, KKYH97].

**observation** [SM98b].

**observational** [Pre95, WM99].

**Observations** [MSS95, Moo94, Wol93, BMH93, Bro98, BKH99, CGFC95, GJC97, GNJ90, HBM93, HSBH96, HVLO96, KS97, LCK+96, OIO+95, SML97, SD93a, SIRR94, TNKMK99, TJ90b, Tis98a, TL91, WMB99, Wt99, WA95, dBN+90].

**observer** [TM97].

**observers** [BCAAC96].

**obsoleta** [DMM99].

**obtained** [GKB+97, LM97].

**occupancy** [TR95c].

**occur** [Sie93].

**Occurrence** [Gra96a, JMD+99, JP96, JTB99, Kr95, PDB+97, SGPA95, Z96b, As96, CS91, FWWL99, Hin92, JNCS89, JP94, KFPR94, KV9, LP95, MHRV+99, TAD+94].

**occurring** [CDME97, CCJ91, JLY97, KM99b].

**Ocean** [KID91, KPS92, PDBA90, Per91, PLM92, VPM96, WSCT96, AP99b, AMMG91, CA90, CCR98, DZ99, GGH95, HFG+95, HDK93, HRCW98, K98, LBA93, NT96b, PA94, PWP+97, PGAJ99, Ris97, Rud97, SCA92, Tan98a, Tan98b, WHIC97, WPTB96, YF91, ZD99, AMO+99, Arr94, ASSW97, BSGM94, BFS+98, BK91, BP96a, BAK97, BKL99, BSP98, CBG+99, CR95, CMB+99, CAATS94, CW99a, DSG+99, DJ90, DL91, DB96b, EY90, FBBH93, FP96b, FP+97, GR93, HM94a, KTW+97, LK96, LNQT93, MH99, MACR98, MD94b, MO95, Nai93b, NSC+92, PWG+99, Pak95, PPM96, PLH91, PM92a, PWM95, PTB+97, PF98, PMD90, RH98, RW99a, R99, SB98, SPS+96, Str91, TV94, TM94, WA95, WASS97, WSC+99, WWC+99, WWGK95, WVB98, W99b, YD90, dBN+90, vLTW+98].

**Oceanic** [MG91a, AR99, At96, BWH99, BFJ+93, BVP91, CWS+93, DBM99, GHD92, HKT+96, HH95, KID91, MLH96, PWPK95, SCL93, SC93, S1+93, VH99b, YS96].

**oceanica** [ADF95, ARSL97, CDM+96, DSS+98, DBdCS99, EAD92, MDC+96, MR97b, PRP+94, PAM96, PM98, RGBJM95, VWS93].

**oceanographic** [HHM97, MR97a, MI94a, RSH92, SH97b, SKM+97, TDER97, WTR99].

**oceanography** [GTYR97, RPT+96].

**oceans** [DAS92, LR96, LM98b].

**ocellatus** [BA90, RH97, SHFP94].

**octocoral** [Ger90].

**Octocorallia** [EL90, RG99a, SC92a, WV95].

**octopus** [Iri90, And97, Iri90].

**Oculina** [KRFL97, KRF+98].

**Ocytopodidae** [SCAT91].

**odor** [AMMG91, FFT98].

**odors** [BBS93, Nev99, RH94].

**Oegopsida** [NAS95].

**off** [AFP99, ASA96, AI92, ANW96, AM93, BYO95, Bia92, Bra95, BK92, Cer98, CCV+98, CB99, CJ93b, Dur94, FTS94, FCH99, FII95, GSC96, GAD+92,
GG99, GGDLE96, Góm95, GSM96, Ken92, KKW97, KWL96, KDHZ98, Lav94, LIP95, MP96b, McG94, MP95, PPHH96, RGE+95, RO93, Sea90, She98, SDG95, Urb94, VMHH90, WPG99, YNY94, YBL96, vRBVB95.

offers [RHS99].

offshore [BH94a, WD94, BM94d, BMH93, FFR94, KCS94, LADS98, LMS+93, MH96a, OG95, PDD+99, Pir92, RSN90, Rud97, ZN96a]. offshore-fjord [BMH93].

offshore-to-inshore [KCS94].

offspring [GSMM96].

ohshimai [TK95a, TK97].

Oikopleura [DCRG92, LUA99, UMD92].

oil [AGW93, Ber90, DvdM92, DF94, ER90, GCKW95, GBJ94, JDSB99, MH92, OG95, PDD+99, SS95, WTA+97, vTSD97].

oil-contaminated [DvdM92].

oilfields [GCWH90].

Oithona [CLW99, GS94b, NS96, US95, US98].

oivalves [DS93a].

Okadaic [BFMM99].

Okinawa [HSK+93, Sak97].

Olavius [DAE+99].

Oléron [GB95, GBB+98, KSRB99, LGV+99a, LGV+99b, RRGB96, RR97b, Rie98].

Olfactory [Nev99].

oligochaete [WLL98].

oligochete [DAE+99].

Oligocottus [Mga92].

oligotrich [ADR94, KS95d, PDF97].

Oligotrichina [KS95d].


oliveus [YNY94].

ommastrephid [CW95, GTYR97].

Ommastrephidae [WTR99].

Omnivorous [BN91a, GD90, NEIR95, WLL98].

Omnivory [AS97].

Onagawa [IT96].

Oncaea [BS92, HLBW93, Met98].

Oncorhynchus [FS98, SOK98].

one [Kin93, SH94, BFMM99, CCR98, DBB+95, EPL94, FFH99, BMFR97, Fow90a, SU93].

one-dimensional [CCR98].

onset [AOT97, EST95, NNB93, Nor96, SK97].

Onshore [MH96a, SMW+93, BM94d, ZN96b].

Onshore-offshore [MH96a, BM94d].

Onslow [CC92a, CT92].

onto [HB97, HH99, LB95].

Ontogenetic [GW97, Joh99, O'B94a, OF94, PODL99, AH98, IMB99, Egg95, FTS97, Gre96, OW95, SK97].

ontogenic [TD92].

Ontogeny [CC92a, CDA98, CA99b, SHFP94].

onuphid [PL99b].

onychoteuthid [CW99a].

oocyte [ORD98, WCP+98].

oocytes [MGDT90].

Oosterschelde [HdWS91, PSPD96].

oparva [Sal96].

Open [WSCT96, GR93, KLN+90, LGJ99, Leh96, LA98, LC99, Mik95, PWP+97, RDE+90a, RDE+90b, Str91, Tho92, WPTB96]. open-ocean [WPTB96].

open-sea [Leh96, LA98, LC99].

open-top [LG93].

Operated [SCC94].

operation [MWT96].

Ophiidiidae [Uib95].

Ophiophthrix [MDG98].

ophiurid [GSP99, PLFSW97].

Ophiuroidea [LSK96, MDG98].

ophiurids [Amb93, Aro91].

opilio [SMUS+99].

opiostobranch [GC95a, Pen90a].

Opisthobranchia [It097, MTP92].

Opportunistic [KR97a, FFH96].

opportunity [LW94].

optic [KLJ94].

Optical [MG96c, BSP98, HCS93, KMK96, MKV95, SPS+96, SPBS93, Sos96].

optimal [ER95a, vW93].

optimization [BB97b].

options [vTS97].

optrodes [GSK96].

orange [BK92].

Orchestia [RK95a].

Orchomene [Moo94].

orders [SAH98].

ordination [MF98].

ordinations [VWJ96].

Oregon [FC94, JT93, ME97, NC94].

Orest [Ano94].

Organic
[AV95, BHHL96, JCP93, KSMDB97, MKN+96, MO95, PM91a, TA95, VD99, AC96a, And96, AR93, AJST98, AB96b, BNL97, BC93, BK94, BL94c, BL96, BG91, BG93, BvBBV96, BLR94, CRC96, CCR91, CDG97, CB96, CR94, CCH93, Co92, DSG+99, DFJ+93, DASP97, FBHH93, FM95a, FP+98, FPLH92, GBA+96, GKMT99, GAC+97, GP91, HB91a, HBBM96, HK94, Hol96, HDK93, HG94, Jos90, KW92a, KE95, Kir90, LM91b, Lig90, MFF97, Mal96, MKY98, MH90, MWH91, NKL+96, NK92a, NP94, NBW94, NMR97, ONM93, PFFP98, PDC97, PLH91, Pe96, PS97, PIC97, Pre91, PF91b, PPR94, PCR97, RDP99, RR97b, RTLG97, RSD+91, SWT99, SW98a, SR98a, SS97, SB94, SG96, SR95, SBH+95, SM95, SDA92a]. organic [TL95, Tsu90, TFFS90, VB90, VK95, ZB99a, ZNH93].

Organic-N [BHHL96].

organic-rich [DFJ+93, HK94]. organics [FWWL99].

Organism [VS96, SOS+92, Sch90, WLT+95]. organismic [MIA90].

organisms [AAD91, BJdJ+98, De92, DE91, Gar98, GPF95, Hei95, HBB97, KI97, KC98, MJ92b, NTK93, NT94, Nan96, NFT92, PBC90, PLP92, RSH99, Rog90, RGC92, Tak99, TB99, WD90, WPy98, Yam96]. organization [MCC96a, MST93b].

organochlorine [PTW+91, W99a]. organochlorines [MCM+97].

organophosphate [RWJ99b].

organotin [BBR+93, RQB98b]. organotin-induced [BBR+93].

organisms originating [FFH99].

originating [FFH99].

originating [FFH99].

Orkney [BW96].

ornament [SP99b]. orthophosphate [ADR94].

Oscillation [FP96a, RAS97, Tbab91]. oscillations [Rud97, TN98].

Oslofjord [Amb93]. osmeriid [DL93a]. Osmerus [DD90, Sep94]. osmoregulation [CCD94, CCDA98, CA99b, LCTT92].

Osmotic [LLB+95]. Osmotic-stress-induced [LLB+95]. ostracod [Hul99].

Ostracoda [JGT96]. ostracods [Hul97].

Ostralegus [CGCLH99, McG97a].

Ostrea [Bro90, Bro93, CT98, TN90, TVG96].

Ostreidae [BD96, RM95].

other [BAH94, CGFC95, DJY90, DFS94, Gow93, HS92, LCL96, MW97, MJ92b, NR98, Pur91, RGL99, SOS+92, SM95+93, Vet96a, ZF97].

Otolith [Lim95, AOT97, CA96b, CD96, EF97, GS99a, HW91, JD90, Ka91b, MJ91, MCFB97, OIN94, RSM+96, RG93, SFF92, TRMW95, TSW97, WT98, YB90].

Otoliths [AN99a, BK90, CGM95, Cam97, CMBC98, Fow99b, GPP98, GK96a, Kal91b, Ka91b, MC91a, RV92, Sep94, SKPT97, TJS98, WM97].

Otsuchi [Nak92, TK95a, TK97, TK98]. otter [PS9+99]. otters [K92].

Ouse [KHTN99, NT96c, TNSM98].

outbound [FH97b].

outbreaks [BMBD95, CED91, HK96, HRR96a, HSH97b, S89]. outcome [N96].

outcomes [THCP96].

outcrossing [HH99].

outside [HLF+91].

Outer [RSK+99, Fab95, HSL94, HSG95, HBC+91, KS98, Sha98].

outer-shelf [Fab95].

output [Ful90, MF90a, MF90b].

outflow [Ful90, MF90a, MF90b].

output [BG99, HvdM97, RSB93, SS91, UMT98, vG91].

Outwelling [TA95, Alo90, HSK+94].

Ovalipes [BA90].

ovalis [NA99, Ra98].

Overall
Panama [GCCR90, GBJ94]. **pandalid** [Car93, CS97]. **Pandalus** [Ber92, OTF95, RT95]. **Pandalus** [HSN93], **panel** [Nan96]. **panicea** [RTJ+93, TR95b]. **Panopeus** [LK94, RDA97]. **Panulirus** [AADSCC97, BHH+95, ELMCC90, Jer90]. **Papagayo** [Bia91]. **papillosa** [RCG98]. **Paragobiodon** [KYN94]. **Paraiso** [ER90]. **paralarvae** [Big92, BSY+99]. **Paralichthys** [BB95, MT91, YNYK94]. **Paralithodes** [SK98c]. **paralytic** [BLCA90, BLC91, KOSS90, KB91, SOS+92]. **parameters** [AT96, BLST90, Bus96, Fly98, GC95a, JSV92, JJNR95, MC95, MH99, TN90]. **Paramoeba** [JNCS89]. **Paramuricea** [CGZR94, CRZG95, CZG95, MC94b, RCG99a]. **Paranagua** [dG91a, dG92a]. **Paraphysomonas** [PCG96]. **Parasagitta** [TNN93]. **Parasite** [Gru96, MJ97b, BA96, SMG97]. **Parasites** [Spe95, BB97a, SW93]. **parasitic** [GP98, LaK93, MB98]. **Parasitism** [SUM98, Flo91, GMC91]. **parasitized** [Wat98]. **Parazoanthus** [Gar99a]. **parenchymella** [MGYV97]. **Parerythropodium** [KKL+98]. **parrotfish** [BKB94, BvB94, BBB+94, BvKvRB96, Cli95, TT90, TNP97]. **parrotfishes** [Bel95, OM99b, PPP+96]. **Particle** [BSJ97, BDB97, CB96, DDB+95, Kep94, MFF97, PAR98, Rie91a, Rie91b, WBCS97, ANW96, BSJPW93, BD96, BVP99, HKA96, KKL91, KS95d, KF97, LAA93, MW94, McL96, PF91b, RM97b, Tee99, van94a]. **Particle-attached** [CB96]. **particle-bound** [KF97, LAA93, MFF97]. **particles** [AC92, AA92, BN95, DBdCS99, ES99, GS93, Gow93, KL91a, Lip95, MS93a, MB98, Mar99b, MG96c, MJ92b, NA94a, NK96, Nov90, PA94, Put91, RTRF90, SH95a, SKKO97, SDB92, SDB94, SH99b, TM94, Vis97, WR91]. **particular** [ACR99, TH90]. **Particulate** [CCR91, CDG97, DMP+99, PLH91, SHML98, AC96a, AR93, AW98, BMS+97, BMTF92, BRL97, CB96, DDB+95, Kep94, MFF97, PAR98, Rie91a, Rie91b, WBCS97, ANW96, BSJPW93, BD96, BVP99, HKA96, KKL91, KS95d, KF97, LAA93, MW94, McL96, PF91b, RM97b, Tee99, van94a]. **parvula** [dNSR+96]. **Pass** [Che93]. **Passage** [LDV95, CMT94, PMOD90, SC92b]. **Passamaquoddy** [PRC+92]. **passing** [NHL99]. **Passive** [LI96, BM91a, HB97, J6B99, Ker90, PR98]. **Patagonian** [iri90], **patagonica** [KRFL97, KRF+98]. **patagonicus** [ROANM98]. **Patch** [OSJy4b, RS99a, BH98, CCRB98, CWWH99, DLJ91, DSJ90b, JH97, KD96, Lee97, NA99, NC90]. **patches** [BCC94, BF99, CRR98, DSJ90a, Hol97, HS95, NKGK92, NUI+98, Vet95, VDM+97]. **patchiness** [DV92, LCF99, MAC92, SNJ92]. **Patella** [CGCLH99]. **patens** [Pez91, PD93]. **paternity** [SB97b]. **pathlength** [AFZ96]. **pathology**
pathways

**Patinopecten** [GF94]. **Patrieilla** [Hun93]. **patronus** [CMBC98]. **Pattern** [PF95, AM93, BCM99, BGVF92, ECT+97, GGB94, HT96, HSW99, JFS90, LT97, LFBH94, MH96a, MB99b, O'D98, PMS99, Rl93, Sa90, SC91, SC99b, WP92, WWL97]. **Patterns** [Abe96, AMK99, AML95, Bak90, BCC96, BCA+99, CBS93, BM95a, ED9J95, HBR+91, HSH94, HSK+93, LK99a, MJ91, PS98, RSA9b, SMT99, TZ99, UTB+95, WB92a, Adj97, Aer98, ASA96, ASL99, ASRP+96b, AS94b, AB92, AT96, BM94a, BM94b, Bel95, BCC92, BF95a, BG96, BA97, Bia90, BM94d, BPL95, BG93, BPC98, Bur94, Cal95a, CHS+95, Cha98, CU99, CBS91, CC97b, Cll95, CC+92, CK98, CS97, CPB96, DJY90, Duf92, DG93, ESDK94, ELH92, FH92, Fow90a, FSG+97, GMR+94, GY97, Góm95, Gra91b, Gre96, GBB+98, HD97, HTC96, HGBW99, HN97b, HHH99, HC94, Hsi95, Hun93, HSS9c, JMC93, Joh99, Ker96, KML91, KL91c, KA93, Kre93, LM98a, LT93, LD94a, Lva94, LSG+99, MU98, MYYT96, MPG+96, MCE96, MS94a, MP96b, McG92], **patterns** [MMD93, OSJ9a, OSC98, ODS+96, Oum96, PRC+92, PCB90, PD95, Pin94, PF96, PD90, PD94, PM91b, QCM94, RKH96, RH98, RB99, RPN95, RO93, RDA97, RH97, RK99, SR90a, SO91, SMT97, Sch90, SW91, She96, SD93b, SV93a, SK94b, SC96a, SJ99c, SP99b, SL94, SR96, SF91, TWS+95, TSM+94, TcBW96, Tok95, Tom91, TN98, UMTM98, Van92b, VL97, VD99, VHVB+98, Weh91a, Ze97, Ze98, vDK90, MH94a, NBS+97]. **Patterson** [PF90], **payability** [Tro94]. **PCB** [WKH+98]. **PCBs** [MCM+97]. **pCO** [CH97b]. **PCP** [KIL96]. **PCR** [MRF+99]. **pea** [TTW97]. **pearl** [LG95, YKL98a, YKL98b, YKL99, dRAV92, LL98]. **pearl-like** [LG95]. **peat** [BAH94]. **Pecten** [CC91, HBB97]. **Pectinaria** [TDW96]. **Pectinidae** [DLDL93, PRC+92]. **pectinifera** [Kur99]. **pedal** [AS95]. **Pegea** [RR99]. **pelagial** [Han91b]. **Pelagic** [KKW97, LM99, NN93, RDE+90a, RDE+90b, SJMH90, AC92, And94a, BC90, Bra95, BP92, BRN+95, BGv96, CR94, De90, DCR92, HM91, HTG96, Hii91a, HSW99, HAR95, IW91, Joc95, JC97, JC99, KJL99, Kna95a, KKK+90, KB98, KLA+94, KKT96b, LD93, LV96, LM98b, LCE97, MG91a, MWT96, MM95b, OKL+96, PM90b, Pur91, RPT+96, RO97, RN99, SDF91, ST90, SL7b, Ste97, SB97c, SFF92, TeBW96, VPM96, VS96, WB94, WO+97, WHK97, YFB91]. **Pelagic-benthic** [NN93]. **pelagicus** [SW93]. **pellet** [BB90, RCH99, URH98]. **pellets** [BMTF92, BH92d, BD94, DA93, FD98, RR99, UMD92, Vos91]. **pellucidum** [Bus97]. **penaeid** [CM97, Van92b, VS92]. **Penaeus** [CC92b, CNS93, CCA94, CCE99, CLD99, CM97, HV96, LCT92, LW9+95, MG91b, MF95, O'B94a, O'B94b, RMG+98, Sha98, SC995, SIR94, VHH+96, VHS96, VHH+98, WH93]. **penetrability** [MJ92a]. **Penetration** [DB96b, GP96, KJ94, MP95, OKK95]. **penguin** [JCC94, ROAM98]. **penguins** [BGG+97, CB93b, CLJ98, GKB+97, HTC96, HH97, HHE92, JBB98,
KR97b, LGC⁺93, TMCE98, WR97, WPB⁺93, WCBL94, WSP⁺95, ZGM⁺96.

Penicillus [RJ90]. Peninsula
[CNCG96, MMB92, RGS95, Goe92, AMB⁺96, Ore90, Orec95, SZA94].
Penplasmic [MA93]. pens [FW97]. pentachlorobiphenyl [WKH⁺98].
pentachlorophenol [KJL96]. peptide [FFH99]. peptides [Woh96].
perception [KSV99, KV99, Mar99a]. perfoliatus [CK90, NK93].
Performance [KSE96, BBFD98, Ekl98, HS99a, PCT⁺97, RWJ⁺95, TR91, Tho92, VLKC94].
performed [LBV⁺99]. Periclimenes [FGH95]. period [ASRC99, BC90, BG93, EFSS95, GQ96, Hav93, HLP⁺99a, KFS91, LH99b, PB92, SJMJH90, SE93, TUN99, TP95, WSP⁺95, YB90]. Periodic
[HGS95, ND98]. Periodicity [Sam97, BCH95, ELMR98, Joh92]. periods
[BL94b, MFD98, RN93, RDA97, Web91]. permeable [HG99, HG92a, ZHF96].
Periphyton [CPK97, Som96]. periphyton [LCB99, DB99, DBV98, WS92a].
peroxide [AOOT94, BAOT96, WPG99]. perplexa [BDdWC96, CM90b].
Perspective [LBK96, She94]. perspectives [MJW96]. Peru [Urb94].
Perumytilus [AC96c]. Peruvian [ODS⁺96]. pesticide [PTW⁺91, RWJ99b].
[BMM99]. pH [CD94, CH97b, Hin92, KCD⁺95, LGdC⁺90, MA99b, NBM94].
Phaeocystis [VMS⁺96, ENSR90, FSdM⁺92, HSMS99, Hv99, HRKR93, LGdC⁺90, MOM98, PW94, PMS94, Rie93, RR97a, SCDH98, Sv93b, SDG95, SD96, WMVR90, vBV90a, vBV90b, van92a]. Phaeodactylum
[JR92, LLB⁺95, RGS90, RH90b, SDH95, SHT91]. phaeodarian [Gow93].
Phaeophyceae [Ang91b, AD93, EP97, Mii91, PB96a, SF95]. Phaeophyta
[BWB98, HRFC90, KW91, Ken94a, MC93, WMG⁺94, tor93]. phaeopigment
[TLB93]. phaeopigments [BT93]. phaeoplast [HN90a, HN90b]. phaga
[FSP⁺94]. phase [Moe96a, Moe96b, Moe97c]. Phagotrophic
[KK94]. Phagotrophy [BBG90]. Phalacrocorax [BRLM90, GSC95, WFHM99].
Phanerozoic [Mar99a]. Pharmacokinetics [RGT98]. pharmacological
[BQQK97]. phase [BCG97, BKS92, IW91, MC91b, NK92b]. phases
[BM94b, JBWH97]. Phasing [BBL⁺95]. phate [Riv90]. phanenophene
[LF97]. phenol [Ekl98]. Phenology [HRD92, MCW⁺91]. phenols
[BRL97, MTH91]. phenomenon [FFG97]. Phenotypic
[ATH95, KU97, Tru97, JKT90b, KJT90, TAJK90]. phenylindole [HP98].
pherocone [Ack97]. pherones [HBBM96, ZHBB90]. Philippine
[ADF96, DTA⁺97, VAD⁺95, WUA⁺99]. Philippines
[ADF96, BBFD98, RA96]. Philip [BAM92]. Philobryidae [BH92c].
Phlorotannin [HDD98]. Phlorotannins [LQ97, DC90, PCLA97, PKY96].
phosphatase
[GGKJ+98, LVP98, MA93, vBV90a, vBV90b]. Phosphate
[Mol97, Vid94, MPCI90, vBV95]. Phosphorus [DON+95, HH91a, SDC90,
TSB93, ASP91, BK94, FFF+94, GGKJ+98, JG90, KEvN95, LC90, LW91,
Mol97, NK93, Pak92, PPM+96, PT95, PPR94, RDPB99, Tur93]. Phosphorus-limited [SDC90], phosphorus-related [Mol97].
phosphorus-starved [GGKJ+98]. photo [DRGV91, FM94].
photo-protect [DRGV91]. photo-response [FM94]. Photoacclimation
[VSPLH98, BAM+99, CCV+96, RKS97]. Photoadaptation
[LSL98, Riv90, VBF94, BBL93, JSGS94, TBL90]. photoalteration
[NI+96]. Photoautotrophic [CJ97]. photodamage [JPA+96].
Phloem [BKH99]. phosphatase [BKH99]. Phosphate
[GGKJ+98, LVP98, MA93, vBV90a, vBV90b]. Phosphorus [DON+95, HH91a, SDC90,
TSB93, ASP91, BK94, FFF+94, GGKJ+98, JG90, KEvN95, LC90, LW91,
Mol97, NK93, Pak92, PPM+96, PT95, PPR94, RDPB99, Tur93]. Phosphorus-limited [SDC90], phosphorus-related [Mol97].
phosphorus-starved [GGKJ+98]. photo [DRGV91, FM94].
photo-protect [DRGV91]. photo-response [FM94]. Photoacclimation
[VSPLH98, BAM+99, CCV+96, RKS97]. Photoadaptation
[LSL98, Riv90, VBF94, BBL93, JSGS94, TBL90]. photoalteration
[NI+96]. Photoautotrophic [CJ97]. photodamage [JPA+96].
Phloem [BKH99]. phosphatase [BKH99]. Phosphate
[GGKJ+98, LVP98, MA93, vBV90a, vBV90b]. Phosphorus [DON+95, HH91a, SDC90,
TSB93, ASP91, BK94, FFF+94, GGKJ+98, JG90, KEvN95, LC90, LW91,
Mol97, NK93, Pak92, PPM+96, PT95, PPR94, RDPB99, Tur93]. Phosphorus-limited [SDC90], phosphorus-related [Mol97].
phosphorus-starved [GGKJ+98]. photo [DRGV91, FM94].
photo-protect [DRGV91]. photo-response [FM94]. Photoacclimation
[VSPLH98, BAM+99, CCV+96, RKS97]. Photoadaptation
[LSL98, Riv90, VBF94, BBL93, JSGS94, TBL90]. photoalteration
[NI+96]. Photoautotrophic [CJ97]. photodamage [JPA+96].
Phloem [BKH99]. phosphatase [BKH99]. Phosphate
[GGKJ+98, LVP98, MA93, vBV90a, vBV90b]. Phosphorus [DON+95, HH91a, SDC90,
TSB93, ASP91, BK94, FFF+94, GGKJ+98, JG90, KEvN95, LC90, LW91,
Mol97, NK93, Pak92, PPM+96, PT95, PPR94, RDPB99, Tur93]. Phosphorus-limited [SDC90], phosphorus-related [Mol97].
phosphorus-starved [GGKJ+98]. photo [DRGV91, FM94].
photo-protect [DRGV91]. photo-response [FM94]. Photoacclimation
[VSPLH98, BAM+99, CCV+96, RKS97]. Photoadaptation
[LSL98, Riv90, VBF94, BBL93, JSGS94, TBL90]. photoalteration
[NI+96]. Photoautotrophic [CJ97]. photodamage [JPA+96].
[BH97b, CT98, DKVD95, EAT95, GT92, JGT96, McG92, NT96b, RK95a,
WW91, AAD91, BMHH94, BKL99, Bro93, BLST90, CN92a, CH97a, CR96,
ENSR90, FJR+94, HG99, HMB95, LFRB97, LBL+99, MB95b, ML92, NP90,
RG97, SP99c]. Physiology [Vis91, BPR90, HMHDA94, MGC95b, ML96,
MH96b, NW97b, PCC96, SAA99, TVG96, TAJK90]. phytal [Hul99, WB94].
Phyto [BWHK99, BVPR91, LKK92]. phyto- [LKK92]. Phyto-convection
[BWHK99]. phyto-plankton [BVP91]. phytobenthic [KV90].
phytodetritus [AO91, LBM+99, ´OMvdB99, Por94]. phytohormones
[MH93b]. Phytopigment [DFB+99]. phytoplankter [COD+93, CS91, GHTH94].
Phytoplankton [Bra93, Cha96, DCBG99, HTS92, JP93a, KR98b, LFB97, OH95,
RDT+94, RPL96, SH97c, THS94, TBLD90, VdC98, WOM+97, WT99b, AB96,
AE91, AW98, ACC90, AFZ96, Arr94, ASP+96, BE97, BCG97, BN92a, BCHL93, BD91,
BMD+90, BKK+93, BP96a, BAK97, BCS93, BKL99, BG91, BRN+95,
BGvDR96, BRW95, BRZ99, BGC95, BD94, CCG98, CSG93, CTGB95,
CC90, CC91b, CD94, CCCH94, CPH91, CH97b, DM96, DFL96, DLT+97,
DFB95, DGO92, Do90, EA92, EJ97, EST95, EPD+99, ES90, EPN+99, EP92,
FML+95, FSdM+92, FD92, FS91, FPAH92, Fly98, FCVS92, FDZ93, FM94,
FVDL95, FF92b, FL92, GV96, GJ97a, GJ97b, GAK99, GMK97, GW93,
GGKJ+98, GKMT99, HS98a, HK97, Har94, HP97, HKY+97, HH94a].
phytoplankton [HH96, HRJE94, HVFHH92, HM94a, HS91a, HJA99, Hol96, HHW99, JLS90,
JM99, JS94a, Joz96, JMP90, Käh98, KLN+90, KKL91, Kam94b, KL95,
KM99a, KNM93, KJ97, KY97, K95, KC92, KFS91, LFL96, LMT96,
LM95, LGH+93, LMF93, Les96, LZY93, Lie90, LL92, LHK+93, LCC97,
LL97, Lip95, LDKR93, LM97, LJS90, LKC+99, LKM+99, LSH96, MMH96,
MRL96, MH99, MCA90, MS96a, MS96b, MHvB97, MP96c, MSD92, MGA99,
MAG+96, NK92b, PNP+93, PML93, PM90a, PB96b, PS94, PDA90, Per91,
PPM97, PLC+96, PFP93, PCK+96, PCC+97, PM94a, PR93a, PSD06,
PFR97, RRVW96, RC91a, Rie93, RNF98, RN98, Riv90, RZW96,
RCGSN96, RPMB91, Rud97, SPS+96, Sca96, SKvB98, SCA92, SGK+97,
Sv93b, SDG95, Sut92, SE93, TMK97, TNMK99, TGG97, TGG+95, TS90a].
phytoplankton [TK96, VLK94, VDM90, Ven98, WGD97, WHIC97, WPTB96, WJM+91,
WMT+96, YGH+97, ZDJ+95, vLTW+98, vdBTr96, vD98]. phytoplankton-bacteria
[HH96]. phytoplankton-bacteria-zooplankton [PML93]. phytosociological
[FL93]. piano [K92b]. Picking [RD97]. pico [DG+93, FP94]. pico-
[DGT+93]. pico-and [FPR94]. Picocyanobacteria [NSHF93]. Picoplankton
[MDPP91, CB98, IF94, Joc95, KLAH+94, LH97]. Picoplanktonic [Kuo91, VK90]. Pigment
[BP94, JSV92, AdN91, BE97, BMP+95, BPC98, BZSG96, CCE+96, GB95,
GJ97a, GJ97b, GM98a, HS91a, JNJP94, LPFF94, LED92, LM97, LH99,
SdC97, TPHC91, VTGK99. polychelid [CA92]. polychlorinated
[GS99b, WKH+98]. polychromatic [GJ96c]. polycyclic [MCSV95, ONR98].
Polydora [Zaj91a, Zaj91b]. polylepis [GR94, JSV92, KLMR91, NKB90].
polymerase [KZP93]. polymorphic
[CCGM93, HBBT98, Van94b, VK94, VB94]. polymorphism [YKK+98].
Polynesia [NJLD98, Adj97, BLJ99, CRCS96, CCR91, Cha96, CDG97,
CCR98, DG93, GPDF93, HGS95, LGH95a, MG96c, PPL+98, Pla93].
Polynesian [CB98]. polynoid [VTGK99]. Polynya
[ADBH99, PLG+96, SGK+97, VD94, Brah5, HAR95]. polyonid
[CW93, WC92, WS92b]. polypeptides [WNJ91]. polyphemus
[BLJ92]. polyphenolic [ATH95]. polyphosphates [LLB+95]. polyps
[LYG95]. polysaccharide [AJST98]. polysaccharides [BMS+97].
Polysulphone [Dun99]. Pomacentridae
[AMFB99, Ker96, MF97, MMD92, NKGK92, RHH97, WB97]. Pomacentrus
[Ker96]. Pomatamous [HC93, MC91c]. Pomatoschistus [MF91].
Pontes [KML91, KL91c, KPWL93, RS91]. Pontoporeia [Joh97]. pool
[CSG93, MH90, SDB92]. pools [ASP91, Ang95a, Ang95b, BCC95, BCC96,
BF9+93, KC98, Lai92, LGV+99a, LJS90, SHA+95a]. 'poor
[SJ97, DHM92, MAdG+96, STS99]. pop [Con94]. populated [SJ95].
Population
[AWHH94, Asa91, CV96, Cla96, CD98, Gen92, GHL+97, HBBT98, Jon93,
KYN94, LA98, LFS90, LSB95, MCRGC90, MGC91, MGC95a, MZFHC96,
NSH95, NH95a, NP96b, O'B94b, OFR94, Pez91, PM98, RVv92, San94b,
SCL95, SCAT91, SLHC98, TA90, Tsn90, UC94, WMG+94, WS92b, YKK+98,
Zaj91a, Zaj91b, ZH97, vBDW91, AAWD97, Ang91a, Ang91b, AD92, AD93,
AP99, BM98, BCA+99, CED91, CGNH98, CPT90, CS97, CRH+99, DCK99,
Dee90, Dur90, ER90, Fab95, FW92, FS90, GAO95, Góm95, GCNSNd94,
HD91, HB94a, IT96, JRB96, Joo94b, KL90, La93, LCG97, LGF99, LGMD98,
MDC+96, MW99, MA99a, McC94a, MG98, MS93c, Öre94, PC9+95, PB93,
PS92, PFH98, PTW+91, RSM+96, RWC99, RS90, RPL96, RT98, RMH96,
RCC+99, RNHH97, RAGH94, SBBG94, She98, SLR94]. population
[SP99a, SF99, SK95c, Tan98a, Tan98b, TGLP95, UCV98, VDM90, Vet96a,
WSCT96, LPF94]. populations
[ASN93, ASL99, AW97, Ano99d, Atk96, BLJ+96, BHG94, BJB95, BA97,
BVP91, BD99, Bre95, BCBR97, BA96, CK90, CBRD92, CC90, CC91b,
CJ93a, CK98, CNJ96, CWAH99, Dda95, DG96, EP97, ENSR90, FLM+95,
FBM94, FS91, FB94, FJR+94, Fra93, GS91a, GKH96a, Gg97, GGPGG95,
HWLC98, HBD95, Hoe91, HydM97, Hun93, JT97, JTPP92, JTK90b, JFS90,
JF92, KWD93, KJ90, Ken92, KSH97, Lip95, LIJK96, Mal99, MGP+96,
MS91, MMGM90, MDTB94, MR97c, MD94c, MT93, MIl97, MAAT98,
MC99, Mun99, NGCG96, NC95, PG91, PFP93, PBHM98, Pur92, RCT99,
RCA+95, Sab90, SZ96, Sch93, Sie93, SFP91, Ski94, TA93, TAJK90, T9D4,
Uib95, Vai90, VD99, VDJA98, WS92a, WO94, WC90, WK92b]. porcelain

[AC99, AJL93, Aro91, BL94b, CED91, CH95, EB92, EE98, EG97, ENSR90,
FWF+99, HHK+98, HPM92, Hil97, Jeo94b, Jeo94a, Ken94c, KGO94, Mic96, MPvM98, NC93, OW95, Pen90b, PE99, PG90, Pur91, PND+94, PC95, SHC96, SCCS98, UGSBA94, VKF+98, WA95, YOH98, AJS95, Amb93, ACR99, Aro98, Atk96, BK98, BS94, BSD+94, BRC99, BS96b, CH93, CA98, DL93a, ELH92, Ejd98, EG95, FPB+94, FIA93, FC94, Ger90, GA97a, GB97a, GB97b, GB93, GF98, GEW97, HRKR93, HP96, HB98, IVM+98, JAS90, JS97, KB94, Lew92, Liv93, McG97b, Ole95, Ole90, PLFSW97, P895, Pur92, RD91, RM97a, ROANM98, RH90c, SZ96, SH97a, Sew96, She98, Sk994, SK94b, SL90, SM99a, SR94, TLT93, Tro94, TB97, Val91, VS96].

predation [WH91, Web91a, Web91b, WC91].

Predator [Bro96a, Bro96b, ELG97, GK97, KV99, Pen90a, TT99, Aro92, BPS98, BBS93, BA94, BGH95, CS99, CWWH99, Con98, DBMK99, DL91a, Fer99, GWSG99, Han91a, HHE92, JLYK97, JC94, JC95, KB94, KLAH+94, OS96, PM92a, San94a, SL97b, TK95b, TPHC94, VKF+98, WWL97, WB91, Web91b].


Predatory [SK95a, Bee97, CM98a, CP95a, PGG96, PCTF95, RMH96, ZFFH+94].


predictors [HRFC90]. predominantly [WM99]. Prefecture [YNKY94].

prefer [Jua92]. preference [ARF92, CGCLH99, JC94, MA99a, SK98c].

preferences [DC91, KE95, Har99, KW97b, PNS90, Tun95, VEW99].

preferred [PM94a]. Preliminary [KDAS92, LC91, Pro92, SRF+99, BLD94, CR98, DBvA91, DAS92, KH92b, LCK+96, RSD+91, SC95b, Tis98a].

preparation [ER95b]. Presence [MH93b, BCH95, GB93, Jeo94b, JM99, SM97a]. present [GI99].


Prey [EK95, GA97a, JH97, KSV96, MJ97a, ML91c, MM95b, PPM96, ARO92, ARO92, Atk96, BCC+95, BS94, Bro96a, Bro96b, Bu94, Bv96, CW93, CWWH99, CGCLH99, CGZ94, Con98, CLW99, DO92, DL91a, DFPG91, ELG97, ENSR90, Fer99, FlDT92, GD90, GSS93b, GBP+97, GB93, GT96, Han91a, HNN97a, HH90, HHE92, HRCW98, HB94b, IFL97, JW98, Jea94b, JLYK97, Joh99, JS97, JT90, Jua92, JC94, JC95, KV99, KS99, KO92, LMM98, LK94, LB96, ML91a, MG91a, MBR94, Min93,
MCFS96, Mun92, OS96, PHT96, Pen90a, PS95, PM94a, RHH94, RO99, SM98a, San94a, SMF91, SL90, SM99b, TT99, TK95b, TPHC94, VKF+98, VR98, WVL97, WE95, WPB+93, ZGM+96, ZB92. **Prey-size** [ML91c].

Preying [ML91b]. **Priapulida** [ABN98, Oes90, OV92].

Pribilof [DH96, HCH+96]. **Primary** [BKL99, KFS91, MC96a, MG97, MMR99, MRP90, PRPM+94, AMB+96, AB96b, BWHK99, BKP98, BCS93, BSP93, BVL98, CCRB98, CG99a, CDGF+93, CPH+96, DON+95, EW91, GB91, GB94, GKM99, Har90, HAR95, HM97c, HHW99, IP94, Irw91, JKL90, JLGMP97, KLMR91, KD97, KR98a, KP95, KPS92, KPS97, LB95, Lee90, Lit90, LSL98, LFR+97, MPR93, MP94, MH97, MKCL94, MWB+99, PG+99, PM91a, Ric91, RC91b, RNH99, SCD+90, Sos96, TH94a, TFFA99, WOM+97, WH98].

**primary/secondary** [LB95]. 

**primitive** [BL97]. 

**primmorphs** [MWB+99].

Prince [IFL97, MRP98, PDBA90, Per91]. **Principles** [BVP99, AJ95].

**prions** [GBP+97]. **priority** [TB95]. **PRISMA** [BRNH97, KS97, S"un97].

**probabilities** [COK99]. **probability** [BG97]. **probably** [SJMC93]. **probe** [BAK97, CTEF91, MS95]. **probes** [BMS+97, LMK93, LME92, Moo92b, WK98]. **probing** [PCC+97]. **problem** [NP99]. 

**problems** [Blo91, Yam96]. **Procedural** [BS94]. **procedure** [ATNW97, GSM+97].

**Procellariiformes** [SPB+99b]. **process** [ATNW97, GSM+97].

**process-based** [ATNW97]. **Processes** [LKC+99, LKM+99, BWHW95, Cal95b, CN92a, FB95, FF99, FAVV98, FMFH97, GMG+92, GJ96a, Hac97, HB97, HTCP96, JBWH97, KSG+92, KY97, MJW96, MS94a, MB97b, Mil94a, MLTD96, MJ93, NF98, PG91, RR99, RS99b, S"un97, TCRB99, vTSD97].

**processing** [BSJ97, BDB97, BVP99, DSW+91, JKL90, LBM+99, MA93].

**Prochlorococcus** [BAM+99, CCV+96, LCL95, MGC95b, PM+96].

**prochlorophyte** [VK90]. **produced** [AR99, Mar99b, M"ul91, RSN+99].

**producer** [BUCP+92]. **producers** [KR98a]. **producing** [BLKA93, BH93, NKK97, SNR+96].

**Production** [BD94, CM90b, DFPG91, EM99, FB93b, HHH93, HB91b, KJMR96, LK98, LD96, OKL+96, SLR94, Sv93b, SH99b, VK95, VM98a, AD94, AMB+96, ADG+95, BWHK99, BKP98, B91, BKL99, BH92e, BSP93, BG93, BK96b, BVL98, BB90, CCG98, C92a, CBTM93, CBG+99, CA96a, CA99a, Cam91, CV94, CH97a, CDME97, CBA+99, Cha96, CCRB98, CB98, CL91, CL92, CVD99, CBB90, CG99a, COG97, CDGF+93, Col98, CPH+96, DWH95, DKL94, DFL96, DON+95, DL93b, DMA+98, Dutt98, EJ97, FLDT92, GSM+97, Gar91, GB91, GGDE96, GKMT99, HV91, HHSv96, HM94a, HAR95, HK93, HM97c, HK94, HvDM98, HNC92, IP94, Irw91, JKL90, JP93a, JFP95, JKT+98, KL91, KD97, KMM93, KE95, Kir92, KHW+99, KP95, KPS91, KK95, KK96, KPS92, KPS97, LAG96, LD94b, Lee90, LGH+93, LSL98].

**production** [LFR+97, LW91, LKC+99, LB93, LMT99, MC96a, MFD98, MPR93, MG97, M99, MAH93, MH97, MMR99, Mga92, MDG98, MKCL94, MC94b, MDS92, MG99, Moe97c, Mol97, MWD92, MWH91.

R. [JNCS90]. Ra-228 [COS93]. rabbitfish [PNS90, TNP97]. radial [GH96]. radians [TT90]. radiate [BWB98, SS93, Ste95]. radiate [Ste94]. radiation [AKL+99, BCL93, BK90, BSS92, BZSG96, BEG97, DB96b].
[BH91, FCW98, RT95, RBH+91, RFG92, WMH96, WE95]. rearing
[GGF99, JPR92, NV91]. reassessment [Väi90]. Rebuttal [JNCS90].
recently [BB97a, KS94, LBH91]. reciprocal [IKT90b, KJT90, TAJK90].
recognition [AMFB99, LT97, SWEC91]. recolonisation [HBR+91, MS94a].
Recolonization [Dye93, Ber90, LD95b]. Recommendation [Str99].
Reconstruction [DMA+94]. reconstructive [DD97, JRB96, JRB97].
record [HP96, HTLK99]. Recorder [BM99b]. Recovery
[BCC94, MR91, RDM91, VG90, VH96, vTS97, BCC96, BA91, DF94,
GJ96c, JDSB99, KHTP99, KD96, PBV99, SM91, SB99, SR95, WUA+99].
recruits [Ken94a, LKC98, Mum99, WC96]. rectangular [BMHH94].
Recurrent [Hag95, JBO97, SH97b]. recycled [HSCC96, UK98]. recycling
[ENO93, TS90a]. Red [KL91c, YHC+99, Ad91, CET91, DH90, DK95,
ESDK94, EDS+99, EL98, FSA+97, Han95, HB93, IW+97, J94, Jeo94b,
JSK+99, LJ96, LC93, MST98, MKV95, NU91, NYH92, NH95, PBHM98,
Pre91, RH97, SDER96, SHFP94, SK98c, TFF94, UMM95, US94, UT90,
VN97, VBN95, WMG91, YKK+98, BS92, BS95c, KKL+98, KPWL93,
KL98, LVP98, OBL97, RH90a, SL91, Uib95]. red-tide
[Jeo94b, JSK+99, MKV95, UMM95, UT90]. redfish [And94a].
redistribution [SMH97]. redox [KE95]. reduce [RHS99, WA96]. Reduced
[S99a, MK+97, Pe96, SGL+97, SIE93, VVT97, VH96]. reduces
[SA98, WA97]. Reducing [SR93b, BL97, Br91b, SJMC93, VV96].
reductase [B95]. Reduction [CS99, GCLS94, AST98, BEG97, EPN+99,
GSB97, HBB93, HK92, HK94, IF96, KSS90, KH91, KDA92, KKH+94,
M9C8, O96, PM91a, RH90b, RPL96, SCLS94, UPH93, WW92b].
reductions [SCL95]. reedi [RE96]. Reef
[AS97, BMSF95, Ca95b, SU93, UDL99, AV97, And94b, AW95, Aro98,
Bak90, BJ9+98, Bee97, BLY98, Bel95, BJ95, BPL95, Bey90, Ca95a,
CDH92, CH95, CP95a, CK99, CCRB98, CT97, CWS93a, CLa96, CG99a,
Con98, Cro99, DKL94, DG93, EW91, EB96, EL97, FK95a, FD99, Fow90b,
FDW92, FHCC98, FBR+95, Fre97, GWW+98, GPDF93, GMO95, GK96a,
Gil97, Gre96, Gri94, Grn94, Grn95, GP98, GBJ94, GT98, HGS95, HGJ99,
Joh99, JKL90, JFS90, JFS92, Ker94, Ker96, KMG98, KSO+97, LS96a, LNSL91, LB96a, LGJ99, Lee90, LSGW98, LCE97, Lev91, LH96, LCG97, LH91, Mac91, MG96c, McC94a, MM93, McC94c, MM95a, MM97a, McC99, McG94, MMD93, MB94, MP97, MMD92, Mil94a, MD94c, MKY98, Nai93b, NKGK92, PCTF95, PCB90, PR93b, RK96. reef [RGLS99, RHH97, RW99, RSB93, Rog90, RMT91, Sak97, SRS99, SML97, SOW97, SK98a, SK98b, Sch99, SNC+98, SC94, SB99, SDC+92, SC96a, SFA98, SP99b, Sto97, SB97c, SEAI96, Szm91, Tay98, TC93, TM97, TSM+94, Tol98, TH94b, TB97, UK98, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, W994, WCL97, WM97, YM90, YF91, vRBV95, vRV96, vTS97, BEU99, Be95, BM91a, CL97, Fab95, Fow90a, FWD92, HFS91, KM92, LC97b, McC96b, McC94d, MD94c, MKY98, PD90, PD94, RS91, R995, SR90a, SRS99, Sam97, SB99, SU93, Tho92, TcBW96, VDG95]. reef-building [RGLS99, RHH97, RW99, RSB93, Rog90, RMT91, Sak97, SRS99, SML97, SOW97, SK98a, SK98b, Sch99, SNC+98, SC94, SB99, SDC+92, SC96a, SFA98, SP99b, Sto97, SB97c, SEAI96, Szm91, Tay98, TC93, TM97, TSM+94, Tol98, TH94b, TB97, UK98, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, W994, WCL97, WM97, YM90, YF91, vRBV95, vRV96, vTS97, BEU99, Be95, BM91a, CL97, Fab95, Fow90a, FWD92, HFS91, KM92, LC97b, McC96b, McC94d, MD94c, MKY98, PD90, PD94, RS91, R995, SR90a, SRS99, Sam97, SB99, SU93, Tho92, TcBW96, VDG95]. reef-dwelling [RGLS99, RHH97, RW99, RSB93, Rog90, RMT91, Sak97, SRS99, SML97, SOW97, SK98a, SK98b, Sch99, SNC+98, SC94, SB99, SDC+92, SC96a, SFA98, SP99b, Sto97, SB97c, SEAI96, Szm91, Tay98, TC93, TM97, TSM+94, Tol98, TH94b, TB97, UK98, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, W994, WCL97, WM97, YM90, YF91, vRBV95, vRV96, vTS97, BEU99, Be95, BM91a, CL97, Fab95, Fow90a, FWD92, HFS91, KM92, LC97b, McC96b, McC94d, MD94c, MKY98, PD90, PD94, RS91, R995, SR90a, SRS99, Sam97, SB99, SU93, Tho92, TcBW96, VDG95]. reef-fertilisation [BBLY98]. Reef-fish [Cal95b, Con98]. reef-inhabiting [FK95a]. reefing [FFF+94]. reference [ACR99, BS95c, Dai90, KI97, MvdZH+97, MNH92, Nak92, RAS97, SC92b, Tan98a, Tan98b, TH90]. refined [LKC95]. reflect [CD96, MM95b, She96]. refractory [BVS+91]. refuge [AH96, AH98, BA90, LFS90, PBGE91, RHP93, WW96]. Refuges [Ski94, ACLS97, GC95b, War90]. refugia [RvMM97]. refutation [LB95]. regalis [CE93, DE94, GT96, TJS98]. regenerated [SFPCR93]. regenerating [VB94]. Regeneration [KWL96, VSQ90, CBG+99, DW95, GMG+92, G7L+91, GB94, HB94, NB93, MNB94, MB93, MN94, MP97, NB98, OBL97, ORL97, Rin96, TA90, TK91, ZB94]. regime [AP99b, CBG+99, DW95]. regimes [Joc95, KW98, Mor96, PLG+96]. Region [Nor92, Al90, AAW98, BE97, CF93b, DG96, FLD92, FV95, Gb94, HR94, KI95, Lav94, LGGHV98, LFT92, MG91a, PML93, PP96, Pal91, PD90, PD94, RCC+99, TBY98, TV98, TD9+98, TZ99, W99]. Regional [ASSWM97, WASSM97, CW9A99, LSH96, SK95b]. regions [AMK99, YSY+99]. regression [BJT96, LC97b, Sal95, SBT97]. regrowth [GW91]. regularly [ECF+97]. regulates [ELMCC90]. regulating [EA92, JA91, MP96c, SK94a, CP96]. Regulation [BL94c, CGGS90, MG96a, MRB93, Ole96, PCK+96, vBV90a, vBV90b, CR96, LM98b, MGV97, MCR90, MS96b, MZFH96, RG97, SD94, TTL+96]. regulator [KBA+97]. rehabilitation [MF97, vTS97]. rejection [BV99, BP99]. related [AH96, AH98, CN92b, CB93a, CW9A99, Dem95, DEP+96, GLD+91, HMB93, HMB95, HN97b, HSB97, Ito97, KJ9+95, KPWL93, KA93, LGV+99b, LQ97, LOS90, MC91a, MB95b, Mo97, MSM+98, Pel96, PD95, PM95, Pud93, RAS97, RFGF92, SP95, SDB96, SD95, TL91, U9b94, VPG94, WBP+92]. Relating [LW94, MKV95]. Relation
TDBH94, Aer98, AGW93, Al090, AT96, BH92a, BM94d, BLM+95, BLR94, CA97, Cam91, CN92a, CSM99, DDW90, Dye93, GW94, GPP98, GPB+98, GKB+97, HKMK97, HMWN97, HK99, HvdM97, HRCW98, JWKh98, JKL90, KL91a, Ker94, KKK+90, KJMRc96, KDHz98, LC95, Lig90, LBK90, Mar97, Nie96, NKKO97, Nor96, OK88, PMMH95, PNS90, PHT96, Pla93, Pr93a, Pre91, Pro92, RDT+94, RZWy96, RSH92, SH97c, SFS95, SFPCR93, SW9b, SF95, SGW94, SRW95a, SDB92, SDB94, SAA99, SK95c, TDVF99, TD92, TR91, TK96, TPW+93, TS90c, UCV98, VWD+95, VR98, VAD96, Vos91, WF90, WPB+93, YVd95].

relations [GCR98, MRP98, STNI97].

relationship [AC92, DD90, DCBC91, DGHT+98, FCVS92, Gru95, KRJ98, ML92, MG98, NDRP93, ONR98, PWPK95, RLD94, Sha95b, TTW97, TFFS90, ADA98, BD96, BGCM95, DFB96, Dut98, GHTH94, Hol90, HHW99, Iko97, KTV+97, LM91a, LC97a, MD91, MBR94, MADM98, ODS+96, SM98a, Sal95, vdL95].

Relationship [AC92, DD90, DCBC91, DGHT+98, FCVS92, Gru95, KRJ98, ML92, MG98, NDRP93, ONR98, PWPK95, RLD94, Sha95b, TTW97, TFFS90, ADA98, BD96, BGCM95, DFB96, Dut98, GHTH94, Hol90, HHW99, Iko97, KTV+97, LM91a, LC97a, MD91, MBR94, MADM98, ODS+96, SM98a, Sal95, vdL95].

relationships [AC92, DD90, DCBC91, DGHT+98, FCVS92, Gru95, KRJ98, ML92, MG98, NDRP93, ONR98, PWPK95, RLD94, Sha95b, TTW97, TFFS90, ADA98, BD96, BGCM95, DFB96, Dut98, GHTH94, Hol90, HHW99, Iko97, KTV+97, LM91a, LC97a, MD91, MBR94, MADM98, ODS+96, SM98a, Sal95, vdL95].

Relate [BN95, BH92b, CH93, KB91, LC90, BEU99, Bre96, CF94, CWH98, EAC+97, HC92b, HOM95, JBO97, KHBL95, MGYV97, Mye95, OMH95a, OMH95b, Pal91, SFF98, TRMW95, WH95].

Relaxation [HDD98, WBLM95].

releasable [And98].

Release [FPGC+98, MGD91, NK92a, WSS94, AS99b, AKK94, BMS+97, Be95, BLM+95, BG91, BG93, CBDC96, Col98, HG92b, Hr92, JG90, LF92, LF94, LBL97, NK90, OH95, Pak92, Pal97, YNY994].

released [AHY+99].

Relevance [SW+91].

relevant [ABY97].

reliability [CM98b].

reliably [ML90].

relict [HS90].

remains [KB94, SR96].

Remarkable [CTSN90, NT90].

remineralization [ASP91].

Remote [HHYD92, TNMK99, MGEC97, WWG95].

remote-sensing [WWG95].

Remotely [And98, SCC94].

REMTS [RS92].

removal [Con95, GWW+98, Gr96, LWK+95, Vis93].

renewal [VNM97].

reniformis [CBA+99].

reorganization [AP99b].

repeated [TPN97].

repetitive [MRF+99].

Replacement [LM95].

replenishment [MIF94a, MD94c].

replete [KM98].

replicate [Las98].

replicates [KSE96].

Reply [DHB+98, Kep98, JKT90a, PPFP99].

report [CR98].

representative [MDD95].

Repression [Dut98].

Reproduction [CRZG95, DF92, KEV99, KN99, MS98, PR93a, RH90a, SH98a, Ang91b, Ang92, BA79, BH92c, CI95, CD99, HKMK98, HM94b, KL91b, Kog95, Lf93, LHL93, LF97, MBR94, Moe96a, Moe96b, NGS97, PWNW99, Rin96, Sal95, SW93, Szm91, WH92, WCL97, vRBV95, VB94].

Reproductive [BL97, CS97, CF93b, DBMM99, Ekl98, FD99, HvdM97, KCL98, LPI+95, PB96a, Per90, PLIM95, RDA97, VTHG99, van94b, VK94, VB94, Abe96, AS94b, AHS97, BSMS95, BGBS91, Bre95, BSH+91a, BSH+91b, CZG95, ER90, Geo94, HC93, HM97d, KKL+98, LFG98, MCNB98, MT94, Mor96,
Nak94, NKH⁺99, NAS95, PRC⁺92, PCT⁺97, SS91, TCRB99, UTB⁺95, UMTM98, US95, Uye96, WBP⁺92, Zaj91a, ZHBBH90, vG91]. **Reptilian** [HGBW99]. **requirements** [GWKW97, GSC95, HC92b, KK91, KG94, MP96a, MSJ92, NW97c, PB96b, PB97, WtD90]. **research** [Bro95a, DHS96, EFS99, Kin93, VWK96]. **Reserve** [CK99, HSH94, ZMD95, BA91, CRH⁺99, Lee90, LD96, RK96, SRH⁺98, HB95]. **reserves** [BKS⁺99, BDM96, PR93b, PDS97, RA96, ST98]. **residence** [RSD⁺91]. **resident** [MAAT98]. **requirements** [GWKW97, GSC95, HC92b, KK91, KG94, MP96a, MSJ92, NW97c, PB96b, PB97, WtD90]. **research** [LD95a]. **Researching** [BD95a]. **Residence** [CK99, HSH94, ZMD95, BA91, CRH⁺99, Lee90, LD96, RK96, SRH⁺98, HB95]. **residences** [BKS⁺99, BDM96, PR93b, PDS97, RA96, ST98]. **resident** [MAAT98]. **resilience** [FA99]. **Resistance** [TJRG93, HBD95, PGB96, Reu98b, WtD95]. **resistant** [JG94]. **Resolute** [LDV95, MBJ94, PMOD90, SC92b, SCEG93]. **resolution** [ARS93, ADG⁺95, BCG97, Cha98, DAS92, JLF95, MC95, OSC97, OSC98, SSR⁺97, VW96, HC93]. **resolve** [KDC99]. **Resource** [AZKA99, HAA94, SFV96, AH99, BB92, HS98b, HS97, LK99a, LBJ⁺98, OM90b, PK96, PAR98, PS98, UTB⁺95, WB92a]. **resources** [CW95, JCCCB94, JCH93, LGC⁺93, PC96, SB97a, WR92a]. **respect** [RM95, TK95b]. **Respiration** [CRLP94, KJN97, TW98, vdL95, AKL⁺99, AMB⁺96, CCG98, CLB96, CR96, CG99a, DKW96, EJ96, FPG99, FK92, FZ91, GGH99, GCLS94, HGS94, HCF93, JSJM90, Käh98, KSG⁺92, Kep91, Kru93, MM99, MNK⁺97, NEIR95, PBv⁺95, PJA99, PSSP95, RAlBW99, SO91, SK94a, SFA99, SK95b, SCF91, SE93, VM98a]. **respiratory** [Rel96a, Rel96b]. **respond** [TPHC91]. **Response** [BHG94, BAR96, DTA⁺97, EPX⁺99, FTW90, HK96, HKR96, HR96a, HS97a, KR98a, Mil92, NJSS91, PSL96, AdN91, AB95, ABY97, ASP⁺96, APT99, Bchl93, BG94, BRZ99, CS99, CJ95, CCS98, DKW96, Dav94, DL91a, DHKP96, Ekl98, EP92, FGT90, FFJ93, FM94, GJ96b, GT98, Han95, HBM93, HJ97, JC97, JP93b, JHW95, Kep91, KWHM⁺96, LPI⁺95, LBJ⁺98, LA98, MD94a, MJ97a, MPH96, MK93a, MHD97, MvdZH⁺97, NW97b, NR94, PG94, Pez91, PLIM95, PLC⁺91, PF92c, Ra98, RS99a, RK96, RM96, SCIA99, SG96, SP99c, Ter97, TN90, UK98, Van92b, Vet96a, WB92b, WD94]. **Responses** [AV98, LH96, Mar91, Rog90, UDL99, VY96, ASF98, BBL98, Be90, BCH95, BSB91, BPL95, CRP99, DF95, DKVD95, Ejd98, FS90, GAD⁺92, GMK97, GT92, HG98, HLF⁺91, JS9894, JAOS90, KMB97, KCV94, MF91, MMD⁺95, MCL90, MCE96, MBWT98, Mon96, MRS96, NvA91, Na93b, NK93, NB96b, NB96c, Om96, PFP98, PSK98, PWD⁺91, RGS90, RK95a, Reg92, Sch99, Sk96, Tis98b, Tro94, VR98, WW91, WW93, WFG99, WC91, IPT94]. **responsibility** [FRI97]. **responsible** [YHC⁺99]. **resting** [KHT93]. **restricted** [Pla93, Tro92]. **Restriction** [Mau92, YKK⁺98]. **resulting** [GPD⁺96]. **results** [Amb93, BRRBK94, BRA⁺99, CN92b, DAS92, DB96b, KH92b, Ken94c, KS97, SMT97, TGG97, THCD95, JCH93]. **Resurrection** [SH92b]. **Resuspension** [DMA99, BSG⁺97, PSP96, SS99a, Wai90]. **retaining** [Put90]. **retarding** [GS94b]. **Retention** [DLH99, Bro94, CM99, CB99, DL91b, HT96, HN91, LKF95, NNR95, SC94, SDB92]. **retinol** [BCA⁺99]. **retraction** [BLD94]. **retrieval** [WK98]. **Retroflection** [DL93b].
return [FW91a]. Reunion [Nai93b]. reveal [IFL97, WC95]. revealed [AMO+99, Rv92, vBV95]. reveals [ASA96]. reverse [BCG97, CN95].
review [NR98, Rel96a]. revisited
roemerianus [CBB90]. Role
[ABN98, And94b, Bow97, CLGM96, CH96, DY92, DB99, FPPM96, FS98, GI99, HS97c, JKT^+98, Kt96, MF95, NT92, NS96, PM90b, SK94b, SSP97, WH92, War90, AWd92, AJL93, BWHK99, BM99a, BSJPW93, Bro96a, Bro96b, BDNS99, CC99, CBDC96, CNP95, DQT^+97, DG92f, Far98, GS94h, GF91, Han91b, HHH93, Har97, HPF92, HSW99, JBK99, JSOG91, Ke98, KKT96a, LA98, LKM^+99, MDG98, NT96c, OKL^+96, OWM92, RHH94, SPH94, SC^+90, SLH98, TPR98, TTR99, TNSM98, Tro93, VCM93, BH92d, MH97].

Roles [HlS90, PF91b, Har94, KSG^+92, MCC96a, MGYV97, Mye95, PWG^+99, SHM93, SJC99, TT90, WH91].

Root

roots [SAvD^+96].

rose [SMT97].

Ross [NT92, SCDH98].

rostrata [WT98].

rotifers [DG91b, DG92b, LHRL97].

rotundata [HLF^+91, PBDF98, VSPLH98].

rough [SFPC97].

roughy [BK92].

routes [BFS^+98, SFF98].

ROVs [SCC94].

royal [HHM97].

rRNA [FD97, LMK93].

rRNA-targeted [LMK93].

rubens [TLW^+96].

rubra [MS91].

rubrum [ASN93, SPDM91].

Ruditapes [PCBA94].

Ruegen [Bus96].

Ruiz [DHB^+98].

rule [BV99].

running [RN93].

runoff [JP93b].

Ruppia [BGC94].

ruthemum [LGB91].

ruthemum-106 [LGB91].

RV [Bia92].

S [AGP98, BR91a, FD97, LMK93, MH99, SJMC93, UC94, YKK^+98].

S-oxidation [BR91a].

S-tolerant [SJMC93].

S. [ESDK94, FMRC93, ME97, SDER96].

S9 [SHW^+91].

Sabella [AW97, RI90].

Sabellariidae [ZMD95].

sabellid [Hsi97].

Sable [BH94b].

Saccoglossus [FT95, GK97, KM96, Mil92].

Saccostrea [Bro90, HST98].

Saduna [San94a].

Saduria [EB92, HS90, HS94a, Vis91, VH96].

safety [RS94].

sagax [EF97, van94a, vdL95, vdL98].

Sagitta [Gib94, Ter93].

Sahara [FHA99].

sai'da [GCKW95, SCJ99a].

sailfish [Spe95].

saithe [MH92].

Salamanca [GDv98].

Salicotrm [GH93].

salina [LC90].

salinities [CBRD92, CLB92, PBA^+95].

Salinity

[HL98, NW97e, ABM96, AHM90, Ang91c, ACO95, BTKK99, BK92, BB93, CCD94, CCC94, CC96, CBB90, FPGJ99, LWL98, LKK92, MT91, MCL90, MNK^+97, MAAT98, Nie96, Pez91, FD93, PWN99, QQ97, QQ98, QQ99, RW96, RD95, SDC99, She96, SS91, TDVF99, WA99a, WJD93, vKSGvA99].

Salmon

[SH97a, FW97, FH97b, FS98, HDPW93, SOK98, STN97, Web91a, Web91b].

salmonis [AS99a].

Salp [ZDJ^+95, MDTB94].

Salpa [Lav97].

salps [Lav97, PM91b].

Salt [BAH94, AWHH94, ATNW97, BI99, BM90a, BM90b, CCSN93, CNP95, DSW^+91, FT95, FW91a, HKv93, HHSvS96, HG94, LK94, LTT96, MZ92, MW97, MH90, O'C93a, OJ99, Pak92, RSN^+99, RD95, RR93, SR97, SM90, TA93, Tur93, dG92a].

saltatrix [HC93, MC91c].

saltmarsh [KNK90].

salts [Pre91].

saltwater [VBF94].

Salvelinus [RSM^+96].

Sample [SH90b, FC90, JMD95, MF98].

Sample-size [SH90b].

sampled [PRW^+94, RPM^+94].

Sampler [BVV^+94, DAS92, St97].

samplers [HS92].
samples [AGGKA96, AFZ96, BKS92, BG94, CV91, DFB+99, Gar91, Gow93, GBH96, MRF+99, Olm96, Tha92a, Tha92b, Tho91]. Sampling [BB97b, RM96, BP97a, Blo91, Cer98, EB96, HS99a, JBK99, KW91, KKW97, LAJ95, LWK+95, MS93d, Roz92, TH94a, Tho92, VS92]. San [BL95, CCG98, CL90, CTSN90, JCP93, KGO94, LOS90, MC96a, NTS90, WSP+95]. sand [Asa91, DB96a, FB91, HBR+91, Hiit90, Kog95, MF91, Mcl96, MSD92, OSZ95, SW93, TK95a, TK97, TK98, Ter97, Vet96a]. sand-burrowing [TK95a, TK97, TK98]. sand-dwelling [Asa91]. sand-living [DB96a], sandbank [Hic92]. sand-flat [BM94c, Cam91, FTP99, Gin91, KSRB99, SPB95, TPHC91, TPHC94]. sandflats [AOOT94]. Sandfjord [TSB93]. Sandwich [PLM92]. sanguineum [DH90]. sanguineus [EDP+98]. sanoessa [Nor92]. sanpaulensis [CF93b]. Santa [HBC+91, OC97, Sha95b]. sapidissima [Lm95]. sapidus [BA90, BM95b, CWWH99, DS93b, EK95, FW91a, FFR94, FDR+96, FTBR97, JSH99, MZH99, Osm94, Sha98, WRBF97, WF99, WD94]. Sapphirinidae [CN95]. Sarcochina [MvdZH+97, MSvdZH98]. Sarcophyton [Fab95]. Sardina [CCV+98, GMT99]. sardine [EF97, van94a, vdL95, vdL98]. Sardinops [EF97, van94a, vdL98]. Sardmops [AM93]. Sargassaceae [KW91, Ken94a]. Sargasso [BMD+90, BK96b, Mli95a, SCF91]. Sargassum [HM91, KW91, Ken94a, MS94a, MCC96b, SK98a, SK98b, SL97b, Ste94, SP99b]. sarsi [DS93a, DBN+94]. satellite [BG+97, GKB+97, JWL96, JCCCB94, MGEC97, RPT+96, WWG99]. Sarcophyton [Fab95]. Sardina [CCV+98, GMT99]. sardine [AM93, GMT99, LS95, vdL98]. Sardinops [EF97, van94a, vdL95, vdL98]. Sardmops [AM93]. Sargassaceae [KW91, Ken94a]. Sargasso [BMD+90, BK96b, Mli95a, SCF91]. Sargassum [HM91, KW91, Ken94a, MS94a, MCC96b, SK98a, SK98b, SL97b, Ste94, SP99b]. sarsi [DS93a, DBN+94]. satellite [BG+97, GKB+97, JWL96, JCCCB94, MGEC97, RPT+96, WWG99]. Sargassum [HM91, KW91, Ken94a, MS94a, MCC96b, SK98a, SK98b, SL97b, Ste94, SP99b]. sarsi [DS93a, DBN+94]. satellite [BG+97, GKB+97]. Satureja [LF93]. saturated [BGR+96]. Saturating [HP99]. Saudi [EAT95]. Savannah [WK92b]. satellitae [Che93]. saxitoxin [KB91]. saxitoxins [SOK98]. scalar [KLJ94]. Scale [CO92, DV92, JW96, RAS97, AP97a, ADR95, ASRP+96b, ASRP+96a, AB92, Aro92, Aro98, Arr94, BH97a, BN91b, BF99, Cal95b, CP96, EB96, FBBH93, FB91, FWD92, GRG96, GP+97, GB98, HV91, HT96, IFL97, MC95, ML91a, MU99, MJ97a, ML92, PC91, PC94, PS92, RAS99, SR90a, SLB+92, Sch90, SH97b, Sch93, SD93a, Sym95, TDER97, TcBW96, To98, VM98b, WB99]. Scale-dependent [CO92, JW96, GB98]. scale-independent [Aro92]. Scale-related [RAS97]. Scales [AB96a, BB99, Ano99d, AMBH98, CB97, HB97, Hul99, HJHG98, JBB97, KM92, LB99b, MC96a, MP96c, MM95b, RGBJM95, SPB95, Sun96]. Scaling [KS95b, SM97c, TPR98, CPK97, Du91a, ELMCC90, RG97]. scallop [AI92, BSH+94, CHC94, CP96, Fev92, GF94, HBM93, HBBT98, MW94, MG+96, MON90, PMH95, PG+98, PS92, SH93, TRU91, THCD95, TS90b, TS90c, VCP93]. scallops [AV95, AMBH98, AH96, AH98, BS94,
AH93, AH94, AH99, BSVK93, BMP$^{+}$95, BNvB90, BM99b, BS95a, BLDF95b, BLDF95a, BR94, BC90, Beu92, BF95b, BBF94, BRL97, BMD$^{+}$90, BH92c, BH92d, BDR$^{+}$96, BD98, BS92, BS95c, BSP93, Bro98, BM95a, BK96b, BG99, BvBBV96, BBP$^{+}$96, BGCM95, BCv$^{+}$92]. \textbf{Sea} [CSM$^{+}$98, CPS91, CS93, CSR$^{+}$92b, Cha92, CCG99, CMLE92, CCCH94, CJ95, CCS98, CPH$^{+}$96, CHDW92, CH94, DvdM92, DS96, DAB$^{+}$91, DHH98, DGT$^{+}$93, DB96b, Ejd98, EE98, FNJ$^{+}$94, FPR94, FGKP95, FGS98, FMRC93, FH99, FPP$^{+}$97, GBC92, GJVG96, GDvS98, GC93, GH94a, GCF96, GDP$^{+}$98, GLBF92, GLD$^{+}$91, GLD91, GCWH90, GH92, GW97, Gün91, GGD99, HWH98, Han92, He91, Hei92a, Hei95, HTG96, HW95, Hii97, HSP95, HB98, Hoe91, HnvB94, HW91, Hov92, HCH$^{+}$96, IHK$^{+}$98, Joc95, JKT90b, JL96, JP93a, JBB90, JT99, JPZ$^{+}$99, KL92a, KVK98, KJ90, KVL98, KLEH91, KL91c, KPWL93, KDR97, KMB97, KBWC90, KDM97, KWL98, KFS91, KW99b, Kao91, KGW93, KN99, LC91, LBL91, LIPF95, LG93, Le96, LA98, LNQT93, LZY93, LP98, Lig90, LGH95b]. \textbf{Sea} [Liv93, LACM92, LMS$^{+}$93, LKh96, LEHr96, LGdC$^{+}$90, MBF$^{+}$97, MMM$^{+}$95, MEK99, MG97, Mar97, MJV92, GHC92, MVA99, MH93b, MC94a, MD94b, MS98, MHvB97, MMR99, MB97b, Mik5, Mik97, Mil95a, MH97, MPS95, MO95, MTP92, MN92, Mun93, MLMD99, NP94, NAj96, NS95, NG99, NT92, NHK$^{+}$99, NS96, NV94, NW97c, NK92b, Oes90, Ömd9b, OBL97, PH91a, PMS99, PGB96, PGR94, PE99, Phi94, PRW$^{+}$94, PS97, PD95, PF98, PH95, RCS$^{+}$96, RSH93, RHT91, RAB$^{+}$92, RA92, SNP$^{+}$98, RH90a, Rie93, RFN98, RN98, Rv92, RV92, RD97, RZYW96, RPM$^{+}$94, Röp93, RH92, RS92, RHrs99, SPB$^{+}$99a, Sch96, SKvB98, SL91, SH95a, SFP93, SGPA95, SH92a, SCFH98, SH95b, SK94b, Som96, SSV97, SP99c, SCK99, SE98, SCF91, TNKM99, TAJ90]. \textbf{Sea} [Ter93, TGB99, TH90, TGvJW95, TGS99, TP95, TP97, Uib95, UHL$^{+}$97, UNPH93, Vää90, VK95, VAV99, VDT92, VNM97, WVM90, WDB$^{+}$95, WH99b, WBS97, Wit99, Wö96, YSY$^{+}$99, ZBW92, dt94a, vDK90, vDvK93, vBTV96, vCR92v, vPB90, vBD91, vW93, vDV99]. \textbf{sea-grass} [PR91a], \textbf{sea-ice} [GT92, MLTD96, SBP92, SBP93, We97]. \textbf{Sea} [?]North.Jorgensen:1990:AMM. \textbf{sea-surface} [GKB$^{+}$97, MC94a, WGW95]. \textbf{seabeds} [ZHF96]. \textbf{Seabird} [GH92, CW99a, JCCCB94, O'D98, OJR96, RAS92, RAS97, TAB91]. \textbf{seabird-environmental} [RAS97]. \textbf{Seabirds} [CW95, ARF89, BM95, GH94a, GCF96, Ho93, MGF98, MM95b, Ne99, SH97a, SJ95, SPFC97, Str99, WGW95, WK98]. \textbf{sea-floor} [FAHW99, Gla99]. \textbf{Seagrass} [DSJ90a, DSJ90b, Dua90, Dur94, FF97, Onu96, VH99a, ARDL97, AI92, BBFD98, BL94a, BH97a, BNW94, BM91b, BAM92, CDME97, CLB91, Con94, Con95, CJ93b, DBB$^{+}$95, Dua91, DMA$^{+}$94, DT$^{+}$97, DMA$^{+}$98, DBdC99, DT94b, DH92, DD97, EAD92, EM93, FK95b, FK96, FMH96, FB98, FZ91, FH93, Gra91b, HHv91, HS97, Hol97, HS99b, IF96, JBWH97, JRB96, JCH93, KG99, LD96, LCLC96, LWK$^{+}$95, MD94a, MDC$^{+}$96, MD98a,
Sediment [AFC96, EM93, HBS98, HN97b, KBWC90, OSZ95, RGS95, Wai90, And96, Bel95, Ber90, BNW94, BSG+97, BCG94, BvKrRB96, Cam91, CSR+92b, CRCS96, CLM+93, CG99a, CJ93b, CPB96, CP96, DBHM99, DFJ+93, DGH+98, DD99, ER95a, EAC+97, FH96, FGP98, FGP95, GB95, GAD+92, GH94b, GSBB97, GB97b, GCLS94, GF98, GP91, HB91a, HHS93, HGS94, Hei95, HDWS91, HK94, Hsi95, HG92b, JFS92, KTH98, Kar92, KM96, Kro91, Kur99, LH98, LS96a, LD95b, LJS90, LF97, LSP99, MFF97, MSK95, MCSV95, MKYI98, MDRW99, Mj92a, NL94, NG96, NJSS91, Nov90, PBVB99, PNB94, PLP92, RDM91, RSD+91, RT92, RBG94a, RS92, RK99, RCR95, RTRP+98, SNC+98, SDC99, Sch96, SOSV95, SFF98, Sim92, SGG94, SCD+90, SGR92, SEGP91, TDBH94, Tha92a, Tha92b, TL94].

sediment [TB98, TBY98, TUN99, TFFS90, TTP+95, Vid94, WSF99, WUA+99, WHG99b, Wil92, Wol92a, ZHF96, vDvRK93].

sediment-associated [LF97]. sediment-bound [WSF99].

sediment-derived [LS96a]. sediment-clutriates [Kar92].

Sediment-nutrient [EM93]. Sediment-to-water [Wai90].

Sediment/water [KBWC90, RGS95, CPB96, TDBH94, vDvRK93].

sedimenting [Nov90]. sediments [AO91, AV98, AJST98, Ber90, BHHL96, Blo91, BL94c, BL96, BD98, BM90a, BM90b, BR91b, BCv+92, CK90, CDHD92, Cha92, CJ95, Eno93, Far98, FGTW90, FKB92, FHZ96, GPB96, GSB98, GHHC98, GR91, HG99, HPF92, HDWS91, HK92, Hol96, HBvD92, HNvB94, HG92a, Hutt90, HP98, JNC89, JKL90, JFS90, JBB90, Kam94b, KVK98, KGHTN99, KLEH91, KTG99, KKH+94, KLJ94, Lai92, LM91b, LGED98, LMS+93, LKV96, LEHvR96, MKN+96, NBW94, NT96c, NMR97, Por94, RBA98, Rel96a, Rel96b, RMTB+95, RLC92, RT93, SB98, SDC90, SU93, SBH+95, SPPL92, SN+96, SCCC98, SH92b, TNSM98, TGSN99, TKHN98, VVT97, WH96, YB92, ZB94, vD90, vDvRK93, vCRS92]. see [TK95b]. seed [HS91b]. seeding [BMH91].

seedling [DGH+98]. seedlings [SK99, ZA96]. seen [TK95b]. see [DAB+91, DBN+94, JT93, LC95, ODS+96, SH909]. seepage [AGW93, BDNS99]. seeps [JAB+92]. segmented [Sal95]. seine [CBL96a, Con94, TDW96]. selected [HKR96, Pro92, WFT96]. selecting [MDD95]. Selection [HB94a, MF96, And97, BBS93, BvB94, CT97, EG97, FAED97, FIA93, FSGG96, GD90, GA97b, HBS98, HTCW96, Ir90, J07, JDL95, JC94, KS95d, LM98a, LMO99, LB96b, LBK96, MJ97a, MHR+99, MBR94, MS93c, Pen90, RK95b, SGP99, SJC99, SK95c, TT90, Tee99, TN90, TRu97, VR98, WG97, ZGB90]. Selective [Har99, LADS98, MVdM+99, Poo94, EG95, GSS99b, H6M97d, LCL95, SMF91, WFH99]. selectivity [Atk96, BDdWC96, Bus97, HH94a, HHP95, MW94, OM99a, Per91, PAR98].

selenium [BC93, FR91, NL96]. Self [Hsi97, BMH91, FL90, FAP92].
Sexual [CZG95, Szm91, GCKW95, HV91, HH95, LMO99, MACR98, RT98, WH92, ZGB90]. seychellensis [GS94a]. shad [Lim95, MCFB97]. shade [HLF+91, Tak99]. shading [FK95b, Gla99]. shag [WFHM99]. shags [BRLM90, VF90]. Shallow [RHP93, AJS95, AAWD97, AMS99, ASCW90, AFC96, AU93, AD94, BCBC98, CGP97, Con94, DKW96, DFJ+93, DB96b, GPB96, JSJM900, KD99, KZK+95, KR98a, KDMR97, KCI98, LDKR93, MC95, MC94b, MB97a, MMR99, MH94a, NJSS91, OIF+95, OL99, OFR94, Ole95, PBV99, PR92, PLB95, PF91a, RDA97, SRW95a, TL94, TC93, TCR93, TS90b, WB92a, YY91, YTF97]. shallow-water [AAWD97, ASCW90, KZK+95, MC95, MC94b, MB97a, NJSS91, PBV99, SRW95a, WB92a, YY91]. shaped [Kin93, NAS95, RHB96]. shark [WCL97]. sharks [CSC92, STBR99, SM97a]. shear [BF99]. shearwater [GMF98, LMT99, MO97]. shell [Bar99, Bou90a, Bou90b, DS93a, DBV98, DMM99, FAED97, HV91, KSH97, LC97a, MIA90, RR92, Sal95, SGP99, WG97, SR96]. shellfish [BLCA90, BLC91, GSBB97, HSBH96, HTLK99, KOS99, KB91, RM94, SOS+92, SPZ+93, TPHC91]. shells [EGC95]. shelter [BF98, GGF99, SPCF97]. Shields [Raw96]. shift [AP99b, LF91, WLB+99]. ships [GH94a, Hal98]. ships-of-opportunity [GH94a]. shoal [CHDW92]. shoalgrass [BCG94]. shoaling [RO98]. shock [KWHM+96, KBA+97, MBL+98, MG9D91]. shoot [DS90a, Dur94, HS99b, KS98, RCG94, Wor95]. shore [AAWD97, Arr93, BCNC96, BCM99, BKH99, CMRF93, CBRRD92, DL95, Dye93, EWH91, GVJ96, GDW90, HS95, HS96, HS98c, HN93, JB98, KW98, Kin95a, LH98, MCC96a, MM91a, MHS94, MS94b, MPV98, Per90, Pin94, RN93, SAA99, Tak95, Tak96, Tak97, TH94a, TR95c, Tok95, UK98, WJD93, ZN96a, ZN96b, ZA99]. Shorebird [IVM+98, LL98]. shores [Sew96]. Short [Dav94, GGB94, JAOS90, LDKR93, MS94a, Mil98, RGS90, RW96, SK98b, Sch99, SGMS99, SDB94, Tiss98b, VM95, AdN91, ASRP+96a, BGR+96, DF95, FRK92, GMHC96, HCH+96, JCMW91, KS98, LD95b,
sixteen [CDG97]. Size [AH96, AH98, DCM90, EG95, FVDL95, HPS95, HHW99, IP94, JC95, KL91a, KL91b, Nak94, PLG96, MF98, MF98, MLES94, MPvM98, ML91c, MS99, NC90, NT95, OBL97, OC93b, PA94, Pen90a, PS95, PCBA94, Per91]. size [FAR98, PWM95, PPO99, PP92c, QK93, RTRF90, RE96, SSR99, San94c, SOW97, SW91, SDFJv91, SH90b, SMB98, Su92, SK95c, TML97, TJRG93, VM98a, VDM97, WF97, WT98, WBP92, WP94, WTM96, YNYK94, YKL98b, van94a]. size-at-age [BCL93, RE96]. size-classes [SDFJv91]. size-dependence [GdGMD95]. Size-differential [PLG96]. Size-fractionated [HHW99, RFN98, RN98, GMG92, GDW90, KFS91, KW99b, LS92, LWL98, LGH93, LM98b, Lew91, LBK96, Mac91, MD91, MSD98, MB98, MD98b, MD93, Mau92, MM93, Me94d, MM95a, Mc94d, Mc94f, MF98, MLES94, MPvM98, ML91c, MS99, NC90, NT95, OBL97, OC93b, PA94, Pen90a, PS95, PCBA94, Per91]. size-specific [DCM90, TJRG93]. size-spectra [SSR99]. Size-structured [JC95]. size-specific [GS93, Jua92, ZB92]. sizes [GS99a, MRL96, MG91b, WH99]. Skagerrak [BKK93, DBN94, FSG97, FSG98, HRÆ94, Jos90, KL91a, KKK90, LSG99, RDE90a, RDE90b, SFW90]. Skagerrak/Kattegat [HRÆ94]. Skeletal [KL91c, LCBD94, GT98, JLMP97, RY99]. Skeletalogenesis [Mgy97]. Skeleton [PMB99, LGP95]. Skeletonema [BR97, HFN91, TT98]. skeletons [LGH95a]. skin [HSMS99]. skipjack [YD90]. skua [PCT97]. skuaa [ER90, PCT97]. slabberi [WW90]. slimy [SB96]. slope [AML95, Bia91, Bia92, Car93, DSG99, EH93, FI96, FI95, HSL94, HGS95, HBC91, KK97, MJ92, MP96b, MS99, PH95, SO96a, SLB92, TDBH94, TGV95, VAV99, YST97, MRS96]. Slow [Fab95, VD95]. slow-growing [VD95]. sludge [MR91, RDM91]. slug [Tro92, Tro93]. Small [GBP97, Sch90, BJ95, BS95c, Bur94, Con95, FPG99, Fow90b, GT92, HV66, Iri90, JH97, Jua92, Kin92, LW95, ML91a, MM95, MJ97a, Mee99, MN99, MLDM95, PG94, PR93b, Tay98, Tho92, Tis98b, UC94, UCV98, US95, US98, WB99, HV91]. Small-scale
[RZLB96, BFJ+93, BK92, CCSN93, CPH+96, DFPG91, FPG95, GH94b, GH94c, GFD92, Gra91b, KKW97, LBH91, MLTD96, NL94, Pir92, RV92, RZWY96, RLT+94, SSHM91, VAY99, dG91a]. Southern [KID91, PDBA90, Per91, PLM92, TABA91, AM93, AML95, BA91, BD98, BCBR97, CNG96, CL97, CW99a, DJY90, DLJ91, Dye93, EY90, EMR+97, FTS94, Gow90a, GDv90, Gh94, GGB+99, GB97a, GB97b, GW91, GP90, HLSV94, Hi97, HM97b, JB92, JD90, JP93a, JJNR95, KJGC96, KN95, KDM97, LC97b, MMR99, NCGG96, OIO+95, OB94c, PPLP+93, PML93, Pin94, PBCH98, RS99a, Reu98b, RC91a, Rie93, RS92, SH92a, SK95c, UNPH94, WW90, WNG+94, Whi94, Wt90, WY+97, YD90, YBL96, vG91, vBTv90, Arr94, ASSWM97, BK91, BP96a, BL99, BBCB99, CBG+99, CA95, FC90, FPP+97, LPP94, LR94, MO95, NSC+92, Pak95, PM96, PM92a, PGAJ99, RAS97, RAZ97, SH92a, SKvB98, SDFJv91, TD91, TVL97, VM95, WWGK95, WTM+96, dBN90, vLTW98, vdV99]. Southwest [BFS+98, RS92, TNMK99, TWS+95]. Southwestern [AM93, IBB97]. Sp [ADA98, BPS98, BEG97, FS90, FFH96, GT92, HFW99, IG96, JH97, LB96b, LGdC+90, MGDT90, NP90, PLF90, PMS94, QC94, SF98, Sbc93b, SD95, SD96, Str91, SH+91, Tsu90, TFFS90, UYMH95, vBV90a, vBV90b]. sp. [GHTH94, DW98]. Space [BGC91, CHC94, FL90, FAP92, GWS99, MS93c, NC90, SB97a, SL97a, TR95c, WR97]. Spacetime [SL97a]. Spaced [ECF+97]. Spacing [LY97]. Spanish [ASRP+96b, ASRP+96a, FP91, FG95, NCGG96, VM95, Arr93, BQR99, CMRF93, CCC+98, GD96, Pre91, RDA97, RQB98b, TFFA99, UCV98, VF99, ZF97, ZF99]. Spallanzanii [AW97]. Spanish [CDM+96, MDC+96]. Spanner [Ken92]. Sparid [VVB98]. Sparidae [SB97a]. Sparisoma [BK94, BvB94, Bbb+94, BvKv96, TB90, vRBV95, vRV96]. Spartina [AW97, AWH93, AWHH94, ATN97, Bhu93, B99, CNP95, HHSv96, KNK90, MW97, MH90, Pak92, Pez91, PD93, SCC98, Tur93, TZ99, dG91a]. spat [APCL+93, HB93, PGM+98, RB94a, RGB94b]. Spatial [AADV97, ARDL97, BLDF95b, BLDF95a, BPC98, BW95, Cha91, CPK97, CCSN93, CWS+93, CSM99, FMF97, Fow90a, FSG+97, Gre96, GF91, Gru94, HV91, Hs95, HS98c, JJJ99, JRMN+97, JBH97, JFS90, KKW+93, KKH+99, KTW+97, LB91, MYYT96, MHS94, MS94b, MS96a, MG94, MPS95, Nak92, Pin94, PWM95, PWP+97, PH95, RH98, RNP+98, RT98, SP95, SLB+92, SV93a, SP99b, SH93, SR79, SG98, SF91, TR91, TP+93, THK98, VHB+98, WH99b, WM97, WBL95, AP97a, AWD95, AGP98, Adj97, ASA96, AV98, Arr94, AH96, AH98, BCNC96, BCC96, BC99, BGB91, BPL95, BWT99, Cha98, CBL96a, CB97, DG97, DG96, EAEP98, ELMR98, FB91, Gra91b, GBB+98, HB97, H90, HTCP96, HNV94, HCG93, Hul99, HJHG98, JLF95, JBWH97, KM92, LD94a, LA95, MZ99]. Spatial [MC90, MRCP98, MCG91, ML92, Mi98, MM95b, MLTD96, O98, PF95, RII93, RÅSP99, SMT97, SNC+98, She96, SNJ92, SM97c, TF98, UMT98, ASRP+96a, MDC98, PF96]. Spatially [BWR99, HMM96]. Spatio
Spatio-temporal
[DBV98, KLN +90, LSG +99, CC98, GBGH97, KSE96, KID91, LP95].

Spatiotemporal
[ELMR98, GST +91, Zho98]. spatuligera [RZLB96].

spawned [MC91c]. spawner [PSL96]. Spawning
[AM93, CW99a, CM97, HH91b, Pal91, ZHM91, Ze98, AHV +99, BTKK99, BSH +91b, Cla90, DL93a, Den95, DCBC91, HSK +93, HLP99b, KMG98, MCFB97, NW97c, PC90, PM91b, RH97, RSB93, Sak97, Sam97, SHT91, SGM98, Sty97, TP95, Van94b, WCP +98, Yam97a, Yam97b, HOM95].

spawns [MSP +97]. special
[BS95c, Da90, Ki97, MvdZH +97, MN92, SC92b, Tan98a, Tan98b]. specialisation [MJC97]. Specialist [RH90c, BPS98, CHFL95, Tro94].

specialization [GPS93]. Speciation
[BKWML93, WMPT94, MTP92, MSCB96, NFT92]. Species
[ACC90, AALT99, BBFD98, CC90, CC91b, HFN91, LF91, Mil95a, ´OMvdB99, Aer98, AB96a, BC91, BDZ98, BF95b, BS92, BL95, BDA +99, BRW95, BBT +93, CUM98, COD +93, CDME97, CT97, Cla96, CGP97, CBT98, CGFC95, CCGM93, CES +94, DS96, DES92, DC90, EK95, EPL94, ELH92, FSG +97, FPPM96, GVGG98, Geo94, GAR93, Gra91b, Gra94, GK96b, Gr94, GRSV98, HS98a, HN97a, HP90, HKR96, HV91, HNF91, HNC92, Hul97, JMD95, JMD +99, Kar95, KG94, KRJL96, LM98a, LL92, LT93, LD94a, LS96b, LM98, LH96, LCC97, LE90, LA97b, LF97, MCC96a, MFF97, MWA93, MDD95, MCE96, Mau92, MC98, MRMR92, MP92, MM92, MW97, Nev99, NA95, OW93, PDD +99, PMH95, PB96b, PAR98, PPO +99, PFM94, Pur91, RVT +97, RM97a, RTC96, RMGB +94, SJML99, SMG97].

species [Sch90, SD96, SW98b, SJCL93, SGPA95, Sv93b, SCF97, SPDM91, TK95a, TH94, Ts98b, TB92, Urb94, VEW99, Van92, VS92, VDM90, Ven98, VGP94, WH96, WCP +98, WSM99, WBC91, W96, WB99, YAG92, YK91, YL98a, ZBH90, ZB92, vG91, vCRS92, Gra94].
species-sequencing [WBC91]. Species-specific
[ACC90, CC90, CC91b, HFN91, LCC97, MCE96, Ne99, SD95, SPDM91]. Specific
[BC90, ACC90, BAM +99, CC90, CC91b, CC97a, DCM90, FML +95, GW93, GCC95, HFN91, HV91, HVFH92, HBP +93, HS97b, KRJL96, LCC97, Lip95, LSB95, MCE96, MC93, MHB97, NC95, Ne99, ´OMvdB99, PCC +97, SD94, SS99a, Sos96, SPDM91, TJRG93, VWS92, VGP94, YTF97, DQT +97].
specificity [Yam97b]. specimens [HK92]. spectra [FM95a, FQ94, MG96b, MB98, Mau92, MK95, Mun92, NT95, RPM +94, SSR99, ZH97].

Spectral
[Maz95, JSV92, JNJP94, KPS92, MG96c, MP95, SP9 +91]. spectrally [WYP98]. spectroscopy [HHYD92]. spectrum
[CW93, DD99, KPS97, LL96, MJF91]. speed
[RO97, SIR94, TW98, vdL95]. speeds [LCE97]. Spencer [WH96]. sperm
[JWL96, JW96, KWD93, SPB +99a, WCP +98]. Spermonde [SAvD +96].

Sphaeroma [CCD94]. Spheniscus [WSP +95]. SPI [RK99]. spicules
stratified-water
stream
streamer
streamflow
strength
stress
stressors
striata
striatus
Strictly
strictum
striped
strobila
stressed
stressors
strictum/calium
structural
structuring
studied
studies
structure
structures
[ABN98, CH94, GJVG96, G99, JHN99].  
studied
[Bro90, FR91, HN90a, HN90b, HNH90, KCD+95, LF91, RH90b, TR91].

studies
[AMB+96, Ber90, BJ95, BH92b, BT93, Bro95a, CLC+98, DGO92, GJVG96, GU98, He92b, HM96, HN91, JS97, KD97, KDM97, NT92, ND96, Pak95, PRM+96a, PRM+96b, PMMH95, PT94a, PT94b, PJ99, Pro92, Put91, San97, SC99a, SAA99, TRPS94, Tis98a, TL91, TB93].  
Study
[Bia92, SSGD96, Abe90, Amb93, ARS93, ADG+95, BU93, BVV+94, Bur94, CF93a, Cha92, CJ93a, CRGZ98, CP96, DDB+95, EE98, EMR+97, FTG90, FQV98, FGB+96, Gar98, GGF99, GGB+99, GAC+97, GF90, GKB+97, GGD99, Hei91, Irw91, JH97, JRMN+97, KMG99, KKT96a, KHK+99, KDAS92,
studying [QRSC99].  

Sub [WTA+97, HHW90, MS93a, PM90b, Sie93, SPZ+93, War90].  

sub-Antarctic [PM90b].  

sub-estuary [HHW90].  

sub-lethal [WTA+97].  

sub-micrometre [MS93a].  

sub-populations [Sie93].  

sub-surface [SPZ+93].  

sub-tidal [War90].  

Subantarctic [Atk96, BE97, DPM96].  

subarctic [BSW+95, BWHW95, BMV+96, DFPG91, Hei92a, Kir90, Kir92, MPM97, MLH96, NT95, PM91b, STN97, Str91, TSI+93].  

subcellular [BAOT96, LMT96, PGD+93].  

Suberites [BWL+99, MBL+98, MWB+99].  

subglobosum [HN97a, Sko96].  

subitaneous [RD91].  

subject [Tsu90].  

Sublethal [DHB+97, PLFSW97, Aro91, SGB90].  

Sublittoral [NAW99, GWKW97, GD96, Har97, Oes90, SEGF91].  

submarine [AC96a, GF95, JAB+92, Sim92, VWK96, VD99].  

submerged [ERC95].  

submergence [RR93].  

submerging [NRDP93].  

submersible [HP96, LBL91].  

submerged [KER95].  

Substrate [LB96b, AS95, BCC92, BCMC99, GB90, LB99b, MS93c, WMB99, HK96].  

Subsurface [MHMH96, PBHM98, BKK+93, BPS93, FP91b, GSP99, GJ96a, Kar92, NK90, subterranea [SSV97].  

subterranean [KA93].  

subtidal [AU93, BBBC98, Ber90, BA97, CO92, CCG+92, DFJ+93, Gl99, HBR+91, HPF92, HD91, MU98, MTP92, MSCTBE96, OM90, ÓM92, Ols93, San93b, SR90b, SS99a, TC94, Tay98, WB94, WH96, WA99].  

Subtropical [CGFC95, FP96b, HSLV94, PPM94, CCG96, DCBG99, DT94b, GAK99, GR93, HSH94, Hz95, LJS95, LK96, McG94, NL94, OB93, PPF93, RH97, RH97, SLHA97, TR95c, VK90, ZB98, ZB99a, ZB99b].  

subyealing [Lim95].  

success [BSMS95, BSH+91a, BSH+91b, CPL+96, CLW99, Dem95, FAED97, FP95, HS91c, HSB97, JC94, MZ99, Oro96, Ris97, TB95, Yam97a].  

successes [KHTP99].  

successful [NW97c, PB96a].  

Succession [LTT96, BCC96, BMD+90, FS4M+92, NvA91, Nan96, NK92b, TDER97].  

successional [BCC94, BF95a].  

successionally [Hag95].  

successful [Kne93].  

succinea [ZBBH90].  

sucrose [AZKA99].  

suction [KW91].  

suciclica [Tsa92a].  

sufficient [FC90, SH90b].  

sugar [WM90].  

suggested [TR95a].  

Sula [GGF99].  

Sulawesi [AALT99, EM93].  

sulcatum [ADR94].  

sulfamate
Sulfate [BR91b, KKH+94, AJST98, HK92, HK94, KHB91, KDAS92, MDC98, UGSBA94]. Sulfate-reducing [BR91b]. Sulfide [OV92, Vis90, VH95, DKL94, MLC97, MK93a, MK93b, SRJD97, SJML99, SR93b, Vis91, Vis93, VH96, WK93]. sulfidic [GVGG98]. sulfur [HBB+99, HN97b, RT93, SGPA95, SCC98, VH96]. Sulfate-reducing [BR91b]. Sulfide [OV92, Vis90, VH95, DKL94, MLC97, MK93a, MK93b, SRJD97, SJML99, SR93b, Vis91, Vis93, VH96, WK93]. sulfinic [GVGG98].
survivorship
[CH95, DES92, HDB95, Lew91, LAK99, RS94, RS95, SDB96, YY91].
Susceptibility [BLH99].
suspended [BSF95, CHC94, HGS94, JCH93, MC96a, NNB93, PF91a, PSE97, SDB92, SDB94, ST98].
Suspension [HSTY98, KGC92, Rii91, RTJ+93, TWWWE95, AP99a, AR91, AJL93, BJdJ+98, CH99, DLHB99, FL90, FAP92, HSBH96, HJH+99, Hil91c, JNNR95, Kam94a, KSRB99, LHL97, LJSK96, NT95, PTW+91, RCG99a, RW99, Rf90, SK95a, Ved98, YKL98a, YKL98b].
suspension-feeders [DLHB99, LHL97].
suspension-feeding [HSTY98, AR91, CH99, HSBH96, HJH+99, Kam94a, KSRB99, NT95, Ri90, Ved98].
sustain [GQ97a].
sustainability [She94].
sustained [SB97c, Sto97, Str99].
sustaining [GK96a].
Svalbard [BHHL96, GHHC98, SB98].
SW [HdWS91, KP95, Bf99, CR95, CG99a, LH99, MA94, PC90, PSPD96, RDA97, T96].
swamp [Hs95, KHB91, KDA92, MWH91].
swarm [Lav97].
swarms [BMHD93, Gen92, LY97, WBP+92].
swash [MM91b].
Sweden [TN98].
Swedish [Vil91].
Swept [WG97].
swim [Fra92].
Swimmer [SPS98].
Swimming [AHY+99, JAL91, MCL90, VV95, BH97b, BP96b, FGG95, LCE97, LH91, SA92, Sto97, SB9c, TW98, WX97, YS96, ZN96b, vdL95].
switching [GA97a, KSV96, LW95].
sword [GCNSN94].
sword-fish [GCNSN94].
Sydney [SS99b, SGMS99].
symbiont [KGC92, Vi91].
symbiont-containing [KGC92].
symbionts [HCF93, WL92a].
Symbiosis [VFMFBE96, BBL98, FGG95, LGP95, MLL98].
symbiotic [BDA+99, DS93a, GAN+94, HGI99, IPT94, MPH96, MPCI90, MG91, PFM95, PFMG96, RP91b, VM98a].
sympatric [BKB94, MS91, NB98, WWC+99].
Synchronization [LFBH94].
Synchronous [FM95a, Jh92].
synchrony [HM97d, MD94c, RD92].
Synechococcus [ADA98, CCG96, KFF92, LCL95, LBL+99, MGC95b, Ne92, SC93, VMH90].
synergetic [HLP99b].
synagathidae [FMRC93].
synagathus [FMRC93].
syntheses [HS97b].
synthesis [ACC90, CC90, CC91b, FRP+99, GW93, LVL+99, LLL+99, MG97, YF91, vBV90a, vBV90b].
Syringodium [GMR+94, KS98, SDC90].
System [Gar98, LGGLLHV98, MG96b, WH98, ASRP+96b, ASRP+96a, BBL93, BWHC91, CCC90a, DBHIM99, DKS96, DL91a, DMP+99, DE90, DvRN99, FHC98, GS94a, HTS92, HTG96, KSO+97, KEvN95, KK96, LJM99, MM91a, Moe96b, Moe97a, NC94, NJJS91, PBHM98, PJ99, RM94, RL96a, RL96b, SR98a, SSY98, SGW94, SM95, SFG+99, SLHC98, TSH94, Tho91, TFF94, TTFA99, VAR94, VWS92, VWS93, WBLM95, VPM96].
systemic [SB99].
systems [JG94, LA97b, MB95a, MWT96, Moe96a, SFG+99, T909a].
T. [DS96, DS93a, Jd93, KL94].
tactile [MJ92a].
taenionofus [FMRC93].
TAG [GPS93].
tagal [SOSV95].
Tagelus [GI99].
tags
VH93, Wai90, WT98, WSMM99, ZF99, vKSGvA99. \textit{Thelidium} [EGC95]. \textit{Theme} [BRA+99]. \textit{Themisto} [PP96]. \textit{Thenus} [Jon93]. \textit{Theoretical} [GDMS90, AE91]. \textit{Theory} [MWT96, Bra93, EST95, MB98, SL97a, ZH97, TS90a]. \textit{Theragra} [BM94a, BCN+95, BBK91, CBJ1, DO92, HHP95, HBP+93, Liv93, OD90, YB90]. therapeutic [PLP92]. there [BCHL93, MD91]. thermal [BMP+95, BSB91, HGB99, MBB99b, Ral98, SO96b, WM95]. thermic [dRAV92]. thermic [dRAV92]. thermoclines [PGM+98]. thermohaline [MH97]. Theragra [BM94a, BCN+95, BBK91, CBI91, DO92, HHP95, HBP+93, Liv93, OD90, YB90]. therapeutic [PLP92]. there [BCHL93, MD91]. thermal [BMP+95, BSB91, HGB99, MBB99b, Ral98, SO96b, WM95]. thermydron [EPDC99]. these [BC99]. Thickness [LGR95]. thin [HSMS99]. thinning [FL90, FAP92]. thread [MD93]. Threat [OJR96]. Three [GWSG99, AMK99, DES92, DCM90, EK95, Ejd98, FP91b, Fra93, FSGG96, FSG+97, GHD92, GKB+97, Hul99, Joc95, KR94, LGED98, MZ99, MWA93, MCL90, ML99, MP92, MMD92, MK93a, MU97, MV96, MH94b, NT94, NA95, PM94b, RP91a, SB97a, SE93, TK95a, Tis98b, Van92b, VS92, WSMM99, Wli94, YAG92, ZGM+96]. Three-dimensional [GWSG99, ZGM+96]. three-trophic-level [Ejd98]. \textit{Threshold} [PM92b]. \textit{Thresholds} [WDD92]. throughout [JCCCB94, RCG99b]. throughput [LUA99]. \textit{Thunnus} [DJY90, DLJ91, JD90, KJGC96]. \textit{Thy} [Nor92]. \textit{Thy-sanoessa} [Nor92]. \textit{Thyasira} [DS93a, DBN+94]. \textit{Thyasirid} [DS93a]. thymidine [Kir92, RB93, Tu97]. thymine [BEG97]. \textit{Thysanoessa} [CP91, DS96, KHFP+96, Nor94, Tan98b]. \textit{Thysanoteuthidae} [NAS95]. \textit{Thysanoteuthis} [NAS95]. \textit{Tidal} [AWD95, ASCW90, GRBA96, Hic92, RK95b, RE94b, TDW96, vDwWK99, AAWD97, Arm92, BU93, BNK+97, Beu92, BSG+97, BPC98, Bur94, CC97b, CH92, CSM99, DH96, DE90, Dit96, DL94b, FPLH92, FB94, GKT99, HvB91, Hky+97, Hils97, Hils98, HH99, JW98, JH99, KW94, LD93, LH99, MBM92, MZM91, Mor96, Mun93, MS97, NL94, NDG+99, PGB96, PE99, Phi94, PZ91, QCM97, RPN95, RM95, SS99a, SMTL99, SDB92, SDB94, SR97, Tak95, TK97, Van92b, War90, WHE99, ZN96a, ZN96b, ZAN99, dG91a]. \textit{tidal-flat} [Beu92, GKT99]. \textit{tidally} [LSL98]. \textit{tide} [BH95b, DH90, FPFR92, Han95, Jl94, Jec94b, JSK+99, KG99, LJ96, LCK+96, ML91a, MK95, MC97b, NU91, NYH92, NS95, Om96, PBHM98, Pre91, SHA+95a, SM97, SMP97, UYM95, UT90, VH95, WM91, YKK+98, ZN96a]. \textit{tide-} [KG99]. \textit{tidepool} [Hu99, MS94b]. \textit{tidepools} [HS95, MS93b, MHS94, MS96a, MS96b, Mga92]. \textit{tides} [TFF94, YHC+99]. tied [Vid94]. tiger [CLD99, HHK+98, HVL96, LWK+95, O'B94a, O'B94b, SCMM95, VHHS96]. tight [Kru93]. \textit{Tikehau} [CRC96, CCRB98]. \textit{Time} [BM95b, DL91b, RCS+96, Aks96, ASP+96b, ASP+96a, BM99a, BM95a, BSH+91b, Bur94, CM99, DFB+99, Hav93, IHK+98, JE95, KS99, LIPF95].
Lop91, MC96a, MC91a, MMR92, Min93, MP96c, NKH\textsuperscript{+}99, RÁSP99, RSD\textsuperscript{+}91, SL97a, SK98c. Time-courses [DL91b]. Time-scales [MC96a].

time-series [BM99a]. times [EG97, SB99, SCF91]. Timing
[AS99b, CT96, HM94b, LBL97, Nor96, RHH97, BP99, GJC97, Kam94a, KPW93, MBL94, Mor96, Nan96, O'99, OJ97, Yam97a].

tinian [GYL93]. tintinnid [KA97, PCCG97, WMPT94].

Tintinnida [CES\textsuperscript{+}94]. Tintinnids [LHRL97, Kam94b, PT93, PT94b].

Tissue [Bar95, BLD94, LW95, BAOT96, CP95a, DS93a, FDZ94, FBR95, HV91, Hob93, MB93, NBS\textsuperscript{+}97, PLFSW97, SDB96, SV97, WJD93].

tissue-dependent [Hob93]. tissues [BC93, KA93, SDFJv91, VCMP93].

Title [Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99a].

TitledBorder [HFN91, NKKO97].

tohe [DBHM99].

toheian [GYL93].

tintinnid [KA97, PCCG97, WMPT94].

Tintinnida [CES\textsuperscript{+}94]. Tintinnids [LHRL97, Kam94b, PT93, PT94b].

tissue-dependent [Hob93]. tissues [BC93, KA93, SDFJv91, VCMP93].

Title [Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99a].

Titration [CH97b].

tividus [WLT\textsuperscript{+}95]. Tokyo [HFN91, NKKO97].

Tolerance [Jo97, MSvdZH98, QQ99, CCD94, GJVG96, Hoe91, JT97, OV92, RR99, RH91, Urb94, Vis90, VH95, WJ91, WM95, tor93].

tolerances [BUWB99]. tolerant [Sie93, SJMC93]. toli [MCFB97].

torosa [BD94, CLW99, DD90, FD98, FR91, Jec94b, JT90, KSV96, KSV99, SK95a, TDD94, WR92a]. too [PN99].

tool [CA98, GRGK96, MJSDF91, PPO\textsuperscript{+}99, VPGV94].

tools [DMA\textsuperscript{+}94, Sch99].

tooth [GCM98].

Top-down [MS96b, FAVV98, Gas94]. Topographic [GB98, CB97].

topographically [NAW99, WW96]. topography [McC94c, ZHF96].

torosa [JG97].

torreya [BWRH99, RGLD\textsuperscript{+}98, TW97].

Total [HSN93, JMD95, RSD\textsuperscript{+}91, DSV\textsuperscript{+}91, GKM99, MGM96, PL99b]. tough [HSMS99].

toughness [CP95a]. tow [GCM98].

towed [LW94]. Toxic [MUH97, Nie93, AKM\textsuperscript{+}99, AGGKA96, BGM95, BMB99, DHM92, Dut98, Hal98, Han95, JSK\textsuperscript{+}99, JKT\textsuperscript{+}98, KDL92, KEV99, LRV94, MHT\textsuperscript{+}97, Nie96, Ols93].

Toxicant [BWB98, LFS99]. Toxicity [Kar92, MC94a, SFF98, AHT\textsuperscript{+}90, BK92, BLC91, BC\textsuperscript{+}92, CSR\textsuperscript{+}92b, CMLE92, HC92a, KOSS90, MCC97, RGB94a, RGB94b, TP96, vKVSR97, vCRS92].

toxicokinetics [SFF98]. Toxicological [MPH96, SH92].

toxin [FFF\textsuperscript{+}94, Tc99].

toxins [BLCA90, BLC91, HTL99, KB91, SOS\textsuperscript{+}92].

Trabeculata [CO92, MC93].

Trace [RATA\textsuperscript{+}99, SOK98, Sc93, BL95, CAATS94, RGB92, SDA\textsuperscript{+}92a, WFL95, WFL96, WF97, WD99, WH96, RDM91]. traced [MvdVD\textsuperscript{+}97].

tracer [BG91, CF94, HWL98, LM91b, PPC97, Hut91, Sim91, SR95].

tracers [SGMS99]. traces [Lim95]. Trachichthyidae [BK92].

Trachymedusae [PGG96]. tracked [BGG\textsuperscript{+}97, KGB\textsuperscript{+}97, RPT\textsuperscript{+}96].

tracking [AMMG91, JCCCC94]. Trade
[GSMM96, A92, KWL96, WB91, vRBB95]. Trade-off
[GSMM96, A92, KWL96, vRBB95]. trade-offs [WB91]. traditional
[GP91].

[CRG298, Gar99a, GC95a, HSB97, LGFS99, MCNB98, Nak94, Sal96].

trajectory [JD90]. trammel [EMR\textsuperscript{+}97]. transect
transsects [O'D98].

transfer [BHT+92, GF90, LP99, PJ99, RGBc92, RDE+90a, RDE+90b, WLL98, WQ99]. transfers [SCD+90]. transformation [HH92, SGPA95]. transformations [CDH92, DvR99, KEvN95, OSC97]. transformed [SSC96]. transient [MJv92, VNB97]. Transition [Bus96, Abe90, FVDL95, Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93, VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96].

Transkei [Las98]. Translocation [MGDT90, ZA96]. Transmission [BB97a, MJ97b, LHH96]. transparency [WPY98].


Trench [FKT+99]. Trends [AW95, BvBV96, Mar97, YAG92, APT99, Bro95a, COK99, DdA95, Har94, JCMW91, MD91, MDC98, MSM+98, PWM95, RS91, RSS94, SR90a, SRSH99].


tribobite [BLJ92]. trilopha [CRL94]. Tricina [KL94].

Triacanthidae [GK96b, KG94]. tridactyla [WTA+97]. Tridimensional [AC96c]. Trieste [MMM+95, PH91a, PF91a]. trigger [AGP98]. triggering [CCJ91, WMG91]. triggers [HLP99b].

triglid [LM98a]. trigonura [Big92].


Triton [CHFL95]. triturculatus [LH91]. trivial [Tok95].

Trochoidea [CR98].

Trochus [CR98].
JRMN+97, KI97, LHL97, LJ99, Lee97, LP99, MM99, MU97, MJSDF91, Nag96, ND98, NA95, PW94, PDB+97, RSH93, RTRF90, RAB+92, Rie98, RPT+96, RPT95, SDBV95, TC93, WLL98, WQQ99. **Troppodynamics** [PP96, RW99]. **Trophos** [PD95]. **Trophos-2** [PD95]. **tropical** [McC94d]. **trophicai** [AGW93, Alo90, AMd90, ALOT99, ATH95, Bar97b, Bar97c, Bar97a, Bar99, BUWB99, BCM94, BRW95, Cal95a, COD9+93, CMB9+99, CSSPV98, DeV92, DW97, DE90, Dit96, Duf92, DB96b, Dun99, EM93, FHH99, Fow90b, Ger90, GWWP99, HA90, HSTY98, HI9+98, JWL96, KW97a, KW98, Ker94, Ker96, KTW+97, LFBH94, MCC96a, MY96, MS94a, Mc94c, MM95a, MC99, MD94b, MBR94, MCFB97, MRP90, MG91, NW97a, PL90, PL95, PM91a, Rei90, RH97, RBC+91, RT92, SKM93, STBR99, Sal96, She95, She96, SDC90, SFA98, SR95b, VHL9+96, VHL+98, WM95, WM97, YMD94, YFI91, RH90a]. **trossulus** [ABY97, HS96c, Kre93]. **Trough** [Bra95]. **trout** [Sam97, Zel97, Zel98]. **Tuamotu** [CRCS96, CCR91, Cha96, CDG97, DCBG99]. **tube** [ASF98, GSM9+97, LQ97, SS92]. **tube-building** [LQ97]. **tube-worms** [SS92]. **tubeworm** [GSM9+97]. **tubeworms** [SRG9+99]. **Tubularia** [LB96b, NB96a]. **tubulosa** [CJ93b]. **Tulear** [PCB90]. **tumida** [TT97, tumor] [BRR+93]. **tuna** [BM94d, DJY90, DL91, JD90, KJGC96, YBL96]. **tunicate** [ADB99, GLD9+91]. **turbate** [SSV97]. **Turbid** [MRP98, DD90, HS96b, HP95, MC96a, MG96a]. **Turbulence** [Sun96, VM98b, YB92, ZHBH90]. **two-compartment**
two-dimensional [GRK96]. type

CR+92a, GWW+98, Gay97, Lai92, MF91, MDRW99, SW99]. typical

types [CSR+92a, GWW+98, GY97, Lai92, MF91, MDRW99, SW99]. typicus

Typical [CSR+92a, GWW+98, GY97, Lai92, MF91, MDRW99, SW99]. typical

Typicus [CPC98]. tyrannus [FCW98, MC91a]. Tyrannian

U. [O+C93a, VSPLH98]. U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous

U.S [MU97]. Ubatuba [Pir92]. Ubiquitous
Lam98, LB99a, RZLB96, RSK+99, Row90, SZ96, SHT91, WO94]. **urchins** [AMB99, AM91, BCBC98, ESDK94, EDS+99, Hag95, KSS90, ME97, PS93, Row90, SRI+98, SR90b, SH97b, SDER96, TD91, WH91]. **Urea** [CA95, TI96, CC96, CPSA96, CG99b, CMBM99, RFN98, TL94, WYY+98]. **Uria** [DH96]. **Urrutia** [Ano00]. **Uruguay** [BD99, DdA95]. **Uruguayan** [GY97]. **USA** [ATNW97, AML95, BLJ92, BH95b, CCG98, CP96, Dur94, EDF+98, GJ97a, GJ97b, LLB92, LSGW98, Pak92, RBC+91, RR93, ASA96, BY95, BT93, BCS93, BW93, BHH+95, CC92a, CT92, CBTM93, CTSN90, CCSN93, DSW+91, DH96, ESDK94, FKC96, FMH96, FB98, FMFH97, FF97, GC97, GM99, GEW97, JFP95, KRJ+95, Kel98, KS98, KKW+93, KCV94, LB+98, LD96, MBM92, MP94, MW97, NTS90, O'C93a, PPF98, PLFSW97, PLB95, PT94a, PT94b, Pur92, RGS95, Re94a, Re94b, Sha95b, SD94, Sie93, SJMC93, SJCL93, SSP97, SP98, SCS98, TGG+95, TDD94, TB93, VMNH90, WA99a, WPG99, WT99b, ZB94]. **Use** [BJB95, BL95, Cam97, CNGG96, CCGM93, DB96a, FJR+94, Har98, Iri90, JSH99, KJGC96, LBV+99, LMK93, LM91b, MW97, MBB95, NH90, RK95c, RSN90, SW91, Tha92b, TRMW95, TMCE98, TSW97, WWG95, And97, AH96, AH98, BL94a, BRL97, BKB94, BvKvRB96, Duf92, DD97, Gre96, GA97b, HM91, HM96, JFP95, KKK95, KLC94, LM91b, LSL98, LSB95, MB98, MC94a, MDTB94, MMB99a, MA99c, MEC97, O'D98, PPS99, PM98, RDPB99, RFN99, RCGS96, SMF91, ST97, SCC94, SH98b, SGB90, UHR98, VLR98, VAR94, VBL+92, VPG94, WGD97, WT98, Way95, WR91, WCBL94, WTM+96, vR93a]. **USVI** [RMT91]. **utilisation** [Bar99, FH96, Mac94, RTL97, WM92]. **utilising** [MA99a]. **Utility** [RPM+94]. **Utilization** [CGA95, CBD96, FW91a, KY97, MZ92, MN92, RFFG92, RH97, WD90, AQP99, AML95, CLM+91, CCH93, CH99, GH94a, GYL93, GWG99, Har90, HCS90, HAA94, HS97, IG96, JLD+96, JL96, KRM95, KKB95, NC90, SPS+91, SAH98, TSS93, VH99b, WM+97]. **UV** [AB96b, BK90, BP96a, Gar91, GTH94, HS98a, Les96, LL96, LM97, MP95, NKL+96, PCL97, RR97a, SL97b]. **UV-absorbing** [HS98a, Les96, RR97a]. **UV-B** [BK90, GTH94, Les96, NKL+96, PCL97]. **UVA** [JMD+99]. **UVB** [BZSG96, DB96b, JMD+99, NDG+99]. **UVB-absorbing** [JMD+99]. **V** [BH92d, CC91b]. **vacuoles** [Gow93]. **Vainola** [JKT90a]. **Valdez**
[DF94, JDSB99, vTSD97]. Valenciennes [OC95]. validate [WWGK95]. Validation [Fow90b, CH97a, LT97, WM97, vdVW99]. validity [HRFC90]. Valley [GJ96a]. value [APCL^93, CLM^93, CA98, GAC^97, NT95, PR93b, SM99b]. values [CU99, Fri97, MLP90, TFL95]. vanhoeffeni [DCRG92, UMD92]. vannamei [SIRR94]. var. [Mar91]. Variability [AC96a, EML^93, FD92, GY97, McC94d, MLDM99, NG99, SPS^91, Sog92, SCC98, AAWD97, AHT^90, BCC94, BCNC96, BCAA96, BCC96, BP99, BM94c, BCA^99, Bou90a, Bou90b, BMW97, BP92, BSH^91a, CO92, CDM^96, CC98, CCSI93, CBL96a, CSB94, DG97, Fev92, FH97a, GHMC96, GJC97, GC95a, GST^91, Gra91c, HS94b, HV91, HM96, HK93, HS98c, HM94b, JCP93, JBMW97, KTH98, KHK^99, KDH98, LD93, LD94a, LAJ95, LD9KR3, LTM^98, MH96a, MC96a, MZ99, MF90a, MF90b, MGIM90, MHS94, MS94b, MC94, MP96c, NFM98, PF98, PHH96, RÅSP99, SO96a, SRH^98, SPB93, SL97a, SL95, SGMS99, Sos96, TLB93, TRS91, TPW^93, THKN98, Uib95, VMM99, VM95, WTR99, WHIC97, WWB98, ZF97, ZF99, dG91a]. variable [BWRH99, HGBW99, KBP98, MDF98, MCC96a, MCA90, MBL94]. variables [BMFR97, CA93, CS9M99, DFB96, GT98, Joh96, LW94, MC91a, MDTB94, MN99, RZLB96, UCV98, WCB9L4]. variance [RE96]. varians [NH98]. variaoiity [Art94]. Variation [ASA96, Cow91, FA99, FT95, HP90, HBD95, HSB97, LM91a, MW94, MDRW99, NKV94, PWP95, SO96a, Tak95, WBP^92, WMD99, AP97a, ASN93, AW97, ATH95, BPS98, BLDF95b, BLDF95a, BGB9S1, BCL93, BP98, CLM^93, CCI^98, CS91, CH99, DDM^99, DCK99, DKVD95, EB96, ELMR98, Fev92, FTS94, FMMH97, Fra93, GBC92, GYL93, Geo94, GT98, HWW98, HFR^93, HHB97, HH95, Hur92, HJHG98, J99, JLF95, JRM^97, JKT90b, JCM99, JLGMP97, Kal91b, KI97, KV90, KLEH91, KHBL95, Lai92, LH98, Lev91, LBH91, M91a, MCF90, MG96, MC91c, MRPC98, MS91, MP92, Mi94b, Nak92, NA99, P97, PCT^97, PH95, QGQ97, RCC98, RRR97b, RSB93, RCA^95, RBN99, RCN95, RNHH9, SLB^92, SV97, SK95c, TPR98, TL94, TN98, UC98, VB93, VHS96, VHH^98, WT98]. variation [WASSM97, Way95, Zaj91a, Zaj91b, ZBW92, dNSR^96]. Variations [DG92, KWEG94, Kyo92, LFR^97, LBK90, MS93d, AV98, ARDL97, AB90, BR94, BDA^99, BBL93, CBL96b, CWHA99, DSG^99, ES90, FTS97, FPGJ99, FPFR92, FVLD95, GDP^98, GAR93, GM98a, Gr94, HJH^99, HM97b, HNv99, Ito97, Lch96, LSH96, MVA99, MGC91, OC97, RTRF90, Riv90, RMHH9, SM97c, Tan98a, Tan98b, TR91, US98, VWS93, WE95, YSL94, YST^97, YKL99]. variegata [ATH95]. variegatus [RSK^99]. various [Sch91, SW99, WYY^98]. Varying [DS93a, AC96c, DBMK99, DF95, KMK96, MCB98]. vascular [BVS^91, LBK90]. vector [PCC97]. vectors [KV90]. vegetated [Kne91, KW94, RHP93]. vegetation [ERC95, NDRP93, SDBW95]. vegetative [CC99]. Vehicles [SC94]. veliger [HDB95, PCB94]. Veligers [MGP^96, Har99]. Veliidae [CR98]. velocity

W [PLH91, Por94]. Wadden [Arm92, BC90, Beu92, BF95b, Gün91, KLEH91, PGB96, PE99, Phi94, ZBW92, dT94a, vDK90, vBDW91, vW93]. waders [PE99]. Wairarapa [CB99]. Wales [AU93, Cha95, FK95b, KUK91, Sca93]. walk [Vis97]. wall [UGSBA94]. walleye [BM94a, BCN+95, BBK91, CBI91, DO92, HHP95, HBP+93, Liv93, OD90, RO98, YB90]. walls [CPK97, MSK95, NC90]. wandering [WW92a, WWL97]. wane [HHN+96]. warm [DL93b, FP96b, KSH97, NB90, Tak99, Tan98a, Tan98b, ZRK92, ZBK+98].

warm-core [DL93b, FP96b, NB90, ZBK+98]. warming [VPM96]. Wash [YBG+98, YBG96]. Washington [KCV94, HHD98]. waste [Pel96, SR93a]. wasting [BSW93]. watch [SM97b]. Water [ADBH99, Bra95, FKR90, HARR95, JM93, KG99, MO95, PLG+96, SGK+97, VD94, WPY98, AAWD97, AM99, ASCW90, BTK99, BGT91, BBR+93, BK92, BG94, BH97b, BCG94, Bra93, BR99, BH93, BWL+99, BGC94, BM99, Car93, CM98a, CF94, CRCS96, CCSR93, CV91, CS97, CP96, CWH98, DBMG99, Dei90, DF92, Dem95, DZ99, DAS92, FFT98, FGP98, FH97a, Gar91, GP96, GWW+98, GSBB97, GHD92, HS94a, Hal98, HW95, HHN+96, HK99, Hil91c, HS93, HFGT94, JNCS89, KMK96, Kar92, KN90, KZK+95, KF999, KK+90, KBWC90, Kro91, KR95, LK99a, LA97a, LEHR90, MM90, MC95, MY98, Ma99, MG96c, MD93, MC98, Mc94b, MB97a, MM95a, MC94, MB97b, MG97, Nak92, NJ991, PFP99, PBVB99, PCC97, PLP92, RT95, RG95, RHS99, RL96]. water [RM97b, RLT+94, RH93, RBG94b, SSR99, SA92, Sch96, SFF98, SR93a, Sie93, SJMC93, SJCL93, Sim92, SHM+97, SRW95a, SEG91, SE93, TDB94, Th92a, Th92b, TD92, TB98, TGB99, TUN99, TL91, TRM95, TS90c, VWS92, VM95, Vis97, VDA96, VNM97, Wai90, WB92a, WFT96, WSM99, WF90, Wi92, YST+97, YY91, YTF97, ZD99, ZB99b, vDvRK93, IP94].

water-borne [SHM+97]. water-column [BGC94, KN90, WSM99].

water-sediment [TB98]. waterborne [BC93]. waters [AFP99, AA92, ALB96, AMB+96, Arm92, AMB98, BK98, BK94, BY99, BHT98, BP98, CA99a, CW95, CBD96, CPS96, CK95, CMA95, CG97, DH92, DB96b, FM95a, FC94, GCH93, GH91, GM98b, GT92, Gra96b, GA97b, GDW90, HKT+96, HVMHH95, HSR90, HS99a, K97, K97, KS+92, KW92a, KS91, KG95, Kin92, LC91, LADS98, LAG96, LBLA93, LSL98, LFR+97, MB95a, MG96c, MHT+97, MS91, MRF98, M95, MA96, MA96, MB97a, NP93, NK93, OHO+95, OR91, OR98, PWG+99, PB96b, PH91a, PT95, PGA99, PHHH96, PF91a, RLD94, RWJ99a, RA97, RZLB96, RAIBW99, SJM90, SCB92, SL97a, SD99, SH98a, SJÆ91, SKM95,
watershed [JCMW91, MPRB93, PPFP98]. wave [AC96c, DM96, GHL+97, HS96, HS98c, KG99, LC91a, MM91a, SF95, VWM90a, VWM90b, WG97]. wave-dominated [KG99]. wave-exposed [HS96, HS98c]. wave-swept [WG97].


waves [KTW+97, LSGW98, LCF99]. Wax [HHN+96, PDS97, HKG93]. Wax-ester [PDS97].

weak [GGPGG95]. weakfish [CE93, DE94, GT96, RE94a, RE94b, TJST98]. weakly [AWD95, AAWD97].

Weathership [IHK+98, NKH+99].

web [ASN95, BMSH98, BP92, BRN+95, BGvDR96, CM98a, Han91b, HTG96, HW92, KKK+90, KKT96a, LM91a, MM91a, SF95, VWM90a, VWM90b, WG97].

web [JCMW91, MPRB93, PPFP98].

Weight [RB98, GBA+96, HH94b, HS97b, HL98, KN93, KE95, MA90, Mat92, MAAT98, Sal95, SRS92, SKM95, Spr93, WP95]. weight-specific [HS97b].

Weight-to-weight [RB98]. weighting [BP96a, CW99b]. weir [Kne91].

weissflogii [DEP+96]. well [ASP91, DD90]. well-mixed [DD90].

West [AGW93, HS91c, HH91b, PFH98, SC96a, SB96, Tom91, BCC95, BCNC96, BCB98, BSF95, GGPGG95, Gom95, HK99, NG99, SAG92, TN98, AHY+99, BCv+92, CPT90, HFR+93, PFMG96, vCR92].

Western [LCLC96, Na93b, VS91, AMO+99, BCN+95, BA93, BMP+95, BS95a, BCC95, BCB98, CEC96, CM98a, CCG96, CW98, DW98, ES90, FA99, FH99, FB90, GRC+97, HW98, HBBT98, HD97, HBP+93, Jer90, KL95, KLE91, MB+97, MC97a, MD94b, MPMG90, MSM+98, NH95b, OIO+95, Oro96, OP99, PWG+99, RDT+94, RR92, SCI99, SGPAA95, TMK97, TSB93, TH90, TG59W95, TSGS99, WT99a, vDK90, vBDW91, CA92, Car93, CS93, CDE97, CS97, EY90, FTS94, HS97a, MCE96, MW99, MSCT96, Oes90, PAM96, SMT97]. Westerschelde [LH99, MA94, SV93a, SH94].


whales [BSF95, BKF+98, CSM98, COK99, GRC+97, HKM98, ISF+98, KN95, KE98, Mik97, PCM+95, PZC99, PM92b, SPB+99a, Sha95b]. whelk [IWF+97, RMH96]. where [Kin95b, LD95a, OS96]. which [CS91, DHM92, Han91a, JLYK97, SHT91, VDT92]. while [ST98]. White [TSI+93, SIR94, SP99c]. White-noise-like [TSI+93]. whiting [CGFC95, HK99, JW98]. whole [FZ91]. whose [WPB+93]. Wide
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